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Abstract
In this thesis, we elaborate characteristics of evaluative meaning of different scientific
disciplines and trace their diachronic linguistic evolution. A main focus lies on newly
emerged disciplines, such as computational linguistics, which emerged through con-
tact between two other disciplines, such as computer science and linguistics. Here,
we consider (1) whether these newly emerged disciplines have created characteris-
tics of their own over time, showing a process of diversification, and (2) whether
they have also adopted characteristics from their disciplines of origin, reflected in a
linguistic imprint, and if this might have changed over time. The newly emerged
disciplines considered are computational linguistics, bioinformatics, digital construc-
tion and microelectronics, which have emerged through contact between computer
science and a further discipline (linguistics, biology, mechanical engineering, and
electrical engineering, respectively).
In terms of theory, this work is grounded in a linguistic theory rooted in sociolin-
guistics, Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL; Halliday (2004)), which with its
functional perspective on language allowed us to position evaluative meaning within
a linguistic theory and to create a model of analysis to trace choices made in the
semantic system on the level of lexico-grammar. Moreover, its notion of register,
concerned with functional variation, i.e. variation according to language use, com-
bined with the sociolinguistic perspective made it possible to compare the linguistic
choices made according to different social contexts, to which the disciplines belong.
This allowed us to trace register diversification processes and registerial imprint of
evaluative meaning across disciplines.
In terms of methods, we apply classification as a data mining technique, taking a
macro- and micro-analytic perspective (cf. Jockers (2013)) on the results. Doing so
we gain insights on the degree of diversification and imprint (macro-analysis) and the
kind of diversification and imprint (micro-analysis). Studies so far have considered
either the macro- or the micro-analytic perspective. By considering both, we are
able to investigate generalizable trends as well as detailed linguistic characteristics
of evaluative meaning across disciplines and time.
The approach presented in this thesis draws its strength from being grounded in
a linguistic theory, which proved to be extremely useful in defining and testing
hypotheses and interpreting results. Moreover, an empirical analysis of evaluative
meaning across disciplines and time was possible by combining corpus-based meth-
ods with data mining techniques.
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Kurzzusammenfassung
In der vorliegenden Dissertation werden Bewertungscharakteristiken verschiedener
Wissenschaftsdisziplinen erarbeitet und ihre diachrone linguistische Entwicklung un-
tersucht. Ein Hauptfokus liegt auf in neuerer Zeit entstandenen Disziplinen (z. B.
Computerlinguistik), die sich durch Kontakt zwischen zwei anderen Disziplinen
gebildet haben (z. B. Informatik und Linguistik). In diesem Zusammenhang wird
erforscht, (1) ob diese neu entstandenen Disziplinen diachron ihre eigenen Charak-
teristiken entwickeln und somit einen Diversifikationsprozess aufzeigen und (2) ob sie
auch Charakteristiken der Ursprungsdisziplinen u¨bernehmen und somit eine linguis-
tische Pra¨gung aus der Ursprungsdisziplin vorweisen und ob sich diese mo¨glicher-
weise diachron vera¨ndert hat. Die untersuchten relativ neu entstandenen Disziplinen
sind die Computerlinguistik, Bioinformatik, Bauinformatik und Mikroelektronik, die
durch Kontakt zwischen der Informatik und einer anderen Disziplin entstanden sind,
in unserem Fall entsprechend aus der Linguistik, Biologie, dem Maschinenbau und
der Elektrotechnik.
Die Arbeit basiert auf der soziolinguistischen Theorie der Systemisch Funktionalen
Linguistik (SFL; Halliday (2004)). Aufgrund ihrer funktionalen Perspektive auf die
Sprache war es uns mo¨glich, das semantische Konzept der Bewertung in eine linguis-
tische Theorie zu positionieren und ein Analysemodel zu entwickeln, um die Auswahl
aus dem semantischen System auf der lexico-grammatischen Ebene nachzuverfolgen.
Besonders wichtig ist hierbei auch das Registerkonzept aus der SFL, das sich mit
funktionaler Variation befasst, d.h. Variation in Bezug auf den Sprachgebrauch. Die
Kombination aus funktionaler Variation und soziolinguistischer Perspektive hat es
erlaubt, die linguistischen Entscheidungen in Bezug auf Bewertungen, die in un-
terschiedlichen sozialen Kontexten (d.h. den verschiedenen Disziplinen) gefa¨llt wur-
den, zu untersuchen und diese zu vergleichen. Dadurch konnten fu¨r die untersuchten
Disziplinen registerspezifische Diversifikationsprozesse und Pra¨gungen bezu¨glich Be-
wertungen ausgemacht werden.
Methodisch wurde aus dem Bereich des Data Mining die Klassifikation angewandt,
die es erlaubt hat, die Ergebnisse aus einer makro- und mikro-analytischen Per-
spektive (vgl. Jockers (2013)) zu erforschen. Dadurch konnten Erkenntnisse er-
langt werden in Bezug auf den Diversifikations- und Pra¨gungsgrad (Makro-Analyse)
sowie der Art der Diversifikation und Pra¨gung (Mikro-Analyse). Studien haben bis-
lang entweder die makro- oder die mikro-analytische Perspektive angewandt. Durch
den Einbezug beider Ebenen ist es uns gelungen, sowohl generalisierbare Tenden-
zen festzustellen als auch detaillierte linguistische Charakteristiken und diachrone
Vera¨nderungen von Bewertungsausdru¨cken in verschiedenen Disziplinen zu unter-
suchen.
Die Sta¨rken des in der vorliegenden Dissertation pra¨sentierten Ansatzes liegen darin,
dass er in einer linguistischen Theorie fundiert ist, die sich sehr hilfreich erwiesen hat
bei der Hypothesenaufstellung und beim Testen der Hypothesen sowie auch bei der
vInterpretation der Ergebnisse. Daru¨ber hinaus hat der Ansatz eine empirische Anal-
yse von Bewertungen in wissenschaftlichen Disziplinen durch das Zusammenspiel von
korpus-basierten Methoden und Techniken aus dem Data Mining ermo¨glicht.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Goals
In the present research we aim to provide answers to selected issues regarding the
evaluative characteristics of research articles and possible differences and common-
alities between disciplines in this respect. The main questions we pursue answers
for are:
 Do disciplines differ in the expression of evaluative meaning, i.e. are different
lexico-grammatical features involved at the interpersonal level that vary across
disciplines?
 Considering recent diachronic change
– Have possible evaluative characteristics of disciplines changed over time,
i.e. are the meanings expressed different and does a discipline use different
lexico-grammatical features over time regarding evaluative meaning, or
are the same features used?
– Do newly emerged disciplines, such as computational linguistics, which
emerged through contact between two other disciplines (linguistics and
computer science), develop their own characteristics, or do they adopt
the characteristics of their disciplines of origin, and if so, to what extent?
The leading hypotheses to these questions are a diversification of scientific disciplines
over time in the expression or realization of evaluative meaning and a possible im-
print of the disciplines of origin on the newly emerged discipline regarding evaluative
meaning.
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 Diversification:
Scientific disciplines differ from one another in their patterns of language use.
Linguistically and with respect to evaluative meaning, this is reflected in a
diversified use of specific evaluative lexico-grammatical features. As scientific
disciplines evolve, they will become increasingly distinct from one another.
Linguistically and with respect to evaluative meaning, the clusters of evaluative
lexico-grammatical features used will become more distinct.
 Imprint :
As a discipline develops out of two other disciplines, it will adopt some charac-
teristics of its disciplines of origin. Linguistically, specific lexico-grammatical
features are similarly used by the newly emerged discipline and one of the disci-
plines of origin (e.g., computational linguistics and linguistics). Diachronically,
depending on how the newly emerged discipline evolves, it might change the
characteristics it adopts. Linguistically, while it uses specific lexico-grammatical
features similarly to one discipline of origin in one time period (e.g., computa-
tional linguistics using features similarly to linguistics), it uses other features
similarly to the other discipline it has originated from in another time period
(e.g., computational linguistics using features similarly to computer science).
To approach these hypotheses, we have to consider several theoretical and method-
ological issues.
Regarding theoretical issues, first of all, we have to define what evaluative mean-
ing is and how it is used in research articles. From a semantic perspective, which
components do evaluative acts have? From the perspective of lexico-grammar, how
are the components of evaluative acts expressed in terms of lexico-grammar, i.e.
which are the lexico-grammatical features that realize evaluative meaning? By es-
tablishing what evaluative meaning is and how it is realized lexico-grammatically,
i.e. which features are involved, we have a basis on which we can answer our hy-
potheses, but also more concretely investigate if disciplines differ in a similar way
from each other or if different features are involved in the distinction. In terms of
recent diachronic change, we will investigate whether there are some diversification
trends of disciplines that can be traced over time regarding the use of evaluative
meaning. Moreover, as new scientific disciplines develop, do they show more varia-
tion of features initially and develop a more distinct evaluative character over time?
Methodologically, we relate our work to approaches used so far to detect and analyze
evaluative meaning, considering their strengths and weaknesses in order to develop
a methodology suitable to investigate evaluative meaning in a quantitative way, yet
accounting also for qualitative data. Here, we will develop an analytical cycle which
encompasses a combination of macro- and micro-analytical steps. Moreover, we
make use of (1) contrastive corpus-based approaches, in order to account for the
hypotheses of diversification and imprint, i.e. contrasting text productions across
disciplines and time, and (2) data mining techniques, as a methodology that allows
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us to adopt a macro- as well as a micro-analytical perspective on the data under
analysis.
This will enable us to carry out a register analysis of highly specialized scientific
disciplines with respect to the use of evaluative meaning.
The main goal is to elaborate characteristics of evaluative meaning of different scien-
tific disciplines and to trace their linguistic evolution. To achieve this, we develop a
theoretical and methodological framework for the investigation of evaluative mean-
ing in scientific written discourse and its diachronic development, focusing on recent
change, by means of corpus-based and data mining techniques.
1.2 Motivation
The present study is motivated by the overarching question of whether scientific
disciplines vary in their use of evaluative meaning, and if so, how they differ and
whether they create their own characteristics over time. The focus lies on linguistic
variation from a functional perspective, looking at the level of lexico-grammar, i.e.
which lexico-grammatical features are used to evaluate within scientific writing and
whether there are differences or commonalities between different disciplines in the
use of these lexico-grammatical features. This implies considering four fields of
investigation:
(1) the interpersonal function of language, focusing on evaluative meaning in sci-
entific discourse,
(2) the notion of register, defined as variety according to language use with respect
to ‘fine-grained’ text classes,
(3) diversification over time, and
(4) the methodological approach for tracing and analyzing evaluative meaning and
diversification in highly specialized scientific fields.
While the first three points are related to the subject of investigation, i.e. the the-
oretical issues, the fourth point is related to the methodological issues, which run
parallel to the theoretical ones.
As for the first point, evaluative meaning is a non-trivial phenomenon to grasp
linguistically, as it can be expressed in a variety of linguistic forms and is highly
context-dependent. This makes the phenomenon rather hard to be traced on a
large-scale basis. There have been numerous studies on evaluative meaning that
range from very detailed single-text-based studies to corpus-based and computa-
tionally based ones (e.g., Martin and White (2005); Hunston (2011); Wilson et al.
(2005a) just to mention some major works for each approach; see Section 2 for a
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more detailed account). Nonetheless, we are still looking for a comprehensive picture
of how evaluative meaning works in linguistic terms. The question of which methods
might be best suited to move toward a comprehensive understanding of evaluative
meaning is still a highly debated one. The challenge is to find a balance between (a)
high-quality data, to capture the phenomenon of evaluative meaning as comprehen-
sively as possible, and (b) quantitative methods, to allow making generalizations
about the phenomenon. In this work, we propose a methodology that considers
both aspects in order to move toward a comprehensive understanding of evaluative
meaning. This can complement or inform corpus-based studies on evaluation as well
as computationally based methods of sentiment analysis and opinion mining, but
more generally it can also provide insights on how to find an appropriate balance
between qualitative and quantitative perspectives on a linguistic phenomenon.
Regarding the first and second points, we raise the question of how highly specialized
disciplines might differ in terms of evaluative meaning. This will possibly comple-
ment studies in the field of linguistic variation that move toward more fine-grained
differences between registers, rather than similarities, as in genre studies that orig-
inated in the 1980s. In contrast to the idea of one general ‘academic English’, i.e.
one monolithic entity that is merely differentiated by topics, scientific communi-
ties a` la Kuhn (1962) differ not only in what they find worthwhile to communicate
(topicality), but also how they communicate it, etc. This is related to the fact that
disciplines are rooted in specialized social contexts and are thus prone to being influ-
enced by specific contextual factors which can differ between disciplines, topicality
being here only one of many features distinguishing between disciplines (Argamon
et al., 2007; Teich and Fankhauser, 2010; Degaetano-Ortlieb et al., 2014a). Com-
munication is a leading force in the dissemination of knowledge generated in the
scientific communities and the majority of scientific communication is transmitted
in the form of scientific research articles, which form the data basis of our study.
We are interested in how knowledge is made persuasive, adding insights to cross-
disciplinary variation on a more fine-grained scale as we focus on highly specialized
fields, rather than on a more general distinction such as ‘hard’ and ‘soft’ sciences
(see, e.g., Hyland (2000)).
As we put forward the hypotheses of diversification and imprint of scientific disci-
plines, we also have to consider the time dimension (point three above). The time
dimension will help to understand whether scientific disciplines are relatively stable
over time regarding evaluative meaning or if they change diachronically. Although
in this study we focus on recent diachronic change, the insights gained might be
of interest for historical sociolinguistics, which aims at reconstructing a language’s
past in order to account for diachronic linguistic changes and developments (cf.
Herna´ndez-Campoy and Conde-Silvestre (2012)).
For (2) and (3), the methodological approach should be a comparative one that
allows comparing linguistic realizations of evaluative meaning across disciplines and
time. The elaboration of a methodology to approach the hypothesis of diversification
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of highly specialized scientific disciplines in terms of evaluative meaning is of interest
for all of the related fields mentioned above. However, cross-linguistic studies might
also profit from the insights gained from this work.
1.3 Approach
To approach the above-raised hypotheses of diversification of scientific disciplines
and imprint left on newly emerged disciplines by their disciplines of origin, we
consider previous work on the interpersonal function of language, register studies,
and recent diachronic change.
The interpersonal function of language is one of the three functions of language de-
scribed by Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL; Halliday (2004)): ideational (topic
of a discourse), interpersonal (roles and attitudes of participants in the discourse),
and textual (textual presentation of the discourse). Evaluative meaning belongs to
the interpersonal function of language, as evaluations presented in a discourse are
associated with the participants and their roles and attitudes. In the case of scien-
tific writing, the writer of a research article evaluates abstract and concrete objects
which are part of the disciplinary discourse. Thus, evaluative meaning is expressed
in evaluative acts and these acts have particular semantic components, which consist
of the writer of a research article, the evaluative meaning expressed by the writer
toward a target, the target itself, and the reader of the research article. Note that
the writer could be explicitly mentioned in the discourse, but does not have to be.
Consider Example (1), where the writers evaluate competitive analysis as being im-
portant. In this example, it is quite clear that the writers present their own belief.
However, evaluative expressions such as in Example (2) can also be found, where
the writer is not explicitly mentioned in the discourse. The focus of the utterance
seems to be more on the evaluation itself than on who expresses it. Besides that, the
evaluative expressions shown in (2) are quite down-toning (e.g., evidence suggests
rather than proves, and the modal verb can is used). While (1), which originates
from a computer science text, is almost perceived as a fact put forward by the writ-
ers, (2), which is taken from linguistics, is more related to reasoning. These short
examples already seem to suggest that disciplines vary in their use of evaluative
meaning, and we can also see that different evaluative components are used (e.g.,
different evaluative word forms, different evaluative meanings, different evaluative
lexico-grammatical patterns) which are realized lexico-grammatically.
(1) We believe that competitive analysis gives important insight to the
performance of these queuing policies. (Computer science)
(2) There is also experimental evidence suggesting that irregular verbs can
be semantic attractors, but it is unclear whether this is the result of id-
iosyncratic analogy or whether it is grounded in the language system itself.
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The aim of the present article is to argue that indeed the local attraction ef-
fects are grounded in subtle systematic distributional differences in semantic
density between regulars and irregulars. (Linguistics)
In the course of this study, we will try to capture how evaluative meaning is expressed
in scientific writing, relying on previous work (e.g., Hunston (1989, 1994, 2011);
Hyland (1998, 2000, 2005)), but also on insights gained in our own previous research
(Degaetano and Teich, 2011; Degaetano-Ortlieb et al., 2014b). Here we aim to create
a model of how evaluative meaning is expressed in scientific writing by looking at
lexico-grammatical features that are used to evaluate. What we do not intend is
to develop a detailed system as in Martin and White (2005), which was originally
meant for the detailed annotation of single texts. Our aim is to be able to make
generalizations on a more abstract level for possible differences across disciplines and
to determine whether these differences hold over time. Thus, we have to develop a
model that allows for these kinds of generalizations.
Besides SFL, our work is also rooted in register theory (Quirk et al., 1985; Biber
et al., 1999), which has shown in numerous studies that particular situational con-
texts have linguistic correlates at the level of lexico-grammar giving rise to regis-
ters, i.e. clusters of lexico-grammatical features which occur non-randomly (most
prominently the work of Biber and colleagues, e.g., Biber (1988, 1993, 2006, 2012)).
We adopt this by considering that particular distributions of lexico-grammatical
features associated with evaluative meaning might characterize different scientific
registers. As language use continuously adapts to changing social contexts (Ure,
1971, 1982) and considering that social contexts are reflected linguistically in spe-
cific distributions of lexico-grammatical features, we should also be able to trace
differences by comparing the use of lexico-grammatical features across time periods.
Social contexts that are possibly subject to recent change in the scientific domain
are newly emerged disciplines, such as bioinformatics and computational linguistics.
Diachronic studies on registers are quite sparse (Halliday, 1988; Banks, 2008) and
linguistic studies on recent diachronic change have investigated mainly the Brown
corpus family (cf. Kucˇera and Francis (1967); Hundt et al. (1999)), yet the use of
linguistic features to investigate recent diachronic change is also gaining interest in
social and behavioral science (e.g., Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al. (2013)).
In addition to the theoretical considerations, dealing with evaluative meaning (or
interpersonal meaning in the general sense), registers and recent diachronic change
implies various methodological aspects that have to be considered:
 Comparative corpus linguistics
The investigation of diversification trends in the scientific domain requires a
comparative approach which allows the comparison of text productions be-
longing to different disciplines. Obviously, a corpus is needed that includes
text productions from several disciplines. To trace diversification over time,
disciplines that might be subject to diachronic change have to be considered
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(such as bioinformatics) and the corpus has to be diachronic, i.e. represent at
least two time periods.
 Micro- and Macro-Analyses
Detailed analyses are needed to investigate which evaluative lexico-grammatical
features are employed in scientific writing. This is accomplished by using sub-
corpora and concordances which are analyzed in detail. However, to be able to
make generalizations on diversification trends, large-scale results are needed.
These are obtained by techniques from information extraction and data min-
ing. Methodologically, we consider micro- and macro-analytical techniques (cf.
Jockers (2013)) that will allow us to find a balance between detailed analyses
and generalizations on the register level. An analytical cycle is designed with
possible recursive steps when switching between micro- and macro-analysis.
1.4 Sections overview
Chapter 2 introduces some major research strands relevant to the present context.
We discuss in more detail work on evaluative meaning, register theory and diversi-
fication over time moving toward presenting methodological approaches used so far
to analyze evaluative meaning. Strengths and weaknesses are discussed that will
serve as input on the one hand, and motivate our own research on the other.
The aim of Chapter 3 is to introduce a model of evaluative acts grounded on seman-
tics and lexico-grammar. This will help to position evaluative acts within linguistic
theory to allow explanations of the results.
In Chapter 4, two major methodological aspects are presented: (1) the analytical
cycle used to approach our hypotheses of diversification and imprint, which will
present in more detail the interplay between macro- and micro-analyses, and (2) the
corpus-based methods, i.e. identification, annotation and extraction of evaluative
lexico-grammatical features, and data mining techniques employed to allow data
analysis.
Chapter 5 presents the register analysis, which will start with a macro-analytical
perspective and move toward a micro-analytical one for each of the two hypotheses
investigated. While macro-analysis encompasses text classification, micro-analysis is
concerned with feature analysis. In the first analysis, we macro-analytically investi-
gate whether highly specialized scientific disciplines undergo a diversification process
over time. Micro-analytically, we investigate which lexico-grammatical features are
involved in diversification, i.e. which features are characteristic of a discipline. In the
second analysis, we exploit, on a macro level, the overlap between newly emerged
disciplines and their disciplines of origin, according to the usage of evaluative mean-
ing in general. In micro-analytical terms, we look at which features are adopted by
the newly emerged disciplines from their disciplines of origin.
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Finally, Chapter 6 gives a summary of the major aspects addressed in this work and
an assessment of the approach applied, and concludes with an envoi and possibilities
for future work.
Chapter 2
State of the art
2.1 Introduction
The aim of the present chapter is to give an overview of some major research strands
that are relevant to the present context. The theoretical groundwork on evaluative
meaning, register theory and diversification over time is laid. This will allow us to
develop a model of evaluative meaning that can be applied to the research hypotheses
raised.
In very general terms, this study is related to discourse analysis (Stubbs, 1983;
Schiffrin et al., 2003), register studies and sociolinguistics (Ure, 1971, 1982; Quirk
et al., 1985; Biber et al., 1999; Biber, 1995, 2012; Ferguson, 1994), as well as his-
torical sociolinguistics and studies on recent language change (Herna´ndez-Campoy
and Conde-Silvestre, 2012; Mair, 2006, 2009), as they contribute to the knowledge of
how language works, how linguistic expressions are associated with meanings, how
speakers/writers indicate their semantic intentions and how hearers/readers inter-
pret what they hear/read as well as how changing social contexts influence linguistic
choices and vice versa. Moreover, studies related to scientific discourse, especially
those on variation in scientific discourse (Bazerman, 1981; Ventola, 1996; Duszak,
1997; Bhatia, 2002; Hyland, 2007, 2009a), are implicated as they consider discourse,
social and cultural context as well as variation and change in the academic context.
In specific terms, this study concerns itself, in particular, with research which di-
rectly focuses on the questions raised in this thesis or which is particularly relevant
to the hypotheses and methodologies addressed. Thus, the following sections focus
on selected contributions to register studies concerned with variation and language
change related to scientific writing (Ure, 1982; Halliday and Hasan, 1985; Halli-
day, 1988; Swales, 1990; Teich et al., 2012) as well as descriptive accounts and
approaches to evaluative meaning (Hunston, 1989, 2011; Martin and White, 2005;
Hyland, 2005).
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2.2 The research article and its developing eval-
uative character
Research articles as we know them today have their roots in experimental reports,
most notably in The Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society, the first scien-
tific periodical, established in 1665. Since then, the research article has undergone
many changes before arriving at the stage of what we today recognize as a research
article. To begin with, according to Swales (1990), the article length has varied from
time to time, with 7000 words in 1893 to 5000 words in 1900 and an increase since
then to 10,000 words by 1980. References were common but general in the time pe-
riod of 1893-1900. By 1910 reference use decreased, yet more recent references were
used, including reference dates, and they were of direct relevance to the research.
From then on an upward trend was observed and, furthermore, references were no
longer concentrated only in the introduction section (cf. Swales (1990)). What was
also observed was a decline in the citation of books and an increase in the citation
of shorter works. Syntactic and lexical features changed as well: relative clauses
declined in frequency, descriptions shifted to explanations, subjects of main clauses
became more abstract, reporting verbs decreased whereas active verbs increased,
with the aim of bringing the finding/theory into a central grammatical position.
Authors, instead, have been given a back seat (e.g., Here, I report the performance
of vs. The algorithm performs). Regarding the organization of research articles, be-
fore 1950 only 50% were divided into sections. After 1950 section headings became
a regular feature. From 1930 an inclusion of discussion and conclusion sections and
an increase in length and complexity was observed. According to Swales (1990),
the overall trend regarding the development of the research article is a growing ab-
straction, the deepening integration of present work with the relevant literature,
the increasing foregrounding of research as opposed to researcher, the increasingly
uphill strive to incorporate more and more information, and a steadily more focused
argumentation.
Additionally, trends have been observed in which the introduction and discus-
sion/conclusion sections have undergone similar developments, whereas the method-
ology and results sections seemed to remain unchanged. Some of the main develop-
ments within the introduction and conclusion sections are also attributed to evalu-
ation. As Hill et al. (1982, 335) put it, “research papers make the transition from
the general field or context of the experiment to the specific experiment by describ-
ing an inadequacy in previous research that motivates the present experiment. The
Discussion section mirror-images the Introduction by moving from specific findings
to wider implications”. Also prominent in these two sections are syntactic devices
used to comment on the work of others, such as that-clauses (e.g., We have shown
[that SON neurons are...]), which are used to make claims about other statements
(cf. West (1980)). One may hypothesize that self-citations may be positively eval-
uated, whereas outside reference may be negatively evaluated. Other studies re-
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garding the introduction and conclusion sections have looked at authorial comment,
which is introduced by modal auxiliaries (may and should most frequently), adverbs,
adjectives of probability (possible, certainly), attitudinal markers (adverbs such as
surprisingly), marked choice of nouns (e.g., view, hypothesis), switch to first person,
or unusual use of metaphor or analogy (cf. Smith (1984)). Functionally, the most
common type of authorial comment is epistemic, relating to the probability of a
proposition or hypothesis being true (called ‘arguing’ in Wilson et al. (2005a), Wil-
son (2008)). The other three most common ones are recommending, emphasizing
and evaluating (cf. Swales (1990, 137)).
With these devices at hand, the author of a research article tries to “Create A Re-
search Space (CARS)” to locate the research into. In this regard, Swales (1990) has
introduced the CARS model, which relates to moves taken by the author in order to
create a research space for the research. Nwogu (1997) has elaborated Swales’ model
to show how research articles are structured. From his moves it seems that evaluative
devices are to be found most often within the introduction and conclusion sections.
In the Introduction (1) related research is reviewed and references to limitations of
previous research are made (negative evaluation, indication of gaps, etc.), and (2)
new research is introduced and the importance of the author’s own new research is
emphasized. In the Conclusion, (1) consistent observations are indicated by hedging
(such as appears to be misleading), (2) non-consistent observations are indicated by
negative verb phrases (such as did not reveal) or negative quantifiers, (3) overall re-
search outcomes are highlighted by preparatory statements (e.g., the results suggest
that/offer clear evidence that) or by explicit lexemes such as major aim has been
attained, and (4) specific research outcomes are explained by lexical items signaling
significance/importance (e.g., results are important) and by preparatory statements
for limitations of outcomes related to indicate limitations of previous studies (e.g.,
error, clearly unable, did not mention). From these observations, one can think of
(a) possible expressions of evaluation involved in scientific writing (such as impor-
tance/significance) and (b) possible objects the evaluation is directed toward (such
as previous/own research, observations, outcomes, etc.). Thus, evaluative meaning
is inherent to research articles.
2.3 Registers of specialized discourse in a diachronic
perspective
Text productions in the form of research articles represent scientific writing, and
different specialized discourses are realized in different registers. The term register
is rooted in a sociolinguistic tradition, where it is used as a cover term for varieties
defined by situational context (cf. Ure (1982), Ferguson (1994)), thus defining func-
tional variation rather than regional or social variation (cf. Quirk et al. (1985)). The
core idea associated with register is that language use is systemically influenced by
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contextual factors (Halliday and Hasan, 1985), i.e. the situational context influences
the linguistic choices made by a language user and vice versa. There is a bidirec-
tional relationship where the situational context influences the choice of linguistic
features used, while the choice of specific linguistic features creates the situational
context. According to Halliday (1988), registers are clusters of associated features
that have a greater-than-random tendency to co-occur and which can be summa-
rized in terms of field, tenor and mode of discourse realizing the situational context.
In the situational context of scientific writing, field is associated with knowledge —
or the scientific topic — which is extended, transmitted or explored, tenor with the
roles and attitudes of participants, i.e. the relationship between writers and readers
of research articles and the attitudes of the writer toward the scientific knowledge
presented, and mode is associated with the textual presentation of this knowledge.
Particular linguistic features associated with field, tenor and mode give rise to the
situational context of scientific writing, i.e. to the registers of scientific writing.
Registers can be identified at any delicacy of focus (Hasan, 1973). Projected on
scientific writing, the focus can be turned from scientific writing in general to the
scientific writing of particular disciplines. Halliday (1988) presents an example of
this type of research on the physical sciences, also adopting the historical perspective.
As language use continuously adapts to changing social contexts (cf. Ure (1971,
1982)), registers will change accordingly. Halliday (1988) shows how over a time
span of approx. 600 years or so, the physical sciences have changed in terms of
linguistic features used. Moreover, changing social contexts are also led by a process
of modernization, especially in the scientific domain. Due to modernization, the need
arises for new kinds of activity and new kinds of discourse, i.e. as part of the process
of modernization within a society, new registers develop (Ure, 1982). In science,
modernization is shown, for example, in the need to adopt specific techniques in
one discipline which have been developed in some other discipline, e.g. statistical
techniques, algorithms, etc. In this way, disciplines begin to share knowledge, which
in return might lead to creating new knowledge, around which new scientific registers
may develop. Computer science is one of the disciplines whose knowledge is adopted
by other disciplines. In terms of register theory, two registers come into contact with
each other as the sharing of knowledge is also reflected in the configuration of the
variables of field, tenor and mode. While both registers have their own configuration
of linguistic features, when they share knowledge these configurations might merge
due to register contact. This register contact may lead to the creation of new
registers, such as the language of bioinformatics or computational linguistics, if we
think of register contact between the disciplines of computer science and biology or
linguistics, respectively. These new registers, termed as contact registers (cf. Teich
et al. (2012, 2013)), would have their own clusters of linguistic features, even though
they will still share some similarities with the registers they have evolved from. Note
that in terms of terminology, contact registers relate to configurations of linguistic
features used; with contact disciplines we refer to the discipline which encounters
register contact. To study the evolution of the contact registers, the delicacy of
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focus shifts from particular scientific disciplines to highly specialized disciplines.
The farther the focus is shifted toward more delicate planes, the more fine-grained
the clusters of linguistic features become. Thus, differences in the use of linguistic
features realizing registers can be identified on a very general level, e.g. between
general language and scientific writing, but also on a highly specialized level, such
as for contact registers.
Since the 1960s, numerous scholars have studied registers from different perspec-
tives, ranging from studies on single registers to register variation studies, which
can be synchronic, diachronic or cross-linguistic. Studies on single registers focus
on describing characteristics of one particular register. In general, these studies
are based on an exploratory analysis of example texts of the register under study,
i.e. a text representative of the register is chosen on which a register analysis of
lexico-grammatical features is carried out (cf. Biber and Finegan (1994, 353), Teich
(2003, 24)). Studies in this area range from studies of registers of the conversational
type, such as Ferguson (1964) on baby talk and Leech (1966) on British television
advertising, to studies of the more professional type, such as Danet (1980)’s work
on written legal language or research on written medical discourse (Van Naerssen,
1985), as well as studies on scientific discourse, such as Swales (1990) on English
scientific research articles (cf. Biber and Finegan (1994)). They are mostly of a
qualitative nature, giving an indication of what the register features of an assumed
register are, and can be used to decide which lexico-grammatical features to choose
for a quantitative analysis (cf. Teich (2003, 24)). Besides studies on single registers,
there have also been register variation studies, i.e. studies that focus on the delim-
itation of registers. These studies compare two or more registers and are mainly
driven by quantitative methods, where a corpus compiled of registers from various
sources is used to detect boundaries between registers (cf. Teich (2003, 24)). Biber’s
work is one of the most prominent in the field of quantitative register analysis. In
terms of methods, he defines:
A comprehensive linguistic analysis of a register requires consideration of
a representative selection of linguistic features. Analyses of these register
features are necessarily quantitative, because the associated register distinc-
tions are based on differences in the relative distribution of linguistic features.
(Biber, 1995, 31)
Now that we have corpora at hand, the quantitative dimension becomes one that
we can account for, and as Halliday puts it in an interview:
The quantitative basis of language is a fundamental feature of language: I
think that a grammatical system is not just a choice between a or b or c but a
or b or c with certain probabilities attached — and you get these probabilities
out of the corpus. [...] It is essential to be aware of the notion of global
probabilities in language. [...] What [registers] tend to do is to shift the
probabilities, so it is the same system but with a different set of probabilities,
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not only in the vocabulary but also in the grammar. (Thompson and Collins,
2001)
Taking this into account, besides distinctions between relatively general registers
such as speech and writing, distinctions can be drawn between more fine-grained
registers as may be the case for highly specialized scientific disciplines (e.g., bioin-
formatics), something that has been investigated by Teich et al. (see, e.g., Teich
et al. (2012, 2013)).
Considering that highly specialized domains develop over time, the diachronic change
will also be reflected in the language use, i.e. in terms of linguistic features. However,
the linguistic evolution of highly specialized registers has obtained little attention
so far (cf. Teich et al. (2013); Degaetano-Ortlieb et al. (2013)).
2.4 Approaches to evaluative meaning
There are three main strands of approaches that deal with the identification of
evaluative meaning:
(1) approaches based on smaller text samples such as the appraisal system (Mar-
tin, 1995, 2000; White, 2000, 2003; Martin and White, 2005; Hood, 2004) or
Hunston’s work on Status, Value and Relevance (Hunston, 1989),
(2) corpus-based approaches using corpora as evidence or for contrastive studies
(Biber and Finegan, 1989; Hunston, 1994; Conrad and Biber, 2000; Hunston
and Thompson, 2000; Hyland, 2000, 2009b; Hunston, 2004; Biber, 2006; Hun-
ston, 2011; Thetela, 1997),
(3) approaches based on computational methods aiming at automatic detection of
evaluation (Wilson et al., 2005a; Wilson, 2008; Narayanan et al., 2009; Xiaowen
and Liu, 2010; Liu, 2010; Somasundaran, 2010).
2.4.1 Text-based approaches
2.4.1.1 Appraisal
One major approach working on smaller text samples is the appraisal system (Martin
and White, 2005) based on Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL; Halliday (2004)).
In SFL language is seen from a functional perspective as performing three metafunc-
tions: construing experience (ideational), construing social relations between people
(interpersonal), and organizing the discourse (textual). Appraisal is situated within
the interpersonal metafunction and aims at studying the set of meanings expressed
in a text having at choice a variety of linguistic resources. To display this wide
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Figure 2.1: System network for the model of Appraisal
variety of choices, Martin and White (2005, 42) have created a system of meanings,
adopting the concept of system networks from Halliday. Figure 2.1 shows the model
of Appraisal from Martin and White (2005, 38). As can be seen from the categories
displayed in the system, appraisal is mainly designed to be a discourse semantic
resource for meaning (Martin and White, 2005, 11), rather than being a resource of
specific linguistic features (Hunston, 2011, 20).
There are three interacting domains inherent to appraisal: (1) Attitude, concerned
with feelings including emotional reactions, judgments of behavior and evaluation
of things, (2) Engagement, concerned with sourcing attitudes and the play of voices
around opinions in discourse1, and (3) Graduation, which attends to grading phe-
nomena whereby feelings are amplified and categories blurred (cf. Martin and White
(2005, 35)). Attitude is further subdivided into Affect, which deals with posi-
tive/negative feelings, Judgement, which deals with attitudes toward behavior, and
Appreciation, which involves evaluations of semiotic and natural phenomena (Mar-
tin and White, 2005, 42–43). See Examples (1)–(3) taken from Martin and White
(2005).
(1) [...] that was a very sad day for me. I was very unhappy [...]. (Affect)
(2) [...] it is often to the lawyer’s interest to make wrong seem right [...].
(Judgement)
(3) [...] I find nothing so pleasant as sitting on a comfortable chair [...].
(Appreciation)
The strength of the appraisal taxonomy is that it makes it possible to annotate in
1Note that this notion of Engagement differs from Hyland’s definition (see Section 2.4.2).
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detail evaluative meaning within texts, and the relationships established between
semantic categories in Appraisal are theoretically motivated. Affect, for example,
is subdivided into un/happiness, in/security, dis/satisfaction, each of these further
subdivided, e.g., unhappiness into misery and antipathy, happiness into cheer and
affection. The more detailed the system, however, the more difficult it becomes
to pin down exactly to which category a particular expression belongs. Besides
its interpretive nature, the approach is a qualitative one, oriented toward in-depth
analyses of a relatively small number of texts rather than to quantitative corpus-
based studies (cf. Hood (2005)). Work on appraisal within scientific writing has
been done, for example, by Hood (2005). She looks at attitude in undergraduate
scientific writing and focuses on the introduction section, this selection motivated
by the fact that writers contextualize their own research by positioning it within a
topic and in relation to a body of theory and research within the introduction.
2.4.1.2 Status, Value, Relevance
Another approach investigating individual texts is Hunston’s early work on evalu-
ation, which focuses on academic prose (Hunston, 1989). Hunston identifies three
functions of evaluation: the identification and classification of an object to be eval-
uated (Status), ascribing a value to that object (Value), and identifying the signif-
icance of the information (Relevance/Significance) (cf. Hunston (2011, 21)). Hun-
ston’s model predates that of Martin and White (2005) and to some extent has been
overtaken by their model (the part on Value). However, while Martin and White
(2005) propose a general taxonomy of attitudinal meaning, Hunston proposed a tax-
onomy of the value meanings construed by research articles (cf. Hunston (2011, 22)),
such as her parameters of certainty described in Hunston (1989). These are taken
up by Hunston and Thompson (2000) and elaborated into parameters of evaluation:
good-bad, certainty, expectedness, and importance. The good-bad and certainty
parameters are real-world-oriented as they express the writer’s view of the status of
propositions and entities (in Halliday’s terms they are experientially oriented). The
expectedness and importance parameters have an additional text-oriented function,
as they can serve to guide the reader toward the intended coherence of the discourse
(cf. Hunston and Thompson (2000, 24)). The good-bad parameter, also known as
the positive-negative parameter, is implicitly connected with the other parameters.
Evaluations along the certainty, expectedness and importance parameters are related
to social/cultural values and can be good or bad, i.e. ‘possible’ or ‘not possible’, ‘ob-
vious’ or ‘not obvious’, ‘important’ or ‘not important’ with possible gradations in
between.
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2.4.2 Corpus-based approaches
Besides her text-based work, Hunston studies evaluation in a corpus-based fashion
as well (see, e.g., Hunston (2004, 2011)). As she points out, there are two traditions
in corpus research which are also adopted for the investigation of evaluative mean-
ing: (1) qualitative corpus research, with the aim of identifying and describing the
evaluative words and phrases used and their evaluative meanings in context, and
(2) quantitative corpus research, which draws on theories of register and variability
in language by investigating the distribution of sets of words and phrases across
corpora (cf. Hunston (2011, 50)).
2.4.2.1 Evaluation
Qualitative corpus research on evaluation is most prominently contributed by Hun-
ston (see Hunston and Thompson (2000) and Hunston (2011)). Her definition of
evaluation is the expression of an attitude toward a person, situation or other entity
which is both subjective and located within a societal value-system (cf. Hunston
(1994, 210)). In addition to the function of expressing the writer/speaker’s opinion
reflecting the value system of that person and community, according to Hunston
and Thompson (2000), evaluation realizes two other functions: to construct and
maintain writer-reader/speaker-hearer relations, and to organize the discourse.
There are many studies that deal with the investigation of these evaluative func-
tions in a qualitative manner. Channell (2000), for example, focuses on individual
lexical items or phrases, investigating their collocational information to provide ev-
idence for specific connotations of these expressions, mainly negative or positive
connotations. The evaluative function of the selected expression is derived from
investigating concordance lines. Thompson and Zhou (2000) investigate evaluative
disjuncts, arguing that besides their interpersonal function, they also fulfill a tex-
tual function contributing to coherence in text, i.e. evaluative disjuncts organize the
discourse. Similar to Channell (2000), they use the corpus to provide evidence for
their argument.
There has been also qualitative corpus research of evaluation for scientific writing.
Thetela (1997), who based her work on Hunston (1994), has worked on a corpus of
human sciences (history, economics, psychology, and applied linguistics) and iden-
tified cases of evaluation and categorized them (1) by the evaluated entity such as
studies, evidence, and results, and (2) by the ascribed value, i.e. parameters of value
which express a particular meaning (parameters of evaluation in terms of Hunston),
such as importance or usefulness. Hyland (1998) uses a similar categorization but
also makes a distinction between the sections of a research article (introduction,
results, and discussion). He observes that prominent evaluative devices seem to be
found in the introduction and discussion section (such as clusters of pronominals,
verbs of reasoning, that-nominals, adverbs, adjectives, and modals qualifying asser-
tion) (cf. Hyland (1998)). Charles (2003) contrasts theses from material science and
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political science, giving quantitative information, for example, about stance-bearing
anaphoric nouns, reporting clauses with human subject or with it, or on how authors
of both disciplines use anaphoric nouns to interpret and express a stance toward in-
formation given previously, but varying in the polarization of the evaluation, showing
differences of use across the two disciplines. Hunston (2011) takes a closer look at
modals (e.g., you should/must) and modal-like expressions (e.g., it is essential to),
status-indicating nouns (assumption/idea that) in scientific writing, or patterns of
that-clauses and wh-clauses, giving several examples of patterns involved in express-
ing evaluation.
2.4.2.2 Stance and Engagement
Quantitative corpus research on evaluative meaning is mostly associated with Biber
(e.g., Biber and Finegan (1989); Biber et al. (1999); Conrad and Biber (2000)) and
Hyland (e.g., Hyland (2000, 2009a); Hyland and Tse (2009)), both having a main in-
terest in register variation for what they term stance and engagement. While Biber
conducts contrastive studies on the differences between written and spoken as well
as broad register types, such as newspaper language, fiction, academic prose and
conversation, Hyland’s focus of attention lies on scientific registers. Biber defines
stance to encompass Affect, which involves the expression of a wide range of per-
sonal attitudes, emotions, feelings, etc. (according to Ochs and Schieffelin (1989)),
and Evidentiality (according to Chafe (1986)), which refers to the writer/speaker’s
attitudes expressed toward knowledge, i.e. toward its reliability, mode of knowing,
and adequacy of its linguistic expression (cf. Biber and Finegan (1989)). Later on
he divides stance into three major domains: epistemic stance, commenting on the
certainty (or doubt), reliability, or limitations of a proposition (e.g., realized by
lexical items such as probably or according to); attitudinal stance, conveying the
speaker/writer’s attitudes, feelings, or value judgements (realized, e.g., by modal
adverbs such as surprisingly or unfortunately); and style stance, describing how
the information is being presented (expressed, e.g., by adverbs such as briefly or
honestly) (cf. Conrad and Biber (2000)).
Hyland’s approach is focused in particular on scientific writing. His work has its
origins in Metadiscourse, where the interaction between writer and reader is pri-
oritized. He defines Metadiscourse as “the linguistic resources used to organize a
discourse or the writer’s stance toward either its content or the reader” (Hyland and
Tse, 2004). For academic interaction, in addition to stance, he also takes engage-
ment into consideration (see Figure 2.2). His definition of stance relates to Biber’s
definition by accounting for the attitudinal dimension of conveying judgments, opin-
ions, feelings, commitments, etc. To this notion he adds what he terms Presence,
i.e. the extent to which a writer chooses to project him/herself into the text by
the use of first person pronouns and possessive adjectives (such as I, we, our, etc.).
Besides self-mention, Hyland relies on three other main elements of writer-oriented
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Figure 2.2: Key resources of academic interaction according to Hyland (2005)
features to investigate stance: hedges, boosters and attitude markers (cf. Hyland
(2005, 178)). Hedges indicate that the writer presents information as an opinion
rather than an accredited fact, withholding complete commitment to a statement.
These can be realized lexically, for example, by modal verbs (may, might, etc.) or
verbs (e.g., suggest) as shown in Example (4). Boosters, instead, allow writers to
express certainty about their statements while effecting interpersonal solidarity (cf.
Hyland (2005, 179)) as shown in Example (5). Both hedges and boosters relate to
epistemic stance in Biber’s terms. Attitude markers relate to the writer’s affective
attitude to propositions, conveying different attitudinal meanings such as impor-
tance, interest, desirability, etc. Lexical markers can be verbs (e.g., agree, prefer),
sentence adverbs (e.g., unfortunately, hopefully) and adjectives (e.g., appropriate,
remarkable) (cf. Hyland (2005, 180)). Even though Hyland (2005) does not mention
nouns explicitly, they can convey this function as well (consider, e.g., importance,
interest). In Biber’s terms, attitude markers convey attitudinal stance (see Exam-
ple (6)).
(4) Our results suggest that certain microsatellites may act as cis-regulatory ele-
ments, controlling gene expression through transcription factor binding and/
or secondary DNA structure formation. Due to their high polymorphism and
abundance, they might represent an important source of quantitative genetic
variation. (SciTex2, Biology)
(5) The gain is obviously due to balancing of work load during run time using
the proposed dynamic load-balancing algorithm as is clearly evident from the
analysis shown in Figs. 19 and 20. (SciTex, Digital construction)
(6) This emphasizes the importance of our attempt to find the simplest sketch
construction which has the best guarantees and smallest constants.
(SciTex, Computer science)
2A corpus of scientific research articles introduced in Section 4.3 (cf. Teich and Fankhauser
(2010); Degaetano-Ortlieb et al. (2013)).
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Besides expressing stance, writers “bring readers into the discourse to anticipate
their possible objections and engage them in appropriate ways” (Hyland, 2005).
Here Hyland refers to what he terms Engagement, which he considers to be part of
academic interaction (see Figure 2.2). Two main purposes are related to Engage-
ment: (1) address readers as participants in the discourse, linguistically realized by
reader pronouns (e.g., you; see Example (7)) or explicit reader mentioning (e.g.,
the reader) and personal asides, i.e. by briefly interrupting the argument to offer a
comment on what has been said (see text in parentheses in Example (7)), and (2)
rhetorically position the audience by the use of questions, directives and references
to shared knowledge (see Examples (9)–(11), respectively). In contrast to Martin
and White (2005), who consider Engagement as being concerned with how resources
such as projection, modality, etc. position the writer with respect to the value po-
sition and potential responses to the value position (cf. Martin and White (2005)),
Engagement in Hyland terms deals with the ways writers overtly refer to readers by
asking questions, making suggestions and addressing them directly (Hyland, 2001).
Thus, according to Hyland, Engagement is more closely related to how the reader
is engaged within the discourse rather than how the writer is positioned within the
discourse. The linguistic features for Engagement are, therefore, reader-oriented
features in Hyland terms.
(7) This is, in some sense, a geometric data structure (if you think of the pairs
as points in N2), so techniques from computational geometry (such as those
for orthogonal range searching) may be useful. (SciTex, Computer science)
(8) For a lucid discussion of the terms ‘language documentation’ and ‘language
description’ we refer the reader to Himmelmann 1998. (SciTex, Linguistics)
(9) In other words, is there a set of at most k vertices (which may be either black
or white) that dominates the set of black vertices?
(SciTex, Computer science)
(10) Note that GF may consist of several “black components”, connected only to
white vertices. (SciTex, Computer science)
(11) This is commonly known as the OSV structure, ‘topicalisation’ and ‘left-d
islocation’, being interpreted by some linguists as ‘passive’.
(SciTex, Linguistics)
In contrast to Martin and White (2005), both Biber and Hyland are not concerned
with providing a comprehensive description of resources available in English to ex-
press evaluation. Their interest lies in exploring and explaining the use of evaluative
meaning in particular circumstances of use, i.e. how evaluative meaning differs across
registers. Thus, while qualitative approaches use the corpus mainly to provide evi-
dence on the usage of expressions, quantitative approaches make use of the corpus
to show differences in use across registers. However, one approach does not exclude
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the other. They can be used complementarily. All qualitative approaches described
above can be further investigated across registers, and the insights gained by the
quantitative approaches can be explored more closely in a qualitative way.
2.4.3 Computationally based approaches
2.4.3.1 Sentiment Analysis and Opinion Mining
Computational approaches to evaluative meaning are mainly driven by the need for
practical applications in the industry. This has led to an increase in research on
sentiment analysis, especially since 2001, out of which several research strands have
arisen.
2.4.3.1.1 Sentiment classification One main strand is sentiment and subjec-
tivity classification, grounded in natural language processing and treated as a text
classification problem, which accounts for two main sub-topics: (1) document-level
classification, i.e. classifying documents in expressing a positive or negative opinion,
and (2) sentence-level classification, i.e. classifying sentences in expressing positive,
negative or neutral opinion (cf. Liu (2010, 637)).
In document-level classification, the aim is formally the following: given an opinion-
ated document d which comments on an object3 o, determine the opinion orientation
oo of the opinion expressed on o (cf. Liu (2010, 637)). The assumption made here
is that the document expresses opinions on a single object and that there is a single
opinion holder. This assumption obviously restricts the domain on which document-
level classification can be used to customer reviews of products and services as the
object (e.g., a camera) and the opinion holder (the review writer) are known. The
task can be formulated as a supervised learning problem (as e.g. in Pang et al.
(2002)) with two classes (positive and negative). As is common in supervised learn-
ing, a training set labeled with the respective classes and an unlabeled test set have
to be designed in order to train a model on one dataset and test it on an unseen
dataset. Considering that the approaches are meant to be implemented into ap-
plications of sentiment detection for the industry, testing the model on an unseen
dataset is quite important, as producers want to know how their products are eval-
uated in new reviews. As reviews are already labeled by their ratings (4–5 stars are
considered positive, 1–2 stars negative), they form a readily available dataset. The
features used for the classification task are (a) terms (individual words or n-grams)
related to the topic and their frequency, (2) part-of-speech tags of adjectives, as
important indicators of opinions, (3) opinion words and phrases, and to some ex-
tent syntactic dependency and negation. Besides the supervised learning problem,
3Note that in this section we adhere to the terminology used in this research field for the thing
the evaluation/sentiment/opinion is directed toward, i.e. we use object, instead of target, which we
use in the remainder of this work.
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unsupervised learning is also used (Turney, 2002), where several approaches exist.
One approach uses an algorithm which extracts phrases containing adjectives and
adverbs expressing some form of subjectivity and which have to adhere to specific
patterns of part-of-speech (e.g., JJ+NN/NNS+smth as in beautiful picture). In a
second step, the algorithm estimates the orientation of the extracted instance using
pointwise mutual information (PMI) based on the probabilities calculated by issu-
ing queries to a search engine (see Turney (2002)). Finally, the review is classified
according to the average opinion orientation of all phrases in the review.
In sentence-level classification, the task involves determining if the sentence is sub-
jective or objective, and if it is subjective, whether it expresses positive or negative
opinion. Traditionally, sentence-level classification is performed by supervised learn-
ing (see, e.g., Wiebe et al. (1999)). Note that in most applications it is necessary
to know beforehand the object (or features of the object) the opinion is directed
toward. While in document-level classification labeled datasets are readily available
in terms of reviews and their ratings, for sentence-level classification a great man-
ual effort has to be invested in labeling datasets for training the model. To avoid
the time-consuming manual labeling, some studies use bootstrapping approaches
to label training data automatically (Riloff and Wiebe, 2003; Riloff et al., 2003).
Besides subjective words or n-grams, in the iterative process syntactic patterns are
learned which are also used to identify more subjective and objective sentences
(e.g., subject+passive-verb as in customer was satisfied, subject+active-verb as in
customer complained). However, the assumption is again that sentences express a
single opinion from a single opinion holder. This implies that sentence-level classi-
fication is not suitable for compound sentences as shown in Example (12) (cf. Liu
(2010)). Here, two opinions are expressed: a positive one toward picture quality and
a negative one toward the viewfinder. Nevertheless, besides the mere classification
of positive, negative and neutral sentences, some studies work on determining the
strength of opinions (neutral, low, medium, high) (Wilson et al., 2004) and contex-
tual polarity (Wilson et al., 2005b) by considering contextual sentiment influencers
such as negation (e.g., not, never) and adversative conjunctions (e.g., but, however).
(12) The picture quality of this camera is amazing and so is the battery life, but
the viewfinder is too small for such a great camera (taken from Liu (2010)).
Both document- and level-based classification approaches are based on opinion lex-
icons, which provide the subjective words used in both approaches. These are built
by using bootstrapping techniques to learn subjective words either from a dictio-
nary, such as WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998) from which synonyms and antonyms are
essentially used to enlarge the lexicon, or from corpora (Hatzivassiloglou and McK-
eown, 1997). While the dictionary approach enables the creation of quite large lists,
its major drawback is that it cannot account for domain specificity, for which the
corpus-based approach is perfectly suited, as corpora can be built to suit specific
needs such as domain specificity. Here, seed lists of subjective words are used as well
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as rules/patterns based on connectives (e.g., and, or, but), which make it possible to
find either words with the same orientation (well-known and important) or opposite
orientation (counterintuitive but well-known).
2.4.3.1.2 Feature-based sentiment analysis As seen so far, the above ap-
proaches account for a quite general assignment of opinions, i.e. the opinion is
attributed to the document or sentence, but not explicitly to the object that is
evaluated. This is approached in feature-based sentiment analysis. Here, first of
all, the object the sentiment is directed toward is identified (e.g., picture quality in
Example (13) or efficiency in Example (14)). Second, the polarity of the sentiment
is determined (i.e. positive, negative or neutral). However, while in Example (13)
the polarity of the sentiment toward picture quality is clearly positive considering
the adjective amazing, in Example (14), which is taken from a research article in
computational linguistics, the polarity is not as easily assignable to positive or nega-
tive. Efficiency is evaluated as being important, which at first glance might indicate
a positive polarity. However, as efficiency has to be obtained and might implicate
a great effort, it cannot be said to be positive in every sense, while it can be said
to be important, whether this is positive or negative is quite hard to determine and
is maybe not even intended to be expressed. Due to the specific tasks approached
in sentiment analysis, which are mostly concerned with online product reviews and
the like, the assignment of more fine-grained classes of sentiment has received less
attention so far.
(13) The picture quality of this camera is amazing. (taken from Liu (2010);
modified)
(14) The efficiency of the different algorithms is important in the parsing
problem. (taken from the SciTex corpus)
What has been accounted for is the extraction of the object evaluated from reviews
of different formats (reviews with separate pros and cons or free format reviews)
by applying supervised pattern learning approaches (see, e.g., Lafferty et al. (2001);
Liu et al. (2005)). In Liu et al. (2005), e.g., rules are generated based on part-
of-speech patterns used to extract the object evaluated (the product feature). An
example pattern is an adjective followed by a to-particle and a verb (JJ-TO-V),
such as easy to use, where the verb use is determined as the object feature. After
identifying the objects, i.e. the things that are evaluated, the opinion orientation is
identified, i.e. whether the object is evaluated as positive or negative. The lexicon-
based approach, for example, is used to identify positive or negative words from
sentences or phrases that contain a previously identified object. Scores of +1 are
given to a positive word and -1 to a negative one, while content-dependent words
get 0. In addition, negations and but-clauses are accounted for. Finally, the opinion
is aggregated, i.e. a score is calculated on the object features in a sentence. If the
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score is positive, the sentence is labeled as positive; if it is negative or neutral, it
is labeled accordingly. Moreover, rules are generated that capture more complex
opinions, such as in Examples (15) and (16), in order to classify concepts such as
the value range as in (15) or reduction as in (16) into positive or negative.
(15) This drug causes low blood pressure. (negative, taken from Liu (2010))
(16) This drug reduced my pain significantly. (positive, taken from Liu (2010))
Furthermore, some studies (e.g., Jindal and Liu (2006a,b); Ganapathibhotla and Liu
(2008); Narayanan et al. (2009)) also approach sentiment analysis of comparative
sentences (see Example (17), where the first algorithm is positively evaluated and
the second one negatively, or conditional phrases as in Example (18)). Again, several
rules are created to capture the relevant objects and opinions.
(17) Accordingly, we conclude that the GenSAT algorithm is better than
the EA as being an auxiliary of the QCS algorithm. (taken from the SciTex
corpus)
(18) If the cell phone was robust, I would consider buying it. (taken from
Narayanan et al. (2009))
As we have seen, the task of sentiment analysis ranges from determining the ori-
entation of documents to sentences and phrases of a particular type. What the
approaches to sentiment analysis have in common is the following:
(1) the industrial motivation of finding sentiment expressions within text, mostly
reviews4,
(2) determining the orientation of the opinion, i.e. positive, negative and neutral,
(3) confinement to one particular domain, and
(4) some share the use of dictionaries and rule-based identification of sentiment
expressions and objects.
Besides investigating the orientation of specific reviews, i.e. positive, negative or
neutral, the application of sentiment analysis is expanding to the analysis of emo-
tion and the like, most prominently within social media, where more fine-grained
distinctions are made (emotions/meanings/frames/moods) (see, e.g., Strapparava
and Mihalcea (2008); Bollen et al. (2011); Roberts et al. (2012)).
4However, some research has extended to other fields (e.g., Somasundaran (2010), who has
looked at discourse-level relations within product debates and political debates, or Xiaowen and
Liu (2010), who approaches resolving coreference).
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However, considering diversification, sentiment analysis aims at finding opinions
mostly within one and the same domain (reviews, tweets, etc.), which is clearly
related to the purpose of the application. If we think of diversification over time, the
time dimension has not been accounted for yet, as has already been pointed out by
Devitt and Ahmad (2013, 489), but would be interesting especially for the social and
behavioral sciences (cf. Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al. (2011)). Moreover, the focus
is directed toward classifying the documents, sentences, and phrases correctly, rather
than toward the investigation of why they are classified differently, i.e. which features
contribute to the distinction. Obviously, if the features are mostly based on lexicons
of positive and negative words, the insights gained will not be so revealing. However,
with features motivated by deeper linguistic knowledge, such as the part-of-speech
rules used for the identification of sentiment expressions and the objects but also
stylistic features (as presented in Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al. (2011)), insights
could be gained on whether text productions differ in their use. However, while
the usage of linguistic features in Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al. (2011) (e.g., 1st
person singular pronoun, certainty meaning, negation) is motivated by psychological
studies, features motivated by a linguistic theory such as SFL, which also accounts
for the situational context, will lead to interpretations relevant to sociolinguistics
studies.
2.5 Summary and conclusions
Research articles have an inherent evaluative character associated with their aim
of presenting some kind of new knowledge. In terms of diversification, however, we
hypothesize that the evaluative character differs across disciplines, i.e. each discipline
has its own evaluative character. To see whether this is the case, we consider the
sociolinguistic concept of register, which allows the comparison of different text
productions by the investigation of the usage of lexico-grammatical features, focusing
on features associated with evaluative meaning. Yet, each existing approach to the
study of evaluative meaning presented above has its strengths and weaknesses.
Text-based approaches such as Martin and White (2005) are very detailed in nature
and based on a functional language theory, thus allowing very elaborate interpre-
tations on the use of evaluative meaning. However, generalizations on the insights
gained are quite hard to make due to a limited amount of evidence (few texts). Its
detailedness also bears the problem of being quite time-consuming, which hinders
analysis of larger amounts of text. To analyze diversification of different disciplines
some kind of generalization has to be made — not possible on this scale of detailed-
ness.
Corpus-based approaches (e.g., Hunston (2011); Hyland (2009b)) move toward more
generalizable statements by inspecting a greater amount of text through corpora.
However, they lack some grounded theoretical embedding within a theory of lan-
guage in order to arrive at sound interpretations associated with a sociolinguistic
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perspective on functional variation. Moreover, the strength of the detailedness of
text-based approaches cannot be accounted for in corpus-based approaches, mainly
due to the phenomenon of evaluative meaning itself, which is quite hard to pinpoint
down to realizations in a text on a large-scale basis. Nevertheless, corpus-based
approaches allow the study of diversification in more generalizable ways.
Similarly to corpus-based approaches, computationally based approaches aim to find
linguistic realizations of evaluative meaning in large amounts of text. However, they
pursue a different aim than text-based and corpus-based approaches, as they are
quite application oriented. The focus lies on the correct identification of realiza-
tions and their classification into categories such as positive or negative, i.e. the
performance of the application is most relevant. There is no motivation toward a
sociolinguistic interpretation. While computationally based methods are aware of
domain-specific variation, they are not interested in analyzing this kind of variation.
This goes hand in hand with the kind of features and approaches used to obtain
the best-performing results, which make interpretations in linguistic terms quite
difficult.
For the purpose of analyzing diversification and imprint across scientific disciplines,
the corpus-based approach is best suited, as it allows (1) generalizable observations
and the identification of linguistic realizations of evaluative meaning with some
extent of detailedness, and (2) taking a comparative perspective, in our case across
disciplines and time.
Still, the theoretical ground has to be established in order to allow interpretations in
sociolinguistic terms with an underlying language theory and an appropriate model
of evaluative meaning rooted in that theory (see Chapter 3). The model of evaluative
meaning has to consider the following:
 the model must be rooted in a theory of language that accounts for the in-
teraction between participants in a discourse and relates the language system
to the realizations of the interaction, i.e. how evaluative meaning is construed
and realized in language;
 the model must account for resources for the interaction between participants
to enact a social and intersubjective relationship, i.e. account for discursive
roles and the expressions of evaluations within evaluative acts.
In terms of methods, it is necessary to consider methodologies and techniques which
make it possible to account for registerial and diachronic variation (see Chapter 4).
Thus, considerations have to be made of the following:
 a corpus is needed that contains different scientific disciplines as well as highly
specialized registers and at least two time periods to observe recent diachronic
change;
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 a methodology is needed to identify evaluative meaning in the corpus;
 an analytical cycle needs to be designed so as to account for macro- and
micro-analytical steps to arrive at conclusions on register diversification and
registerial imprint;
 in macro-analysis, appropriate techniques have to be considered that make it
possible to generalize quantitative observations on diversification and imprint;
 in micro-analysis, it is necessary to consider appropriate techniques that al-
low a detailed investigation of qualitative observations on diversification and
imprint.

Chapter 3
Theoretical approaches and model
of analysis
3.1 Introduction
In the present chapter, we present a model for the analysis of evaluative meaning that
can be used in research on interpersonal meaning, register variation, cross-linguistic
variation, sociolinguistics and the like. In more specific terms, we use the model
to approach our hypotheses raised above on the diversification process of scientific
disciplines in terms of evaluative meaning over time and a possible imprint left over
by the disciplines of origin on the contact disciplines.
In the last few decades, a number of linguistic resources have been shown to ex-
press evaluative meaning in scientific writing (e.g., Hyland (2005), Hyland and Tse
(2009), Swales (1990), Thompson (2001)). However, we do not yet have a compre-
hensive model of how evaluative acts are construed. Moreover, only selective aspects
are investigated, i.e. the linguistic resources expressing evaluation are still analyzed
mostly in isolation rather than being integrated into one model of analysis. Hyland
(2005), Hunston and Thompson (2000), and Martin and White (2005) have led the
way in this direction, yet the challenge is not to be underestimated and the factors
to be accounted for regarding evaluative meaning are manifold (various linguistic
forms as well as genre, register and context). Here, we make an attempt to formulate
a model for the analysis of evaluation in scientific research articles, adopting some
of the ideas and methodologies already established and combining them with new
insights, grounding the model within the linguistic theory of Systemic Functional
Linguistics (SFL; Halliday (2004)).
As the model is based on a sociosemiotic interpretation of language rooted in SFL,
the main underlying concepts of language as a social semiotic are introduced, in
particular with respect to the interpersonal component of the semantic system and
a particular angle on register. An important assumption in SFL is that (functional)
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grammar is semantically motivated rather than autonomous (in the sense of formal
grammar), i.e. there is a natural and non-arbitrary relation between semantics and
lexico-grammar1, both representing two language strata. It will be seen that se-
mantics works as an interface between the social system and the linguistic system
(cf. Halliday (1978)), i.e. social interaction takes a linguistic form through meaning
(Section 3.2). Evaluative meaning will be positioned within the linguistic theory
of SFL (Section 3.3). In particular, we are interested in the meaning potential of
the writer in expressing evaluative meaning. In this sense, the possible selections
are displayed that can be made by the writer from the options that constitute the
meaning potential (Section 3.4).
3.2 Language as social semiotic
In sociolinguistic terms, social interaction is typically realized in linguistic forms
through meanings, i.e. the social context is realized by specific choices of meanings
which are further realized in specific lexico-grammatical choices. From a functional
perspective, these are considered three strata with three different systems (social,
semantic, lexico-grammar) which are interrelated by stratification and instantiation
(see Figure 3.1).
In terms of instantiation, the social system is defined by situation types, out of which
different contexts of situation can be chosen as single instances. The available op-
tions are structured in terms of field, tenor and mode: the social action, the role
relationships involved, and the symbolic or rhetorical channel. These three situa-
tional variables, which structure the situation type, form “a conceptual framework
for representing the social context as the semiotic environment in which people ex-
change meanings” (Halliday, 1978, 110). The available options of a semantic system
are defined by the meaning potential, i.e. the range of choices present in the system
for a particular situation type. Constellations of specific meanings chosen from the
meaning potential are referred to as text, i.e. text being the linguistic form of social
interaction (cf. Halliday (1978, 122)), which is embedded in a context of situation.
The lexico-grammatical system offers choices that realize the text and in a more
general sense the context of situation. However, the relation is not unidirectional
but bidirectional, i.e. a particular social context determines the lexico-grammatical
choices made, whereas particular lexico-grammatical choices create a social context.
The semantic system acts as an interface between the social system and the lexico-
grammatical system. Similarly to the situation type, the semantic system is struc-
tured in three metafunctions, ideational, interpersonal and textual : the meaning
potential of a writer related to content, the meaning potential of a writer related
to participation, and the text-forming potential. These are related respectively to
1Note that lexico-grammar in SFL stands for grammar; the lexis being not a separate component
but the most ‘delicate’ end of the lexico-grammar (see, e.g., Halliday (1961); Hasan (1985)).
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Figure 3.1: Dimensions of stratification and instantiation
the three situational variables of field, tenor, and mode in the sense that the sit-
uational variables activate specific options from the corresponding metafunctions
which are then realized in lexico-grammar. Thus, particular constellations of lexico-
grammatical realizations are reflected in particular constellations in terms of field,
tenor and mode. These constellations are referred to as register defining functional
variation.
The investigation of diversification of scientific disciplines can thus be approached by
considering functional variation in terms of register, i.e. by looking at specific constel-
lations of lexico-grammatical realizations in one discipline vs. the other. Therefore,
lexico-grammatical differences will point to registerial differences.
As texts constitute the actual linguistic interaction, i.e. the selected choices made
from a total set of options, texts are the source for investigating differences in lin-
guistic interaction. In Halliday’s terms, text is a semantic concept/unit which is
realized in sentences (not composed of sentences), which are characterized by cer-
tain lexico-grammatical features. However, text is not a lexico-grammatical unit;
it is a semantic unit, i.e. the meanings are encoded in the semantic system and
given the form of text (cf. Halliday (1978, 140)). Text is distinguished primarily by
organization into functional components, i.e. configurations of meanings of different
kinds: ideational, interpersonal, textual. Thus, text is understood as a continu-
ous process of semantic choice and the meanings created by the social system are
exchanged by the members of the social context in the form of text (cf. Halliday
(1978, 137, 141)). The continuity between text and its sociosemiotic environment is
established by the concept of register. Each text belongs to a class of texts defined
by the register, which is defined by clusters of field, tenor and mode of the situation
and also reflected in the ideational, interpersonal and textual semantic components.
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As our focus lies on diversification of scientific disciplines in terms of evaluative
meaning, the need arises to determine where evaluative meaning is located within
the semantic system to be able to investigate registerial differences in this regard.
3.3 Evaluative acts and the interpersonal meta-
function
Obviously, the act of expressing evaluations toward some kind of content is per-
formed by the writer with a persuasive intention toward the reader. This is clearly
related to the participatory function of language, i.e. the interpersonal metafunction.
However, the interpersonal metafunction includes more than a persuasive intention.
It ranges from modality and speech function in the clause to settings affecting the
whole of a particular register (like the distance we associate between hard and soft
sciences) and it is quite fuzzy to grasp and diffuse as it is realized by different gram-
matical and lexical features or other devices such as voice quality and intonation
contours, etc. (cf. Halliday and Matthiessen (2006, 527)). Nevertheless, evaluative
meaning can be positioned within the interpersonal metafunction.
The interpersonal metafunction provides the resources for participants to enact a
social and intersubjective relationship, through the assignment of discursive roles
and the expression of evaluations and attitudes (cf. Halliday and Matthiessen (2006,
12)). Within the interpersonal metafunction, evaluative meaning is associated with
the expression of evaluations and attitudes and the participants involved. One
important aspect of interpersonal acts which is also fundamental to evaluative acts
is the potential for arguing reflected in the mood system, i.e. an exchange of speech
roles among the interactants constructing a range of speech-functional variation.
The fundamental types of speech roles are giving or demanding meaning, i.e. ‘inviting
to receive’ and ‘inviting to give’. It is not only the speaker/writer who has to do
something, but also the hearer/reader who must do something. It is an interaction
between the ‘me’ and the ‘you’ which are constructed in language. Considering
research articles, a dialog is formed between the writer(s) and the reader(s) and we
will stick to these terms further on.
The clause is constructed as a move in an argument either as a proposition (question
or statement) or as a proposal (offer or command), i.e. what is exchanged is either
semiotic — information which is construed by language itself — or material — goods-
&-services which exist independently of language (cf. Halliday and Matthiessen
(2006, 113–114)). Still, the exchange is concerned with meaning, whether semi-
otic or material, and is always an act of either giving or demanding meaning. But
there are two clear distinctions between the exchange of goods-&-services and in-
formation: (1) while for exchanges of goods-&-services the meaning serves to bring
the exchange about, for information the meaning itself is exchanged, (2) while the
exchange of goods-&-services cannot be argued about, the exchange of information
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can be argued about, i.e. it can be affirmed, denied, doubted, etc. Thus, evaluative
meaning is mostly concerned with the exchange of information rather than with that
of goods-&-services, because the latter, being either command or offer, is usually
not arguable.
The argumentative scope is provided by the system as an opposition of positive
and negative polarity. Interpersonal meaning, however, is not delimited to positive
or negative; it offers a whole range of semantic meanings lying in between these
two poles. This is referred to as modality, where interactants present their own
judgements, opinions, etc. (Halliday and Matthiessen, 2006, 526). The speech func-
tion of the clause, i.e. an exchange of information (proposition) or goods-&-services
(proposal), determines the range of meanings possibly expressed. Figure 3.2 shows
the semantic system of modality with two modality types. While modalization re-
lates to propositions, modulation is related to proposals. Thus, modalization can
be considered to realize evaluative meaning, i.e. the writer’s stance which can be
argued about. If modalization is expressed, i.e. the clause is a proposition realized
as indicative in the semantic sense, some degree of either probability or usuality is
expressed. There are three values of modality between the positive and negative
poles: high, median and low. Zooming into what Halliday (2004) terms probability
(see Figure 3.3), toward the positive pole, there are expressions of certainty (e.g., it
certainly is), while at the median and low levels, there are expressions of likelihood
(e.g., it probably is, it may be). In semantic terms, both certainty and likelihood
represent epistemic meaning contributing to the stance of the writer and thus re-
alizing evaluative meaning. Besides modality, however, there are numerous other
kinds of evaluative meaning, which express desirability, importance, benefit, etc.,
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realizing attitudinal meaning (rather than epistemic meaning) which is also related
to the writer’s stance. As we have seen in Section 2.4.1.1, appraisal is one approach
that moves toward a comprehensive account of how this faceted picture of different
kinds of meanings is constructed.
Considering diversification of scientific disciplines, however, we are not only inter-
ested in the different kinds of evaluative meaning, but also in differences related to
the entities involved. With entities we relate, first of all, to the participants in the
discourse: in scientific writing, the writer(s) of a research article and the reader(s).
The role relationship is clearly defined within interpersonal terms. Considering that
the writer expresses his own attitudes and judgments and seeks to influence the
attitudes and behavior of others (cf. Halliday (1978, 112)), the question arises of
what these attitudes and judgments are directed toward, what should the reader
perceive as being evaluated? Thus, an additional entity is the ‘what the evaluation
is attributed toward’, i.e. what is the target of some kind of evaluative attribution
by the writer and is intended to be perceived by others as receiving the attribution.
While appraisal focuses on and gives a very detailed account of the different possible
attitudinal meanings (judgement, affect, appreciation) and engagement values (e.g.,
entertain, attribute, disclaim) possible in an interpersonal act, the entities involved
are less considered, especially the thing the evaluative attribution is directed toward.
However, the meaning exchanged is constituted not only by the attitudinal meanings
and the engagement values, but also by the ‘what’ these are directed toward in order
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for the reader to perceive the evaluative act properly and in its full range. Thus,
the full meaning potential of evaluative meaning should account for the participants
involved, the possible choices in terms of these participants as well as the target of
the evaluative act, i.e. what the evaluation is attributed toward.
To investigate registerial differences accounting for the meaning potential in terms
of evaluative meaning, considering also the entities involved within evaluative acts,
we need a model of analysis that accounts for these considerations.
3.4 Major constituents of evaluative acts in sci-
entific writing and model of analysis
On a semantic level, we have seen in Section 3.3 that an evaluative act is consti-
tuted by the participants involved in the discourse, the meaning potential regarding
evaluative meaning and the target the evaluative meaning is directed toward. Fig-
ure 3.4 shows the potential of semantic choices available in an evaluative act with
the main semantic elements being writer, reader and target.2 When an evaluative
act takes place, the writer may be explicitly mentioned in the discourse (see Ex-
ample (1)), but does not have to be. What is always present in an evaluative act
is the stance the writer adopts. The stance expressions can be of the epistemic or
attitudinal type (cf. Conrad and Biber (2000) and Hyland (2005)). As we have seen
in the previous section, epistemic expressions are related to the system of modality
in terms of SFL, realizing e.g. the meaning of certainty or likelihood. As certainty is
positioned toward positive polarity, it functions semantically as a booster (see Ex-
ample (2)). This function can also be realized by the meanings of accuracy evidence
and obviousness in scientific writing (see Example (3)). The meaning of likelihood,
instead, is located toward the negative pole, functioning semantically as a hedge
(see Example (4)). As can be seen from Example (5) both hedges and boosters can
be combined, positioning the expression toward median polarity rather than high
polarity (consider, again, Figure 3.3). Other meanings functioning as hedges are
assumption (e.g., assume that), limitation (e.g., is limited to), presumption (e.g.,
apparently), reasoning (e.g., argue that), relativity (e.g., rather) or suggestion (e.g.,
suggest that).
(1) [writers’-presence We] prove that our design prevents this from happening [...].
(2) This [booster-of-certainty certainly ] constitutes a limiting factor, since the aim
of the controller resides precisely in vibration suppression.
(3) Each such move is [booster-of-obviousness clearly ] [benefit beneficial ].
2For writer and reader, we have adopted some of Hyland’s model (cf. Figure 2.2 above).
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Figure 3.4: Potential of semantic choices for evaluative acts with examples
(4) [...] additional forces arising due to electrostatic charges [hedge-of-likelihood
might ] be [importance important ].
(5) This diversity [hedge-of-relativity almost ] [booster-of-certainty certainly ] neutral-
izes protein sub-class specific characteristics such as those seen in the enzyme
and antibody sets.
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Besides epistemic stance, the writer has the potential to express attitudinal stance.
While epistemic stance is grammaticalized as it is related to the system of modality,
attitudinal stance is expressed lexically. The meanings expressed with attitudinal
stance are far less easily classifiable into more abstract semantic categories than
boosters or hedges for epistemic stance. The range of meanings used to express
attitudinal stance is quite wide and diversified and is not limited to the meanings
shown in Figure 3.4. Therefore, attitudinal stance constitutes in some way an open
class.
Both epistemic and attitudinal stance can be realized in a variety of ways in the
lexico-grammar, e.g., by different parts-of-speech (adjectives such as beneficial or
important in Examples (3) and (4) or adverbs such as clearly in Example (5)). Fur-
thermore, both boosters and hedges can be combined with attitudinal stance. In
Example (3), the attitudinal expression (beneficial) is enforced by the preceding
booster of obviousness (clearly). In Example (4), instead, the attitudinal expression
of importance is toned down by the preceding hedge of likelihood (might). Seman-
tically, the combination of boosters and hedges with attitudinal expressions enables
moving the attitudinal expression to either positive and negative polarity.
Essential to an evaluative act is also the target the evaluation is directed toward, be
it evaluated with either epistemic, or attitudinal stance or a combination of both.
Thus, if an evaluation takes place, the target as well as the stance expression are
present in the discourse. Semantically, target and stance expressions are closely
related, as the evaluation expressed by epistemic or attitudinal stance is always di-
rected toward a target. In terms of SFL, this semantic relation is also visible in
the lexico-grammar, where the realizations of targets and stance expressions appear
together in lexico-grammatical patterns. Considering that we are looking at evalua-
tive meaning, we choose to call them attributive evaluative patterns which are used
to attribute an evaluation by the writer toward the target of the evaluation (see
also Hunston and Francis (2000) on evaluative patterns and Hunston and Sinclair
(2000) on local grammar of evaluation). In terms of lexico-grammar, our model
encompasses five sets of attributive evaluative patterns (see also Figure 3.5):
 the eval target set which comprises patterns where the evaluative expression
precedes the target (see Examples (6)–(7)),
 the eval rel-v target set with patterns that use relational verbs and where the
evaluation precedes the target (see Examples (8) and (9)),
 the target eval set comprising patterns where the evaluative expression follows
the target (see Examples (10)–(11)),
 the target rel-v eval set containing patterns with a relational verb where the
target precedes the evaluative expression (see Examples (12) and (13)), and
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 the target v eval set which contains patterns that use no relational verb but
other types of verbs and where the target again precedes the evaluation (see
Example (14)).
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(6) [...] three [eval-adj important ] [target-n parameters ] [...].
(7) [eval-adv Importantly ], [target-clause it also permits a neat interface] [...].
(8) [eval-np One key output variable] [rel-v is ] [target-np area A1 in Fig. 17 ].
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(9) [...] [it it ] [rel-v is ] [eval-adj essential ] [target-clause that the train and test
set are identical ].
(10) [target-n A] [eval-v fails ] to be a BPP algorithm.
(11) [target-n Word ] [eval-n importance] [...].
(12) [...] [target-np the approach] [rel-v is ] [eval-adj appropriate].
(13) [...] [target-np the approach] [hedge seems ] [rel-v to be] [eval-adj reliable] [...].
(14) [target-n Retrieval ] [v has played ] [eval-np a major role] [...].
Each set can be realized by several lexico-grammatical patterns. The eval target
set consists of six patterns, where the evaluation precedes the target evaluated.
Table 3.1 shows each pattern as well as examples. The ‘eval-adj target-np’ pat-
tern consists of an evaluative adjective (e.g., important) within a nominal phrase.
In this case, the noun (e.g., parameters) is evaluated with the adjective. In the
‘eval-np prep target-np’ pattern, an evaluative noun phrase (e.g., the importance)
is followed by the prepositions of, in or to and a further noun phrase (e.g., the algo-
rithm) on which the evaluation is attributed. The ‘eval-adv target-clause’ pattern
consists of an evaluative adverb (e.g., importantly) which precede a clause that is
evaluated by the adverb. The two other patterns ‘to eval-v target-np’ and ‘to eval-
adv v target-np’ have either an evaluative verb in the infinitive (e.g., to help) or
an evaluative adverb plus an infinitive verb (e.g., to better understand) which are
followed by a nominal phrase that is evaluated. Finally, the ‘eval-gerund target-
np’ pattern consists of an evaluative gerund (e.g., improving) which evaluates the
following nominal phrase.
eval target patterns examples
eval-adj target-np three important parameters
eval-np prep target-np the importance of the algorithm
eval-adv target-clause Importantly, it also permits a
to eval-v target-np to help users identify the best method
to eval-adv v target-np to better understand these complex phenomena
eval-gerund target-np improving the basic correction algorithm
Table 3.1: Patterns of the eval target set
The eval-rel-v-target set includes three attributive patterns which constitute a re-
lational construction where the evaluation precedes the target evaluated (see Ta-
ble 3.2). The ‘eval-np rel-v target-np/-clause’ pattern consists of an evaluative noun
phrase (e.g., The importance of this work) which is followed by the relational verb
be as well as a noun phrase or a clause which are evaluated. Thus, the evaluation
is attributed to what follows the relational verb. The other two patterns consist of
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an it that is followed by a relational verb or a hedge and an evaluative adjective.
What follows is a that or to-infinitive clause which represents the target evaluated.
eval rel-v target patterns examples
eval-np rel-v target-np/-clause The importance of this work is to give [...].
it rel-v eval-adj target-clause [...] it is desirable that the analyses [...].
it hedge eval-adj target-clause [...] it seems difficult to improve them [...].
Table 3.2: Patterns of the eval rel-v target set
For the next three sets, the evaluation follows the target. Table 3.3 shows the pat-
terns belonging to the target eval set with examples. The ‘target-np eval-n’ pattern
consists of a noun phrase (e.g., memory and attention) which receives the evalua-
tion from the following evaluative noun (e.g., limitations). The ‘target-np eval-v np’
pattern consists of a noun phrase (e.g., many template-based approaches) followed
by an evaluative verb (e.g.,lack) and a further noun phrase (e.g., a general mech-
anism for...). The evaluation is attributed to the first noun phrase. Instead of an
evaluative verb, there also might be an evaluative adverb (e.g., easily) followed by
a verb which is the case for the ‘target-np eval-adv v np’ pattern. Additionally, the
evaluative verb might be a hedge verb (e.g., suggest) as for the ‘target-np hedge-
v np/clause’ pattern which might then be followed either by a noun phrase or by a
clause.
target eval patterns examples
target-np eval-n [...] memory and attention limitations [...].
target-np eval-v np Many template-based approaches lack a general
mechanism for [...].
target-np eval-adv v np [...] the designer can easily build [...].
target-np hedge-v np/clause The presented experimental evidence suggests
that [...].
Table 3.3: Patterns of the target eval set
The patterns of the target rel-v eval set include patterns with a relational verb which
is followed by an evaluative expression. The target of the evaluation precedes the
relational verb. Table 3.4 shows the patterns of this set with examples. The ‘target-
np rel-v eval-adj/np’ pattern consists of a noun phrase followed by a relational verb
and an evaluative expression (e.g., relevant). The evaluation is attributed to the
noun phrase preceding the relational verb. Instead of an evaluative verb, there
might be a hedge verb (e.g., seems) which precedes the evaluative expression or a
verb followed by a to be (e.g., proved to be), as in the ‘target-np hedge-v eval-expr’
and ‘target-np v to-be eval-expr’ patterns, respectively.
Finally, the target v eval set consists of one pattern, the ‘target-np v eval-expr’ pat-
tern. An example is shown in (15). Here, a target noun phrase is followed by a verb
which is followed by an evaluative expression.
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target rel-v eval patterns examples
target-np rel-v eval-expr Ontologies are relevant [...].
target-np hedge-v eval-expr [...] this model seems to be appropriate [...].
target-np v to-be eval-expr SVM proved to be the best classifier [...].
Table 3.4: Patterns of the target rel-v eval set
(15) In both situations, [target-np multivariate statistics ] [verb play ] [eval-np a ma-
jor role].
The targets evaluated can be (1) single targets (e.g., parameters in Example (6)),
(2) double targets obtaining the same evaluation polarity (both positive or both
negative), (3) double targets receiving an opposed polarity (one is positive and the
other negative), and (4) targets used in a relational construction.
For double targets evaluated with the same polarity, consider Examples (16) and
(17). In Example (16) the evaluative attitudinal expression is improve. This type of
expression evaluates not only the target accuracy, which is improved (the Goal), but
also the target background correction, which performs the improvement (the Actor).
The evaluation polarity is clearly positive and is directed toward both participants,
in our case targets. The polarity in Example (17) is obviously negative, with the
evaluative expression worsen relating again to both targets ABB and the SEU rate.
(16) In particular, [target-1 background correction] [hedge appears ] to [eval-pos
improve] [target-2 accuracy ] [...].
(17) [...] [target-1 ABB] [hedge can] [eval-neg worsen] [target-2 the SEU rate] [...].
For double targets evaluated with opposite polarities, consider Example (18), in
which the evaluative expression is outperforms. In this case, algorithm is positively
evaluated to outperform a strict block model, which is negatively evaluated.
(18) [...] [target-pos our algorithm] [booster consistently ] [eval outperforms ]
[target-neg a strict block model ] [...].
Additionally, targets can be evaluated with an epistemic or an attitudinal value.
Examples (16)–(18) show targets evaluated with attitudinal values. Example (19)
shows a target evaluated with epistemic value (evidence). Here, the authors of the
research article referred to with we state an epistemic fact with show that evaluating
what follows the that. In this case, we is the Actor and the that-clause represents
the Goal.
(19) In all, [target-1 we] [eval-epist show that ] [target-2 the PQ trees help reduce the
number of clusters to be analyzed ] [...].
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Engagement features are clearly involved in the interaction of evaluative acts; how-
ever, in the lexico-grammar they are not as closely connected to the other two con-
stituents, writer and target. They may occur, for example, in attributive evaluative
patterns together with stance features (mostly the case for the reader’s presence,
see Example (20)), but do not have to, as in the question in Example (21).
(20) [writer’s-presence We] [hedge assume] [target-clause that [reader’s-presence the
reader ] is familiar with the basic notions of formal language].
(21) [question If it does, how long does it take? ]
Thus, we can say that the target and its evaluation by stance expressions are essential
features in an evaluative act, which are always involved in some kind of attribution
structure. Engagement features, instead, run parallel to those and are not necessarily
involved in an evaluative act. Thus, we will focus on stance and target features for
our investigation.
3.5 Summary
In this chapter, we have set the theoretical base to analyze evaluative meaning and
created a model of analysis grounded on a sociosemiotic interpretation of language.
The semantic choices available for evaluative meaning are realized in the lexico-
grammar and can be traced by inspecting lexico-grammatical choices.
Considering that we are interested in the diversification of and imprint left on scien-
tific disciplines, the semantic system of choices presented in Figure 3.4 will allow us
to trace the choices made in different disciplines by looking at the lexico-grammatical
expressions and evaluative attributive patterns. We might, for example, encounter
the case that a register has a preference for intruding the writer into the discourse
(e.g., by a frequent use of the writer’s presence), for using a particular meaning
(e.g., a preference for importance) or attributive evaluative pattern (e.g., relational
verb patterns) or for evaluating particular targets (e.g., more nominal vs. clausal
targets). Besides looking at the distinct choices of evaluative meaning made across
disciplines, we will trace the diachronic development of the contact disciplines to
inspect diversification trends and linguistic imprint. The methodology we adopt to
pursue these kinds of investigations is presented in the next chapter.
Chapter 4
Methodology
4.1 Introduction
The main goal of this chapter is to design a methodology for the investigation of
evaluative meaning across registers and time. As we are interested in diversifica-
tion trends and linguistic imprint, we focus on contact registers, as introduced in
Section 2.3, which have emerged out of contact between two other registers. Addi-
tionally, contact registers are prone to show recent diachronic changes in terms of
language use, as they have newly emerged.
The starting point is that scientific registers have specific linguistic characteristics
that distinguish them from one another. Thus, in our case scientific registers will
vary in their use of evaluative meaning, reflected in the distinct use of specific lexico-
grammatical features. The main hypothesis is that these characteristics may change
over time, showing diversification trends, i.e. registers will become increasingly dis-
tinct from one another. A second main hypothesis is that as a contact register has
emerged out of two other registers, it will still carry linguistic reflections of evaluative
meaning from its seed registers.
In the first section of this chapter, we will make these hypotheses more concrete
considering register contact. To test the generated hypotheses, we adopt compar-
ative corpus-linguistic methods. For this purpose, a corpus is needed that covers
scientific registers emerged out of register contact (e.g., computational linguistics)
as well as the corresponding scientific registers which have come into contact (e.g.,
computer science and linguistics). In addition, the corpus has to be diachronic for
the investigation of recent diachronic change. Here, we consider two time periods,
first, the 1970s/80s, approximately the time period where contact registers such as
computational linguistics emerged, and second, the early 2000s, as a more recent
time period. Furthermore, a methodology is needed to test the hypotheses based on
qualitative as well as quantitative analyses of lexico-grammatical features associated
with evaluative meaning. Thus, we need detailed qualitative analyses located on a
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micro-analytical level to investigate which lexico-grammatical features are employed
to express evaluative meaning, but also quantitative analyses located on a macro-
analytical level to account for more generalizable trends (cf. Jockers (2013)). The
methodology has to account for recursive steps between these two analytical levels.
Section 4.2 presents the hypotheses formulated to investigate register diversifica-
tion of scientific disciplines over time. Section 4.3 presents the corpus used for the
analyses and Section 4.4 illustrates the analytical cycle with the micro- and macro-
analytical steps and the techniques employed.
4.2 Hypotheses
In general terms, we are interested in how highly specialized scientific registers
vary in their use of evaluative meaning and whether these registers become more
distinct from relatively closely related registers over time, or if they show some kind
of overlap. As explained in Section 2.3, the focus of identifying registers is shifted
toward more delicate planes. Contact registers (e.g., computational linguistics) form
good candidates for this kind of investigation when compared to their seed registers
(e.g., computer science and linguistics). Considering this delicacy of focus, we make
our leading hypotheses more concrete as follows:
 H1: Register diversification. Scientific registers vary in their use of evaluative
features, i.e. they form their own clusters of lexico-grammatical features of
evaluative meaning. However, we hypothesize that contact registers are prone
to be less well distinguished than their seed registers, especially in the time
period they have approximately emerged. Even though both contact as well as
seed registers will become increasingly distinct over time, the diversification
will be more pronounced for the contact registers, as they have a stronger
incentive to become registers of their own than the seed registers, which are
already relatively well established as registers.
With respect to the contact registers, however, there is also a secondary hypothesis
which has to be considered:
 H2: Registerial imprint. As contact registers have emerged out of two other
registers, besides their growing distinctness, they will still reflect some linguis-
tic characteristics of their seed registers, i.e. they will show a possible imprint
left by the seed registers. Thus, we hypothesize that contact registers will
show some overlaps with the seed registers in terms of evaluative meaning.
Diachronically, the contact registers might (i) exhibit a shift over time from
being more similar to one seed register to being more similar to the other, i.e.
by sharing features with one or the other, (ii) show clear tendencies over time
to one seed register, or (iii) lie in between the two seed registers.
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At the core of H2 is the assumption that a contact register lies somewhere in between
its two seed registers, while H1 assumes that the contact registers develop their own
clusters of features. The distinction between these two hypotheses is obviously not
clear cut, but they have to be tested separately. Additionally, these hypotheses bear
some implications for how they can be tested.
For H1, we have to consider how well seed and contact registers are distinguished
by evaluative features and whether they are better distinguished over time. For
this, several seed and contact registers are considered. It is assumed that all contact
registers will be less well distinguished than the seed registers in the 70s/80s (t1),
i.e. in the time period the contact registers have approximately emerged. This will
change over time when considering the early 2000s (t2), as the contact registers will
create their own clusters of features which will contribute to a better distinction.
For H2, a single contact register has to be compared to its two seed registers, i.e.
we exhibit a triple comparison of two seed registers and one contact register. While
the contact register will have evaluative features of its own, it will also share some
features with its seed registers (registerial imprint). The triple comparison will show
with which of the two seed registers the contact register shares the most features.
The diachronic development of a contact register in terms of registerial imprint is
tested by comparing results from observations on t1 and t2. This will indicate
possible shifts or consolidation trends.
4.3 Corpus
To investigate the above hypotheses, we use SciTex, the English Scientific Text
Corpus (Teich and Fankhauser, 2010; Degaetano-Ortlieb et al., 2013), which was
specifically built to investigate register formation in scientific writing focusing on
interdisciplinary contact between computer science and other selected scientific dis-
ciplines (see Figure 4.1)1. The corpus covers nine scientific disciplines: five seed
disciplines (A subcorpus: computer science; C subcorpus: linguistics, biology, me-
chanical engineering and electrical engineering) and four contact disciplines (B sub-
corpus: computational linguistics, bioinformatics, digital construction and micro-
electronics). The corpus contains approx. 34 million words and comprises two time
slices, the 70s/80s (SaSciTex) and the early 2000s (DaSciTex), covering a thirty year
time span similarly to the Brown corpus family (Kucˇera and Francis, 1967; Hundt
et al., 1999). For the two time slices, SciTex also has two one-million-word subcor-
pora which are cleaned of erroneous data produced by the OCR conversion from
PDF files to text files. In these two subcorpora formulas (mostly from computer
science) and examples (as in linguistics) were tagged to exclude them from linguistic
1The corpus was built within the project Registers in Contact (Regico). Work in this project
was funded by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG) under grants TE-198/2 and EXC 284:
Multimodal Computing and Interaction.
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searches. SciTex encompasses full English journal articles from at least two different
journals per discipline and wherever applicable, the same journals were used for the
two time periods. The corpus has been annotated on the level of tokens, lemmas
and parts-of-speech (PoS) using TreeTagger (Schmid, 1994). Additionally, each doc-
ument has been enriched with meta-information (such as author(s), title, scientific
journal, academic discipline, and year of publication) as well as document structure
(e.g., abstract, introduction, section titles, paragraphs and sentence boundaries).
SciTex is encoded in the Corpus Query Processor (CQP) format (Evert, 2005) and
can be queried with CQP by using regular expressions in combination with positional
(e.g., PoS) and structural attributes (e.g., sentence, sections).
Figure 4.1: Scientific disciplines in the SciTex corpus
In addition, we created a random sample of SciTex, which amounts to approx.
52,000 words, and which was manually inspected and annotated for evaluative lexico-
grammatical features to get a first impression of which features might be involved in
expressing evaluative meaning. This subcorpus is built out of the abstract, introduc-
tion and conclusion sections only. That selection was motivated by Nwogu (1997)’s
observations that these sections are apt to include a large amount of evaluative
meaning in comparison to the main part of research articles, which was supported
during our own corpus inspection: we had started by inspecting whole articles (in-
cluding the main part), but noted that the main part contained few expressions of
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evaluative meaning in comparison to the other sections. As manual annotation is a
very time-consuming task, this choice of sections allowed us to more efficiently in-
spect how evaluative meaning is possibly expressed. The annotation was performed
by one annotator and helped to formalize the lexico-grammatical features involved.
It was performed on texts of 43 different authors, and the subcorpus contains 1212
evaluative and 869 non-evaluative sentences.
4.4 Analytical cycle: Macro- and micro-analysis
Testing the hypotheses given in Section 4.2 requires considering quantitative as well
as qualitative data. While a quantitative approach requires a macro-analytical view,
qualitative findings need to be inspected on the level of micro-analysis.
On the macro level of analysis, comparisons can be carried out by looking at trends
and patterns of features aggregated over the entire corpus (cf. Jockers (2013, 24)).
Note that, here, pattern is not meant as, for example, part-of-speech patterns (as
our attributive evaluative patterns above), but relates to a paradigmatic or typical
usage of specific features across data, in our case a typical/characteristic usage of
features realizing evaluative meaning. Thus, we look at patterns of features which
reflect the usage of characteristic dispositions of expressing evaluative meaning. By
the macro-analytic approach, we consider quantitative data to better understand
the context in which individual text, features, occurrences, etc. exist.
The micro level of analysis is associated with what Jockers (2013) terms ‘close read-
ing’ related to qualitative data analyses, i.e. looking closely at individual occurrences
of some features or words in a context, be it in a key word in context (KWIC) view
or in a word cloud or larger strands of texts (e.g., sentences, paragraphs), but it
is also associated with closely inspecting aggregated features in terms of a feature
analysis, in which features clustered together or top-ranking features from statistical
techniques would be inspected.
Both levels of analysis (macro and micro) complement each other. The macro-scale
perspective informs the micro-scale one by providing a fuller sense of the whole con-
text in which specific texts exist (cf. Jockers (2013)). The micro-scale level helps
to inspect general trends more closely and enforce the evidence provided by the
macro-analysis. By considering each level in separation, one would miss the bigger
and more comprehensive picture. Only by combining both levels of analysis can one
reach a new and better understanding of the data (cf. Jockers (2013)). Nevertheless,
these approaches to analysis differ in their method of accessing texts and gathering
facts, as in macro-analysis data is inspected quantitatively, while in micro-analysis
it is inspected in a qualitative way. Qualitative analysis allows fine-grained dis-
tinctions to be made. The aim is to generate complete detailed descriptions rather
than quantification (cf. McEnery and Wilson (2001, 76)). For example, ambiguity
is one case that can be fully recognized in a qualitative analysis, as for example the
disambiguation of the word bank. However, by ‘close reading’, i.e. by the qualita-
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tive approach, it is hard to make generalizations over a larger population, such as
the distribution of the use of modal verbs across texts. Generalizations can only
be obtained by a quantitative analysis, revealing details about the texts that are
unavailable to close readers of the texts (cf. Jockers (2013)). Again, this difference
does not imply that the two approaches are divergent from each other; quite the
contrary, because of these differences they complement each other. “Qualitative
analysis can provide greater richness and precision, whereas quantitative analysis
can provide statistically reliable and generalisable results” (McEnery and Wilson,
2001). Considering macro- and micro-analysis as being two extremes of a scale,
depending on the findings and their force of evidence, one has to move toward one
or the other side of the scale to find a balance for the application of the appropriate
degree of macro- and micro-analysis.
In addition to finding the right degree of complementation between macro- and
micro-analysis, different dimensions of comparison have to be considered that make
it possible to properly investigate the phenomenon under study. As we aim to in-
vestigate whether there are differences in the use of features of evaluative meaning
across scientific registers, the first dimension to consider is the registerial one. The
registerial dimension can be further subdivided into different levels of comparison
for the corpus at hand: (1) all registers against each other (for H1), and (2) groups
of registers (for H2). The first level of comparison is relatively straightforward, as
one register is compared to the others. Comparisons on this level will possibly lead
us to observe tendencies inherent to individual registers that stand out from the
others, but might also indicate general tendencies across registers. On the second
level, groups of registers might show particular tendencies. Considering the registers
covered by SciTex, these groups can be formed by different constellations. What we
are particularly interested in is how contact registers relate to their seed registers.
Thus, comparisons are carried out for triples of registers as pointed out above (e.g.,
computational linguistics vs. linguistics vs. computer science). To capture possible
diachronic changes related to the use of evaluative features across registers, we also
consider the time dimension. This enables us to detect whether possible prefer-
ences of registers — differences as well as commonalities across registers — have
changed over time. The time dimension runs parallel to the registerial dimension.
Thus, comparisons made in the registerial dimension can be pursued in a diachronic
perspective.
For our purposes, we have designed an analytical cycle which accounts for differ-
ent recursive macro- and micro-analytical steps (see Figure 4.2). We start with the
macro-level, where we perform a classification of documents into the nine registers
of SciTex according to feature vectors on both time periods to test H1 (register di-
versification) and on triples of subcorpora (A-Bs-Cs) to test H2 (registerial imprint).
In a second step, we perform a micro-analysis by inspecting the feature weights of
the classification results to determine characteristic features of evaluative meaning
for each register for H1 and to determine features adopted from the seed registers
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by the contact registers for H2. A further micro-analytical step is then performed to
check for data quality by inspecting the results of the feature analysis in more detail
on concordance lines, i.e. by looking at the extraction results of the most distinctive
features. This will lead, if necessary, to a revision of the extractions, which will
allow us to inform the macro-analysis and the micro-analytical feature analysis with
data of higher quality.
 
Macroanalysis 
Analytical methods:  
Test H1 and H2 
Technical methods: 
corpus methods, classification 
Microanalysis 1 
Analytical methods: 
Feature analysis  (H1 and H2) 
Technical methods: 
Inspect feature weights 
Microanalysis 2 
Analytical methods: 
Check data quality 
Technical methods: 
Inspect concordances 
Figure 4.2: Analytical cycle
In the following sections, we describe in more detail the individual analytical and
technical steps.
4.4.1 Macro-analysis: Analytical methods
4.4.1.1 Hypotheses testing
In our study, the macro-analysis serves to test our hypotheses of registerial diversi-
fication (H1) and registerial imprint (H2) to obtain generalizable observations.
For register diversification, we are interested in the distance D between one register
(e.g., A: Computer science) and the sum of the other registers in SciTex. We hypoth-
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esize that the distance Dt1 in early text productions (70s/80s) is smaller than the
distance Dt2 in later productions (2000s). For computer science (A), for example,
this would be:
Dt1(A,X) < Dt2(A,X);X = {B1, B2, B3, B4, C1, C2, C3, C4}
Furthermore, we also hypothesize that the difference between Dt1 and Dt2 of contact
registers will be greater than the difference in distance of the seed registers:
Dt2(Bi, X) - Dt1(Bi, X) > Dt2(A,X) - Dt1(A,X)
Dt2(Bi, X) - Dt1(Bi, X) > Dt2(Ci, X) - Dt1(Ci, X)
For registerial imprint, we are interested in the distance D between a contact register
Bi and its seed registers A and Ci. We hypothesize that Bi will either show a greater
distance from A than from Ci or a greater distance from Ci than from A:
Dt1(A,Bi) > Dt1(Ci, Bi) or
Dt1(A,Bi) < Dt1(Ci, Bi)
This distance might then either be preserved over time (≈), or change, i.e. the
distance between the contact register Bi and A might be smaller than the distance
between Bi and Ci in t1 but greater in t2, or the distance between Bi and A might
be greater than the distance between Bi and Ci in t1 but smaller in t2:
Dt1(A,Bi) ≈ Dt2(A,Bi) or Dt1(Ci, Bi) ≈ Dt2(Ci, Bi)
Dt1(A,Bi) < Dt1(Ci, Bi) while Dt2(A,Bi) > Dt2(Ci, Bi) or
Dt1(A,Bi) > Dt1(Ci, Bi) while Dt2(A,Bi) < Dt2(Ci, Bi)
Thus, Bi might be more similar to A in t1, while it is more similar to Ci in t2, or
Bi might be more similar to Ci in t1 and more similar to A in t2.
4.4.1.2 Features
As we know from register theory, registers are formed of clusters of lexico-grammatical
features which have a greater than random tendency to co-occur. Thus, to measure
the distance between registers and test the above formalized hypotheses, we need
to consider features which are associated with evaluative meaning and which might
be differently used across registers. In our case, we use linguistic features (features
of evaluative meaning) generated out of a detailed linguistic model (as described in
Section 3.4). The features investigated are shown in Table 4.1. Three different sets
of features are used: (1) stance features associated with the writer’s expression of
stance as well as the writer’s presence (termed self-mention in the following), (2)
evaluative pattern features associated with the expression of stance within patterns,
and (3) target features associated with what is evaluated.
Stance features are indicated by an S and have five types: (1) document structure,
i.e. the amount of stance expressions across document sections (Abstract, Introduc-
tion, Main, Conclusion), (2) stance meaning, i.e. the meanings listed in Section 3.4
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feature set feature type feature examples
stance
document structure (S doc) S Abstract, S Conclusion
meaning (S m) S importance, S complexity
pos (S pos) S NN, S JJ
sem (S sem) S epistemic, S attitudinal
type (S type) S self-mention, S booster
evaluative pattern
document structure (P doc) P Main, P Introduction
meaning (P m) P desirability, P reasoning
pattern type (P type) P eval-adj target-np
target
token of single target
(T1 lemma)
T1 algorithm, T1 model
second token of bi-gram target
(T2 lemma)
T2 system, T2 approach
length (T length) T4 length, T7 length
Table 4.1: Features investigated
in Figure 3.4, (3) the part-of-speech of the stance expression, (4) the semantic type,
which can be either epistemic or attitudinal, and (5) the type of the stance expres-
sion, which can be self-mention (referring to the writer’s presence), booster, hedge
or attitude marker.
Evaluative pattern features are indicated by a P and have three types: (1)
document structure, i.e. the amount of patterns across document sections, (2) the
evaluative meaning expressed within the pattern, and (3) the pattern type (e.g.,
eval-adj target-np; see Figure 3.5 in Section 3.4 for the other types).
Target features are indicated by a T and have three types: (1) single token
targets (e.g., efficient [target algorithm]), (2) targets occurring in a bi-gram on the
second position, i.e. syntactic heads in a bi-gram, and (3) the token length of the
target (uni-gram to 7-gram, e.g. the lack of [target a fully articulated theory of proper
names ]).
In addition, stance and evaluative pattern features are also considered at sentence
beginning, which approximates Theme position, i.e. cases in which stance or pattern
features appear at the beginning of a sentence. These are indicated by Sb and Pb ,
respectively.
In total, we consider a list of 271 features. The different steps in our analytical cycle
will then help to cope with the number of features in a manner relevant for testing our
hypotheses. These steps are described in the following macro- and micro-analytical
steps.
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4.4.2 Macro-analysis: Technical methods
Inherent to macro-analysis are techniques that make it possible to obtain empirical
evidence which leads to generalizable findings. For this purpose, appropriate tech-
niques have to be adopted. In our case, first, corpus-based techniques are employed,
which include an annotation procedure to consistently annotate realizations of eval-
uative meaning in large corpora to be able to extract features from the corpus in a
way relevant for testing our hypotheses. Second, statistical techniques are needed
that match the requirements to test our hypotheses. Here, we use a classification
technique.
4.4.2.1 Corpus-based techniques
In the following sections, we will describe the annotation procedure to consistently
annotate realizations of evaluative meaning in large corpora to be able to extract
the above-described feature sets from the corpus.
4.4.2.1.1 Technical framework: CWB, CQP and annotation procedures
To annotate the full version of SciTex, we use annotation procedures derived from
the YAC recursive chunker (Kermes, 2003). For this, the Corpus Workbench (CWB)
is used.
In a preliminary step, we have to consider (1) the features to annotate (stance fea-
tures, evaluative attributive patterns and target features), (2) the attributes we want
to annotate for each feature (meaning, type, etc.), and (3) which lexicons have to
be built. The lexicons have to capture realizations of different meanings by different
parts-of-speech, i.e. the epistemic and attitudinal meanings and their subcategories
such as likelihood and obviousness for epistemic expressions and importance and de-
sirability for attitudinal expressions. The procedure is three-fold and encompasses
(1) the use of lexical items listed in the Frame Index in FrameNet (Ruppenhofer
et al., 2010) for the specific meanings related to the category quality, (2) the ex-
traction of lexical items from our manually annotated corpus, and (3) the use of
WordNet to find synonyms for the lexical items taken from FrameNet and our own
corpus. As the annotation in our procedure is based on the use of part-of-speech
tags, we built lexicons for each part-of-speech, e.g., for the importance meaning four
lists have been generated, one for each part-of-speech expressed by this meaning
(adjective, adverb, noun, and verb). The lists have to be defined in advance as
variables in a define list macro (see Figure 4.3, e.g., $att-adj-importance). The
variables can then be used in the annotation macros (see Figure 4.4) to look for
lemmas of the respective meaning and part-of-speech.
Having the lexicons and the categories to be annotated, the annotation procedure
designed for the Corpus Workbench involves the use of (1) queries as rules based
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Figure 4.3: Example macro for the attitudinal expressions of importance
Figure 4.4: Example of a query macro for the attitudinal expressions of importance
on PoS tags and structural attributes that search for a defined feature in the cor-
pus, and (2) Perl scripts that permit delimiting the range of the features found, if
necessary, and define the attributes to be annotated. For the first annotation step
of defining rules for each feature, consider the query in Figure 4.5 (a query macro)
which is used to annotate one prepositional attributive pattern (eval-np prep target-
np). Here an evaluative nominal phrase containing an evaluative noun is followed
by the preposition of and a further noun phrase, which can be followed by a prepo-
sitional phrase, a conjunction or a dash (trying to cover the most common noun
phrase dispositions). These rules were defined manually and results were evaluated
for precision in the small version of SciTex 2000s (one million words). In the case of
low precision, the rules were refined to obtain the best possible results. Especially
for the multiple-word features (such as the attributive patterns), this procedure was
very important for obtaining good results.
For the second step, a Perl script is used to annotate features into the corpus. After
CQP is started by the Perl script, the annotation macro (shown in Figure 4.6) uses
the query macro of the prepositional pattern (shown in Figure 4.5) for annotation
(see /eval-of-target[] in line 1 in Figure 4.6) and starts a subroutine. Here, first,
the range of the pattern to be annotated is defined (see line 2 in Figure 4.6). In this
case, the last token searched for in the query macro is omitted in the annotation. To
make this more comprehensible, consider line 4 in Figure 4.5, where the last token to
be matched should not be a preposition (IN), a noun (N.*) or a conjunction (C.*).
This token is used in the query macro to allow searching for both single nouns and
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Figure 4.5: Example of an annotation macro for attributive features
Figure 4.6: Example of an annotation rule for attributive features
compounds. If this token were left out of the query, only the first noun of a compound
would be matched. In the annotation, however, this token should be excluded, as it
is not part of the attributive pattern. This is determined by delimiting the length
of the matchend with $end-1 in line 2 of Figure 4.6. Second, additional structural
information in the form of attributes can be added to the annotated feature. As an
example, for the prepositional pattern five attributes are annotated: the evaluation
set (eval target), the evaluation pattern (eval-np prep target-np), the evalua-
tion meaning (importance in this case, but it could be filled with other meanings),
the semantic type of the expressions (abbreviated with sem which can be either
attitudinal or epistemic), and the precision of the query rule (98.09%).
The annotation is performed for each feature (stance, attributive evaluative patterns
and target features) on different annotation layers, each with attributes of their own.2
This allows one to perform queries on multiple annotation layers, so that one can
search, for example, for attributive patterns with specific meanings (e.g., only the
importance meaning) or used in specific document sections (Abstract, Introduction,
2Note that we have not annotated engagement features, as we concentrate on the main devices
of evaluative acts in this study. As we have seen in Section 3.4, while stance, targets and the
attributive patterns are primarily involved in an evaluative act, engagement is secondary.
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etc.).
The annotation is stored as xml tags with attributes and respective values as shown
in the example in Figure 4.7. In this case, the importance expression is embed-
ded in the start and end xml-tags for the evaluation pattern (<evaluation> and
</evaluation>) with respective attributes and values. In CQP the annotation is
encoded as shown in Table 4.2. Thus, each attribute is encoded in a separate tag.
Figure 4.7: Example of the xml annotation in CQP
4.4.2.1.2 Enhancing data quality In the annotation procedure we also ac-
count for possible noise on the extraction results. Two examples are introduced to
exemplify errors due to incorrect tagging and the exclusion of features due to very
low precision.
Example of incorrect tagging: Self-mention The stance feature self-mention,
which relates to the writer’s presence in the research articles, is annotated by looking
at the lemmas of personal pronouns (part-of-speech tag PP or PP$) as shown in
Figure 4.8. Here the singular (me, myself, my, mine) and the plural forms (we, us,
ourselves, our, ours) of the first person personal pronouns are used. For the singular
form I, a separate macro (see Figure 4.9) had to be created to disambiguate the
personal pronoun from other usages of the word I (e.g., when used as a mathematical
variable but wrongly tagged as a personal pronoun; see Figure 4.10 for examples).
Here I tagged as a personal pronoun (PP) should not be preceded by a verb in base
form (see pos!="VV" in Figure 4.9) and the lemma table, but could be preceded
by the base form of do and say and should be followed by either am/was, do/did,
have/had and any verb in base form in present and past excluding are and were.
In this case, two query macros (/self-mention[] and /self-mention-I[]) had to
be created, as the annotation range differs for each case, which has to be considered
in the annotation. For the query macro in Figure 4.8, the whole expression is anno-
tated. For the query macro in Figure 4.9, instead, the range of the annotation has to
be delimited. The start position is set to +1 to omit the first token of the query (see
[pos!="VV" & lemma!="table"] | pos="VV" & lemma="do|say"]). The end po-
sition is set to -1 to exclude the possible verb forms following the personal pronoun
(see [pos="VBD|VBP|VD|VDD|VH|VHD|VV|VVD" & word!="are|were"]).
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feature encoding example
stance <stance>
<stance type att-marker>
<stance meaning importance>
<stance sem attitudinal>
important
</stance sem>
</stance meaning>
</stance type>
</stance>
attributive patterns <evaluation>
<evaluation set eval target>
<evaluation pattern eval-adj target>
<evaluation meaning importance>
<evaluation precision 98.61%>
important question
</evaluation precision>
</evaluation meaning>
</evaluation pattern>
</evaluation set>
</evaluation>
targets <etarget>
<etarget etype np>
<etarget epattern eval-adj target>
<etarget emeaning importance>
<etarget eprecision 98.61%>
question
</etarget eprecision>
</etarget emeaning>
</etarget epattern>
</etarget etype>
</etarget>
Table 4.2: Encoding examples of attributes for each feature
Example of exclusion: target eval-n pattern The target eval-n pattern, con-
sists of a noun phrase in which the noun at the end of the expression is evaluative
(see limitations in Example (1)). For this pattern, disambiguation is very important
to obtain relevant results, as many nouns that might be evaluative in one context
are not evaluative in another. Consider Examples (2) and (3) taken from computer
science in SciTex 2000s. In both cases, problem is used as a term or a task in
computer science, with no evaluative function. This is relatively explicit here as in
Example (2) it is used in a headline and in Example (3) an abbreviation for the term
is mentioned (see CSP); both variants indicate a non-evaluative usage of problem.
However, in other disciplines, such as computational linguistics and linguistics, prob-
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Figure 4.8: Query macro for self-mention with singular and plural personal pronoun
forms
Figure 4.9: Query macro for self-mention for the first person singular pronoun I
lem can be evaluative (consider Example (4)). What enforces the fact that problem
in Example (4) is evaluative is that it is preceded by an additional evaluative adjec-
tive (aggravating), as well as the verb leading to, which in many cases introduces a
negative evaluation.
(1) It could be that unbounded Merge, and whatever else is involved in UG, is
present at once, but only manifested in limited ways for extraneous reasons
( <[target-np memory and attention] [eval-n limitations ]> and the like) [...].
(2) Constraint satisfaction problems
(3) [...] and graph coloring as a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) [...].
(4) An extracted sentence may include not only common information, but addi-
tional information specific to the article from which it came, leading to source
bias and <aggravating [target fluency ] [eval-n problems ]> in the extracted sum-
mary.
As we can see, even though there seem to be some rules that might help to disam-
biguate problem, the evaluative or non-evaluative usage of nouns in this pattern can
be very discipline-specific. Thus, the disambiguation procedure would have to be
carried out for each discipline, separately. For this, the possibly evaluative nouns
in this pattern located at the end of the annotated noun phrase could be extracted
from the large version of SciTex and analyzed in context to determine which nouns
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Figure 4.10: Extraction results from CQP of I not used as a personal pronoun
have an evaluative meaning. For illustration purposes, we have done this for com-
puter science going through a list of approx. 3,000 nouns and checking whether they
are used in an evaluative way. As a result, we came up with 10 nouns which we
considered to be evaluative in computer science (improvement, benefit, advantage,
interest, challenge, importance, assistance, suitability, preference, simplicity). If we
consider that this procedure led to just 31 occurrences of evaluative expressions (i.e.
for the 10 nouns altogether) extracted for computer science for the target eval-n
pattern, the amount of work invested is out of proportion to the results obtained.
Thus, we decided to exclude this pattern from the annotation procedure.
4.4.2.1.3 Data extraction Having the features and their attributes annotated,
the corpus can be queried for stance features, evaluative attributive patterns and
targets evaluated, as well as their attributes (e.g., evaluative meanings). The xml-
tags encoded in CQP are used for this purpose (see Table 4.2 for a full list). To
obtain, e.g., distributional information on stance expressions, we use the <stance>
xml-tags. The CQP-query to extract all instances of stance is:
<stance>[]+</stance>;
The square brackets stand for one token and the plus sign relates to possible addi-
tional tokens. Thus, the stance expression can have one, two or more tokens. The
query looks for instances, as shown in Example (5), where crucial is the stance
expression annotated.
(5) A crucial question is the question [...].
Similarly, we can query for evaluative attributive patterns with the <evaluation>
tags and for the targets with the <etarget> tags as shown in the following queries:
<evaluation>[]+</evaluation>;
<etarget>[]+</etarget>;
Thus, the annotation allows us to extract the features more efficiently from the
corpus. Instead of using a whole long query or multiple queries for one feature (as
for the eval-np prep target pattern; see Figures 4.5), a simple query can be used:
<evaluation>[ .evaluation pattern="eval-np prep target"]+</evaluation>;
After having performed the query, we can obtain distributional information on struc-
tural attributes with the CQP functions group or tabulate. The tabulate com-
mand is used to extract distributional information on different levels of annota-
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Figure 4.11: Extract of the output of the tabulate command for stance
Figure 4.12: Extract of the matrix produced by the tabulate command in combina-
tion with the tbl2matrix Perl script
tion separated by tabulates. The command shown in Figure 4.11, e.g., tabulates
information on stance by text (text id), academic discipline (text ad), stance type
(stance type), semantics of the stance expression (stance sem), meaning of the stance
expression (stance meaning), document section (div type), and the part-of-speech of
the stance expression (pos) (see, again, Figure 4.11 for the output). The tabulate
command is very efficient when used in combination with Perl scripts or sorting
options offered by command-line systems. In our case, we use a Perl script3, which
summarizes the tabulate output into a matrix as shown in Figure 4.12. The data
extraction process is automated in an extraction pipeline (see Kermes and Teich
(2012) for a detailed description). The obtained matrix with all relevant features
shown in Section 4.4.1.2 can then be used for data analysis.
4.4.2.2 Classification
To test our hypotheses of register diversification (H1) and registerial imprint (H2),
we make use of a classification technique in order to measure the distance D for
both H1 and H2 as illustrated in Section 4.4.1.1.
Text classification has been widely used in numerous studies, mostly based on bag-
of-words representations developed in information retrieval and used, for example, in
text categorization and stylometric studies (see, e.g., Joachims (1998); Koppel et al.
(2002); Rybicki (2006); Argamon et al. (2007, 2008); Fox et al. (2012)). Basically,
documents are represented by the words occurring in them, regardless of their or-
dering (cf. Joachims (1998)). Besides using simple bag-of-words approaches, other
kinds of features can be used, such as features generated out of knowledge-based
rules (e.g., Hayes et al. (1988)) or linguistic features based on linguistic theories
(e.g., Argamon et al. (2007), Degaetano-Ortlieb et al. (2014a)). In our case, we use
3The Perl script tbl2matrix.perl, which was written by Hannah Kermes.
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the linguistic features associated with stance, evaluative attributive patterns and
targets obtained from our model of analysis and described in Section 4.4.1.2.
For the classification, we use support vector machines (SVM) (Vapnik and Cher-
vonenkis, 1974), as they are known to obtain very good results on many relevant
features (Joachims, 1998; Manning et al., 2008). In principle, what SVM does is
to perform a binary classification trying to find a hyperplane in a multidimensional
space that divides two classes from each other, where ideally instances of one class
are on one side of the hyperplane and instances of the other class on the other side
(cf. Baayen (2008); see Figure 4.13). The hyperplane is maximally far away from
any data point and the distance from the hyperplane (decision surface) to the clos-
est data point determines the margin of the classifier (see, again, Figure 4.13; cf.
Manning et al. (2008)). The data points closest to the hyperplane are referred to
as support vectors (shown in Figure 4.13). This method of distinction also implies
that the decision function for an SVM is specified by a small subset of the data
which defines the position of the hyperplane to separate the data (cf. Manning et al.
(2008)).
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Figure 4.13: Hyperplane, instances and support vectors in a multidimensional space
for SVM
For register diversification (H1), the classes are represented by the registers of the
SciTex corpus, i.e. we perform 18 classifications (9 for each time period), each one
with a single register vs. the other registers taken together (e.g., A vs. REST, B1 vs.
REST, etc.). This will show how well one register can be classified from the other
registers. Performing the classification on both time periods will then show whether
in t2 a register classifies better than in t1, which would mean that the distance
between one register and the others would become greater diachronically and the
register would have encountered a process of diversification.
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For registerial imprint (H2), however, we need to solve a multi-class problem and not
a binary one, as we classify triples of A-Bs-Cs subcorpora (e.g., A-B1-C1, A-B2-C2).
In this case, we use a pairwise classification, where a set of one-versus-one classifiers
are built, i.e. for each triple the classification is performed on each register pair (e.g.,
A vs. B1, A vs. C1 and B1 vs. C1). This will show how well the contact register
can be classified from its seed registers and whether there are diachronic changes by
performing the triple classification on both time periods.
The SVM classification is performed with the data mining platform Weka (Witten
et al., 2011). As input we use a matrix with normalized values of features for each
text per register. The dataset can be manipulated according to specific needs by
filtering options (such as smoothing) or for feature engineering by removing features
(specified as attributes in Weka). As a filtering option we use smoothing to account
for possible outliers in the data set, i.e. instances which vary greatly from the other
instances in terms of attribute values. For this the MathExpression filtering is used
and set to log(A+1). SVM classification is performed in Weka with the SMO clas-
sifier. We use a linear kernel and as test options we choose 10-fold cross-validation,
i.e. the full set of available data is partitioned into 10 folds, which ensures that no
instance is used simultaneously for training and testing preventing the evaluation
results from reflecting only a particularly good/bad choice of the test set (cf. Resnik
and Lin (2013, 279)). From the output of the SVM classifier, we consider the overall
classification accuracy, i.e. the percentage of correctly classified instances. Addition-
ally, several statistical evaluation measures are given for each class (e.g., precision,
recall and F-measure). For our analyses, besides the overall accuracy, we will relate
to the accuracy for each single class as well as the F-measure, which is the harmonic
mean or weighted average of precision and recall (Van Rijsbergen, 1979; Powers,
2011). Furthermore, we also consider the confusion matrix (included in the output)
which illustrates the number of texts classified in each class. The rows show the
texts belonging to one class (e.g., A) and the columns represent the class into which
the texts have been classified. Table 4.3 shows an example of a confusion matrix
obtained by the classification of computer science texts (A) vs. the other registers
(REST) as well as the respective accuracies and F-measures. For A, for example,
124 texts are classified correctly, while 78 texts are misclassified into the REST class,
which leads to an accuracy of 61.4% for A and an F-measure of 0.703.
A REST total texts accuracy F-measure
A 124 78 202 61.4 0.703
REST 27 2868 2895 99.1 0.982
overall 96.6 0.964
Table 4.3: Example of a confusion matrix for computer science vs. all other registers
(70s/80s)
In our analysis, to test register diversification (H1), we closely inspect the confu-
sion matrices to see not only which registers are relatively distinct (having fewer
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misclassifications) and which ones show less distinctness (i.e. more misclassifications
and thus overlap with other registers), but also how this might have changed di-
achronically by comparing the classification results of t1 (70s/80s) and t2 (2000s).
For registerial imprint (H2), we also closely inspect the confusion matrices which
show three classes (e.g., A-B1-C1). Here, we gain insights into how well the con-
tact registers classify when compared to their seed registers, i.e. with which seed
registers they have the most overlaps (misclassifications), and whether this changes
diachronically.
4.4.3 Micro-analysis: Feature analysis
While macro-analysis gives insights into general trends of register diversification and
registerial imprint, we need a micro-analytical step to investigate which features
either contribute to a distinction or are shared among registers.
For register diversification (H1), we are interested in whether there are features
characteristic of a specific register. The better a given register is distinguished from
the others, the more characteristic are the features contributing to the distinction
for that particular register. For the micro-analysis of H1, we again need to con-
sider both time periods (t1 and t2). As we hypothesize that the registers will be
better distinguished in t2 than in t1, the features contributing to the distinction
in t2 will be more characteristic for that register than the ones that contribute to
the distinction in t1. Possible outcomes might be related to differences in, e.g.,
specific realizations of evaluative meaning, i.e. registers might be distinguished by
one particular feature set (stance, pattern, target features) in t1, while they are
distinguished by a different set in t2. For example, they might be distinguished by
differences in evaluating different targets in t1, while they might be distinguished
by the stance meanings (e.g., importance, desirability) used to evaluate targets in
t2. They might also be distinguished by where the evaluative meaning is expressed,
i.e. whether evaluative meaning is expressed in specific sections of research articles
or prominently at sentence beginning, etc. To inspect the possible outcomes, we
consider the SVM weights of the features for each classification. The classification
outputs feature weights for each feature which are either positive or negative. The
sign is an indication of the class the feature is associated with, i.e. as we test H1 by
a binary classification of a specific register vs. all other registers (e.g., A vs. REST,
B1 vs. REST, B2 vs. REST), we have either features associated with that particular
register or features associated with the rest. Here, we are particularly interested
in the features characteristic of the single register (i.e. A, B1, B2 etc.). The SVM
weights represent a feature ranking, i.e. the greater the weight the more distinctive
a particular feature is for a register. To determine characteristic features and pos-
sible diachronic tendencies, we inspect the top 20 features of each classification and
compare them for t1 and t2 for the single registers, i.e. we consider nine diachronic
comparisons, one for each SciTex register.
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For registerial imprint (H2), we are interested in the features adopted by the contact
register from the seed registers. We investigate again the SVM weights for each
classification to determine which features are associated with which register and
which contribute to a possible overlap between the contact and seed registers. If
we take the A-B1-C1 triple, for example, the classification outputs SVM weights for
each classification pair, i.e. A vs. B1, A vs. C1 and B1 vs. C1. The negative feature
weights are associated with A in both pairs and with B1 in the B1-C1 pair. The
positive feature weights are associated with C1 and with B1 in the A-B1 pair. This is
the case for all triples. Again, the greater the SVM weight of a feature, the stronger
its contribution to the classification of the register the feature is associated with.
When looking at the features, we are particularly interested in features characteristic
of the Bs and which are also characteristic of either A or the respective C, i.e. which
are shared among the contact register and its seed registers. Consider again the A-
B1-C1 triple. If some of the top 20 features are the same for B1 (vs. A) and C1 (vs.
A), there is an overlap of characteristic features for both registers when compared
to A. Looking at the number of features n shared among the top 20 for B1 and C1
and for B1 and A indicates with which seed register the contact register B1 shares
more characteristic features. Thus, we say that Bi is more “similar to Ci” if the
number of features shared among Bi and Ci is greater than for Bi and A. We also
say that Bi is more “similar to A” if the number of features shared among Bi and
Ci is smaller than for Bi and A. For this, we can formulate the following:
if n(Bi, Ci) > n(Bi, A) then Bi ≈ Ci
if n(Bi, Ci) < n(Bi, A) then Bi ≈ A
In addition, we consider the diachronic perspective, i.e. we inspect the number of
features shared by the contact register in t1 (nt1) and t2 (nt1) to observe possible
diachronic changes or consolidation trends:
if nt1(Bi, Ci) > nt1(Bi, A) and nt2(Bi, Ci) > nt2(Bi, A) then Bi ≈ Ci
if nt1(Bi, Ci) > nt1(Bi, A) and nt2(Bi, Ci) < nt2(Bi, A) then Bi shifts toward A
if nt1(Bi, Ci) < nt1(Bi, A) and nt2(Bi, Ci) < nt2(Bi, A) then Bi ≈ A
if nt1(Bi, Ci) < nt1(Bi, A) and nt2(Bi, Ci) > nt2(Bi, A) then Bi shifts toward Ci
Thus, if the number of features characteristic of Bi and Ci (vs. A) is greater than the
number of features characteristic of Bi and A (vs. Ci) in both time periods (t1 and
t2), then the contact register uses evaluative meaning similarly to its C seed register.
If, instead, the number of features characteristic of Bi and Ci (vs. A) is greater than
the number of features characteristic of Bi and A (vs. Ci) in t1 but smaller in t2, then
the contact register exhibits a diachronic shift from expressing evaluative meaning
more similarly to its C seed register to expressing it more similarly to computer
science (A). This can clearly also be the other way around, i.e. the contact register
can be more similar to computer science (A) in both time periods or shift to its C
seed register in t2, while it shared more features with A in t1.
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Furthermore, we investigate which features are “adopted” by the contact register
from the seed registers. For this, we consider the 10 most characteristic features
of each B register vs. its C register and vs. A and reclassify the triple based on
these features.4 Specifically, we say that a feature f is “adopted from A” if in the
comparison of A vs. Bi the feature is typical of A AND if the same feature is typical
for Bi in the comparison with Ci. We also say that a feature f is “adopted from
Ci” if in the comparison with Ci vs. Bi the feature is typical of Ci AND if the
same feature is typical for Bi in the comparison with A. For this, we formalize the
following:
if f(A,Bi) = f(Bi, Ci) then f is adopted from A by Bi
if f(Ci, Bi) = f(Bi, A) then f is adopted from Ci by Bi
Adopting this micro-analytical step for both hypotheses will help us to gain a better
understanding of how and which kinds of linguistic diversification trends occur for
highly specialized registers, and which linguistic differences or commonalities exist
between contact and seed registers in terms of registerial imprint.
4.4.4 Micro-analysis: Ensure data quality and gain deeper
insights
While the feature analysis of the first micro-analysis shows which features of evalu-
ative meaning are characteristic of a register for H1 and which features are adopted
from the contact registers from their seed registers for H2, as well as possible di-
achronic shifts, a further micro-analytical step positioned closer toward “close read-
ing” serves to confirm the features obtained from the feature analysis. This step not
only ensures data quality, but also leads to a deeper linguistic understanding of how
evaluative meaning is expressed across registers.
For this purpose, we inspect each of the top 20 features of the classification in
detail. This encompasses two steps: (1) inspect features within concordances, (2)
look at the distributional information of each feature considering further attributes,
i.e. looking at distributional information not only of the features themselves but
also, e.g., of the lexical items they are realized by in the case of specific meanings
(such as importance), of the evaluative patterns they are realized in, etc.
4.4.4.1 Data quality checks
During this micro-analytical inspection we still encountered some noise problems
within our data. With an additional revision step on the features most relevant to
each register, data quality was enhanced further, while trying to avoid as much noise
4Doing so, we can inspect which features typical for Bi are even more typical for A or Ci.
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Figure 4.14: Concordances of complexity in computer science (70s/80s)
as possible. What we mostly encountered in terms of noise were problems of lexical
items not being used in an evaluative way and data sparsity which would lead to
non-representative results. We will illustrate the procedure we used to avoid these
problems through examples.
4.4.4.1.1 Non-evaluative lexical items While we more closely investigated
top 20 features that are characteristic of each register, some features turned out to
still present problems in terms of not being used in an evaluative way. This was
particularly the case for the stance features, which were annotated in terms of lists of
lexical items, rather than the attributive patterns or targets, which had undergone a
more detailed procedure to ensure data quality during annotation. Additionally, the
data quality procedure during annotation was focused on the whole corpus rather
than on single registers, as it would not have been possible to go through every
lexical item (approx. 540 items) annotated as a stance expression in register-specific
terms. Instead, we decided to use a more detailed data quality procedure on features
that turned out to be characteristic for a register from the classification in the first
round of the analytical cycle to enhance data quality on relevant features for a
second round, and so forth.
While adjectives and adverbs have an inherent modifying function, nouns and verbs
are often ambiguous in terms of evaluative meaning. If we consider the noun claim
from the assumption meaning in computer science, most of the times it will not be
evaluative, as it is related to a formalized statement (see Example (6) in bold). In
linguistics, instead, it mostly expresses assumption (see Example (7)). Thus, we
would have to disambiguate the evaluative from the non-evaluative function.
(6) Claim 6.4. At any time the size of the occupied space in the buffer of
GREEDY(B , 1 ) is at most the size of the occupied space [...].
(7) [...] sign-language agreement is not linguistic at all, a claim with which we
firmly disagree.
To exemplify the methodology, we have looked more closely into the usage of claim
across registers. We have evaluated all occurrences of claim in computer science
(598) and linguistics (398) in SciTex 2000s. While for computer science all oc-
currences are non-evaluative, for linguistics most occurrences are evaluative. Non-
evaluative cases in linguistics are shown in Example (8) and Example (9). In Ex-
ample (8) claim, more explicitly universal claim, is not used as a claim of scientific
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discourse by the author of the article. It is rather a term which does not neces-
sarily encompass an evaluative meaning. In Example (9) the meaning of claim is
equal to have the right to and not to assertion. Nevertheless, besides these examples
(which are not related to the assumption meaning), and wrongly tagged occurrences
(in which the verb was mistaken for the noun), 390 out of 398 cases are actually
evaluative in linguistics.
(8) [...] in both cases Maya is seen as offering a counterproposal, replacing Iddo’s
universal claim with a partial generalization [...].
(9) [...] the fact remains that there are other expressions that have an equal claim
to be called proper names [...].
What we have also noted by this closer inspection are some differences in use that
distinguish both semantic variants (evaluative from non-evaluative). For the variant
used in computer science, the following observations can be made: claim is
 very specific, always preceded by the definite article the,
 possibly preceded by a non-evaluative adjective (e.g., inductive, second, fol-
lowing),
 used with verbs such as hold, prove or follow,
 used as a headline (e.g., Claim 6.9 ),
 most often used in the singular form (approx. 92%).
In linguistics, on the other hand, claim is
 further specified by the complementizer that (approx. 40%) or by prepositional
phrases (approx. 20%),
 more often used in the plural form than in computer science (compare 27%
with 8% in computer science),
 followed by the verb be and evaluative adjectives (e.g., true, wrong, right) or
verbs (e.g., falsified, supported).
Some of the observations can be operationalized in terms of macros for the annota-
tion, such as the use of claim in a headline in computer science. Others cannot be
easily operationalized. The use of the complementizer or the plural vs. the singular
form, for example, is not really indicative of the evaluative or non-evaluative use.
The distinction is more a semantic one, where in computer science claim is used as a
term, while in linguistics it is used to indicate an assumption. From the observations
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made by this investigation, we can decide to annotate claim as an assumption in
linguistics but not in computer science. However, for the other registers, especially
the contact registers, the distinction is not as clear, although they show a tendency.
In computational linguistics, for example, most of the occurrences are evaluative
(84%), while the others are either wrongly tagged (claim tagged as a noun even
though it is a verb) or non-evaluative. In this case, we decided to annotate it as
evaluative.
Even though this kind of procedure enables us to enhance data quality, it is too time-
consuming to be applied on all lexical items for each feature investigated. Thus, we
decided to deal with this on the most distinctive features for each register to ensure
high-quality data for the features that predominantly characterize a register. This
micro-analytical step will lead to new data which is then used to inform the macro-
analysis in a new round of the analytical cycle.
4.4.4.1.2 Data sparsity As we are interested in features characteristic of a
given register, it is essential that the features are somehow representative for that
register. However, one additional issue we have to deal with is data sparsity, i.e.
even though features are characteristic by the SVM weights for a particular register,
they still cannot be representative of a register, if they occur, e.g., just once in the
subcorpus.
Consider, e.g., the stance meaning of purpose (S purpose) which was among the top
20 features for computer science, but occurred just once in the dataset for A (see
Example (10)). Even though the feature is among the top 20, we have to omit it
from the computer science dataset, as it cannot be said to be characteristic of that
register in terms of our study.
(10) [eval-adv-of-purpose Deliberately ], no attempt was made to achieve simplifying
reductions. (SciTex 70s/80s, A: Computer science)
By this closer inspection of features, we have seen that the dataset has to be revised
to obtain a more reliable analysis. To obtain this, we revise the extraction of the
features for each register by excluding lexical items that have shown to be used
mostly in a non-evaluative way in a particular register, as well as features which
occur less than five times. Note that in these cases, we also consider that the
features should not be present in only a single text. This is to avoid presenting
characteristic features of a register that in reality would be characteristic of just one
single text.
This procedure is adopted for both hypotheses (H1 and H2). As our analytical cycle
is based on recursive steps, the top 20 features are checked until our criteria of data
quality and number of occurrences are met.
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4.4.4.2 Concrete linguistic insights
Besides testing for data quality, the inspection of concordance lines and distribu-
tional information also leads to deeper linguistic insights into how evaluative mean-
ing is expressed across registers. This will be illustrated for each register within the
analyses. Considering our hypotheses, for register diversification (H1), we expect to
gain a better understanding of the diversification process of the registers, i.e. how
they differ in linguistic terms from the other registers and how they have evolved
over time. For example, the feature of S self-mention, which relates to the writer’s
presence in the discourse, might be distinctive for more than one register, however,
there might be differences in how self-mention is realized across registers and time
periods. Just to give a very simple example, we might encounter a preference for
the singular form in one register (see Example (11)), while the plural form (see
Example (12)) is preferred in another register, or we might encounter some kind of
preference in one time period as opposed to the other.
(11) In the earlier article [self-mention-sg I ] noted that, for some speakers, basic
forms such as [...]. (SciTex 70s/80s, C1: Linguistics)
(12) [self-mention-pl We] ignore constraints that may be introduced into the dag
because of side effects. (SciTex 70s/80s, A: Computer science)
For our hypothesis of registerial imprint (H2), we expect to gain insight into specific
linguistic developments of the contact registers with respect to their mixed nature.
By inspecting the features quite closely, we might find that some contact registers
adopt, e.g., a specific feature from one of their seed registers, but the usage might
be different. Consider, e.g., the target algorithm which might be evaluated both
in computer science and the contact registers, due to the fact the contact registers
adopt it from computer science. Even though the target itself is the same, the
evaluation of the target might differ. Consider, here, Examples (13) and (14), where
the target algorithm is said to perform best in computer science, while it is said to
be appropriate for use in computational linguistics.
(13) If m = n, the new algorithms given in Examples V and VI [...] are the
[eval-adj-of-desirability best ] [target algorithms ] known.
(SciTex 70s/80s, A: Computer science)
(14) Moreover, our following observations and suggestions are meant only to
serve as a point of departure for the computational linguist and the computer
technician concerned with the practical application of linguistic analysis to
linguistic computation (i.e., the devising and programing of the
[eval-adj-of-suitability appropriate] [target algorithms ]) [...].
(SciTex 70s/80s, B1: Computational linguistics)
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4.5 Summary
To obtain a more comprehensive picture of how evaluative meaning may differ across
registers, i.e. by looking at possible diversification trends, and how contact registers
are affected by possible diachronic trends with respect to their seed registers, we
designed an analytical cycle which encompasses different levels of macro- and micro-
analysis.
The different macro- and micro-analytical steps are not considered separately but
are interrelated and inform each other. In this sense, the designed analytical cycle
allows us to adopt recursive quantitative as well as qualitative analytical steps and
methods that make it possible to create a balance between generalizable trends and
fine-grained insights gained by the analyses. The adopted methodology also allows
us to enhance data quality in a way that is manageable considering the number
of features investigated (approx. 270) and the dimensions of comparison adopted
(single registers, register triples, and time). This will allow an empirical study on
evaluative meaning which also accounts for fine-grained linguistic insights on how
evaluative meaning is expressed across registers.
In terms of macro-analysis, we adopt text classification as a method, which enables
us to consider possible differences and commonalities between registers. Here, we
rely on empirical observations of how well text productions of one register classify
into the right class. Performed on both time periods to test H1 (register diversi-
fication), this reveals possible diversification trends, i.e. whether registers classify
better over time, which would make them more distinct linguistically. Additionally,
by testing H2 (registerial imprint), classification is performed on triples of subcor-
pora (A-B-C) to inspect overlaps between contact registers and their seed registers.
In terms of micro-analysis, we first employ feature analysis, which allows us to ob-
serve characteristic features that lead to register diversification as well as features
that reflect the contact registers’ mixed nature, i.e. that point to a possible regis-
terial imprint passed on by the seed registers. Second, the more detailed analysis
of features within concordances and the account of distributional information on
different levels not only leads to enhanced data quality, but also allows a fuller un-
derstanding of the expression of evaluative meaning across scientific registers, as
well as its linguistic development.

Chapter 5
Register analysis
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we empirically analyze how scientific registers differ in terms of
evaluative meaning and whether this has changed diachronically. The aim is to
investigate our two hypotheses of register diversification (H1) and registerial im-
print (H2). By our model of analysis, we have specified how evaluative meaning is
possibly expressed in scientific writing and which lexico-grammatical features are
involved (see Section 3.4). Moreover, based on our analytical cycle of macro- and
micro-analyses, we are able to empirically investigate these two hypotheses (see
Section 4.4). We pursue answers for H1 and H2 in two separate analyses.
For the investigation of register diversification (H1), we pose the following questions:
 Are highly specialized registers distinct from one another in terms of evalu-
ative features, i.e. do evaluative features contribute to a distinction between
registers?
 Does their distinctness increase over time, i.e. can we observe register diversi-
fication trends?
Answers to these questions are pursued in terms of macro- and micro-analysis. In
macro-analysis, we consider how well the registers are classified diachronically con-
sidering classification accuracy, precision, recall and F-measure as well as confusion
matrices. On this level, we describe possible diversification trends on a relatively
general base, i.e. we consider the degree of diversification. In micro-analysis, the
SVM weights of the top 20 features are considered and analyzed in detail. The top
10 features are then considered to be characteristic, giving insights into concrete
tendencies of diversification related to specific lexico-grammatical features of eval-
uative meaning characteristic of a register. This will point to the kind of register
diversification.
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For the investigation of registerial imprint (H2), the following questions are investi-
gated:
 Do contact registers share commonalities with their seed registers, i.e. by which
seed register is the contact register influenced most?
 Are these commonalities preserved over time or do they change, i.e. does the
influence of one seed register diminish, while it increases for the other seed
register?
Again, we adopt a macro- and micro-analytical perspective to answer these ques-
tions. On the macro level, we consider how well contact registers are classified when
compared to their seed registers. Here, we look at whether they show more overlaps
with one seed register in comparison to the other and if this changes diachronically.
Therefore, we consider the degree of registerial imprint. On the micro level, we in-
vestigate further which commonalties are shared between a contact register and its
seed registers, i.e. which lexico-grammatical features of evaluative meaning are used
similarly. Here, we consider the kind of registerial imprint, which is also investigated
diachronically. In addition, besides similarities, i.e. features that are shared between
contact and seed registers, we also consider whether features are adopted from one
or the other seed register by the contact register. Note that if we would just con-
sider the features that are shared, we still would not know if they are adopted by
the contact register from the seed register.
5.2 Register diversification
5.2.1 Degree of register diversification
The study of the degree of register diversification is at the macro level of analysis.
We empirically analyze register diversification by classification of texts with SVM as
described in Section 4.4.2.2. For both time periods, we perform nine classifications
each (18 classifications in sum), classifying a single SciTex register (e.g., A, B1,
C1) vs. all other registers taken together (REST). This approach will indicate the
distance of one register vs. the others and whether this distance increases over time,
pointing toward register diversification.
We first consider the overall classification accuracies shown in Figure 5.1. We can
see that all pairs have a quite high overall accuracy of 87–97% for the 70s/80s and
94–99% for the 2000s. Diachronically, the classification accuracies increase over
time for each register. However, in order to consider how well the single registers
classify in comparison to the rest, we inspect precision (misclassified texts from the
REST class placed into a given register class), recall (correctly classified texts for
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Figure 5.1: Overall classification accuracies across registers for both time periods
a given register class) as well as the F-measure (which accounts for both recall and
precision). In the 70s/80s, we see from Figure 5.2 that especially for the contact
registers, recall is quite low, which is also reflected in a relatively low F-measure.
In the 2000s, on the other hand, Figure 5.3 shows how precision, recall and the
F-measure are relatively high for all registers.
Considering the F-measure for the single registers diachronically (see Figure 5.4),
we clearly see how all contact registers have a very low F-measure in the 70s/80s
(B1: 0.24; B2: 0.39; B3: 0.42; B4: 0.23), being less well distinguished from the
other registers in terms of evaluative features. The seed registers, instead, show
higher F-measures, being better distinguished. Thus, the contact registers do not
present a distinct use of evaluative features in the 70s/80s, while their seed registers
do. Note that the best results are achieved by the seed register C1 (linguistics).
In the 2000s, however, the F-measure is quite high for all registers. Thus, there is
clearly some kind of diversification process that shows up in all registers. Still, the
contact registers (Bs) in particular show a high increase in F-measure, by approx.
50–70%, while the seed registers (A and Cs) have increased by only approx. 8–40%
(see Table 5.1).
As the registers are better classified in the 2000s in comparison to the 70s/80s, they
have moved toward a more distinct use of lexico-grammatical features of evaluative
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Figure 5.2: Precision, recall and F-measure across registers for the 70s/80s
70s/80s 2000s increase in %
A 0.704 0.962 25.80
B1 0.256 0.943 68.70
B2 0.387 0.906 50.05
B3 0.417 0.888 47.10
B4 0.232 0.903 67.10
C1 0.889 0.972 8.30
C2 0.789 0.935 14.60
C3 0.413 0.785 37.20
C4 0.653 0.937 28.40
A: computer science; B1: computational linguistics; B2: bioinformatics; B3: digital construction;
B4: microelectronics; C1: linguistics; C2: biology; C3: mechanical engineering; C4: electrical
engineering
Table 5.1: Increase of F-measure from 70s/80s to 2000s
meaning. Thus, they have undergone a process of register diversification over time
and their distance from the other registers has increased. This is strongly reflected
by the contact registers computational linguistics (B1), bioinformatics (B2), and mi-
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Figure 5.3: Precision, recall and F-measure across registers for the 2000s
REST B1 misclassifications in %
REST 2940 31 1.04
B1 103 23 81.74
Table 5.2: Confusion matrix for computational linguistics (B1) in the 70s/80s
croelectronics (B4) as they achieve an F-measure above 0.90 (see, again, Table 5.1).
This tendency is also reflected in the confusion matrices for each classification pair,
again, especially for the contact registers. Consider, e.g., the confusion matrices
for B1 (see Tables 5.2 and 5.3). In the 70s/80s, most texts were misclassified from
B1 into the REST class (81.74%), i.e. 103 texts could not be identified as text
productions of computational linguistics in terms of features of evaluative mean-
ing. Additionally, 31 texts (1.04%) were wrongly classified as text productions of
computational linguistics from the REST class. This changes in the 2000s, as only
10.22% of the texts are misclassified from B1 into the REST class and 0.05% of texts
are wrongly misclassified into B1 (see, again, Table 5.3). Therefore, computational
linguistics seems to develop a distinct use of evaluative features over the 30-year
time span investigated. The same holds for B2, which in the 70s/80s has 71.99%
misclassified text and only 13.17% in the 2000s, B3 with 69.78% misclassifications in
the 70s/80s and 14.46% in the 2000s, and B4 with 85.66% misclassifications in the
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Figure 5.4: F-measure across registers for both time periods
REST B1 misclassifications in %
REST 1983 1 0.05
B1 14 123 10.22
Table 5.3: Confusion matrix for computational linguistics (B1) in the 2000s
70s/80s and only 11.22% in the 2000s (see Table 5.4). Thus, bioinformatics (B2),
digital construction (B3) and microelectronics (B4) also develop a distinct usage of
evaluative features, presenting a quite strong diversification process over time.
Comparing the percentages of misclassifications of contact and seed registers (refer
again to Table 5.4), we can see that all contact registers have almost 10–15% of
misclassifications, while the seed registers have around 8–3%, except for C3 which
has the highest amount of misclassification in the 2000s with approx. 23%. Thus, the
contact register digital construction (B3) and its seed register mechanical engineering
(C3) are less well distinguished by evaluative features in the 2000s than the other
registers.
In summary, the contact registers in particular have clearly undergone a process of
diversification, increasing their distance from the other registers in terms of express-
ing evaluative meaning over time. Computational linguistics (B1) shows the highest
amount of diversification on the macro level, with an increase in distance of approx.
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register 70s/80s 2000s
A 37.62 5.65
B1 82.54 10.22
B2 71.99 13.17
B3 69.78 14.46
B4 85.66 11.22
C1 12.79 5.41
C2 25.23 8.26
C3 68.38 22.77
C4 42.16 3.59
A: computer science; B1: computational linguistics; B2: bioinformatics; B3: digital construction;
B4: microelectronics; C1: linguistics; C2: biology; C3: mechanical engineering; C4: electrical
engineering
Table 5.4: Percentage of misclassifications across both time periods
69%, closely followed by microelectronics (B4) with approx. 67%.
5.2.2 Kind of register diversification
From the macro level, we have seen that the contact registers in particular do present
a register diversification process in the time period investigated. So far, we have
inspected the degree of diversification. To investigate which specific kind of register
diversification adheres to the contact and seed registers, we adopt a micro-analytical
perspective by investigating more closely the features that contribute to a better
distinction over time.
As we have seen from the macro-analysis, for the 70s/80s, the F-measures for the
contact registers are quite low (refer again to Table 5.1). Thus, their top-ranking
features by SVM weight cannot really be said to be characteristic of that particular
register in that time period. However, we can investigate general tendencies in
diachronic terms by comparing top-ranking feature types of each time period, i.e.
whether the types have changed over time, contributing to a better distinction.
For the 2000s, instead, as the classification presents quite high F-measures for the
contact registers, pointing to a distinct use of evaluative features, we investigate the
top-ranking features that contribute to a distinct usage and consider them to be
characteristic for these registers.
For the seed registers, in contrast, the F-measure is relatively high in both time
periods, especially for linguistics (C1), biology (C2) and computer science (A) (see,
again, Table 5.1). Thus, we inspect these three seed registers diachronically in
terms of the kind of register diversification trends they show with respect to features
contributing to a better distinction. This will allow us to investigate more detailed
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Figure 5.5: Number of feature types across contact registers for both time periods
diachronic diversification trends of quite established registers.
5.2.2.1 General diachronic tendencies for contact and seed registers
To inspect diachronic tendencies of the contact registers, first, we look at the feature
types (stance, pattern, target) of the top 20 features ranked by SVM weights for
both time periods. Here, we consider the number of features of each type among the
top 20 features. As we can see from Figure 5.5, for all contact register the number of
stance features predominates with 10–14 features, while the number of pattern and
target features among the top 20 features ranges from only 2–8. Diachronically, the
distributions of the number of features across types are not significantly different (p-
value > 0.05). Thus, the feature types are similarly used across registers and time.
Considering the seed registers, we get a very similar picture as shown in Figure 5.6,
i.e. stance features prevail, followed by pattern and target features.
Moving toward more fine-grained differences, we look at the feature subtypes. For
this we consider:
(1) for stance, the meaning of stance expressions (S meaning, e.g., importance,
desirability), the parts-of-speech of stance expressions (S pos, e.g., common
singular noun (NN), adjective (JJ)), the type of stance expressions (S type, e.g.,
self-mention, booster), and the document section in which stance expressions
occur (S doc, e.g., Abstract, Introduction),
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Figure 5.6: Number of feature types across seed registers for both time periods
(2) for patterns, the pattern type (P type, e.g., eval-adj target-np) and the stance
meaning expressed within patterns (P meaning, e.g., obviousness, importance),
and
(3) for targets, the lemma of the target (T lemma, e.g., algorithm, function) as
well as its part-of-speech (T pos, e.g., common singular noun (NN), proper
singular noun (NP)).
Table 5.51 shows the number of top 5 features according to the feature subtypes
across contact registers and for both time periods.2 While for the 70s/80s, most
features belong to the stance meaning (S meaning), the top 5 features for the 2000s
show more variation in terms of feature subtypes. This implies that the contact
registers develop, over time, a distinct usage of evaluative meaning using a wider
range of feature subtypes, rather than differing only by particular stance meanings.
Consider that the contact registers classify much better in the 2000s, which seems
to be interrelated with the variation of feature types among the top 5 features for
each contact register. By calculating the Pearson’s correlation between different
1Each black box represents one feature. All boxes in one column add up to 5. Note that the
Sent. b. row, in contrast, has to be considered separately, as it shows how many of the top 5
features are used at sentence beginning.
2Here we have chosen the top 5 features only, due to the low classification performance of the
contact registers in the 70s/80s.
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70s/80s 2000s
B1 B2 B3 B4 B1 B2 B3 B4
S meaning        
S pos   
S type    
S doc  
P type
P meaning 
T lemma   
T pos  
Sent. b.      
B1: computational linguistics; B2: bioinformatics; B3: digital construction; B4: microelectronics
Table 5.5: Number of top 5 features according to feature subtypes for the contact
registers
feature types and the classification F-measures for the contact registers, we obtain a
value of 0.87, which also indicates that there seems to be a correlation between more
variation in feature types and better classification performance. By considering the
top 5 features of the seed registers (see Table 5.6), we can see that diachronically
the distribution across feature subtypes is more homogeneous in comparison to the
contact registers, except for C3 (mechanical engineering), whose top 5 features are all
stance meanings in the 70s/80s (similarly to the contact registers), while in the 2000s
it shows more variation in feature subtypes. Considering again the classification
performance, C3 obtains a relatively low F-measure (0.413) in the 70s/80s, while
in the 2000s it is higher (0.785) (see, again, Table 5.1). This also enforces the fact
that different feature subtypes within the most distinctive features seem to lead to a
better classification performance, and thus to a better distinction. Considering that
different feature subtypes can be interrelated, i.e. they can be related to the same
evaluative phenomenon to different extents, this might point toward a construal of
a characteristic feature over time, which culminates in being reflected across several
feature subtypes, leading then to a better classification performance. Consider, for
example, the stance meaning of obviousness (S obviousness). As this stance meaning
reflects epistemic expressions, it is related to the feature of stance meanings of the
epistemic type (S epistemic). Additionally, obviousness is a boosting expression,
so it is related to stance expression of boosters in general (S booster), and so on.
Therefore, while a characteristic usage develops, it might be reflected across different
feature subtypes as it becomes more and more distinctive for a register.
An additional observation is made by considering whether the features occur at the
beginning of a sentence (see Sent. b. in Table 5.5). In the 70s/80s, almost none of
the top 5 features are positioned at sentence beginning for the contact registers. In
the 2000s, however, most features of the top 5 features are located at the beginning
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70s/80s 2000s
A C1 C2 C3 C4 A C1 C2 C3 C4
S meaning          
S pos      
S type      
S doc     
P type 
P meaning    
T lemma
T pos
Sent. b.         
A: computer science; C1: linguistics; C2: biology; C3: mechanical engineering; C4: electrical
engineering
Table 5.6: Number of top 5 features according to feature subtypes for the seed
registers
of a sentence. This diachronic tendency is also observed for the seed registers (refer
again to Table 5.6). This clearly indicates a diachronic development of expressing
evaluative meaning distinctly at sentence beginning, which is somehow related to
information structure, i.e. evaluative meaning is distinctively used at the beginning
of a sentence rather than somewhere else, and conventionalization, i.e. diachronically
for all registers, evaluative meaning seems to be used more toward the beginning of
a sentence.
5.2.2.2 Characteristic features and diachronic tendencies of evaluative
meaning for the seed registers
To investigate more detailed diachronic diversification trends on characteristic fea-
tures of evaluative meaning, we have selected three seed registers which show the
best classification performance (computer science, linguistics and biology). Given
that these registers show high classification accuracies for both time periods, their
distinctive features can be said to be characteristic for the registers for the 70s/80s
and the 2000s. Thus, we will be able to exemplify diachronic trends which are re-
lated to more established registers. For this, we move toward the more qualitative
range of the scale of micro-analysis.
5.2.2.2.1 Computer science For computer science, Tables 5.7 and 5.8 show
the top 10 features for the 70s/80s and 2000s, respectively. There are three main
trends that can be observed diachronically: (1) the attitudinal meanings of complex-
ity and progress are distinctive for both time periods, while the epistemic meaning
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feature examples Sent. b. subtype S sem weight
S complexity easy, difficult S m attitudinal -1.61
S progress new, novel S m attitudinal -1.60
P Abstract an important factor P doc -1.48
Pb idiosyncrasy Specifically, [...] x P m attitudinal -1.31
Sb PP We x S pos -1.26
T1 algorithm most well-known
algorithms
T lemma -0.87
Pb eval-adj
target-n
An important operation x Pb type -0.83
S Introduction S doc -0.79
S PP we, us S pos -0.77
Sb self-mention We, Our x Sb type -0.77
Table 5.7: Top 10 features for computer science (70s/80s)
feature examples Sent. b. subtype S sem weight
Sb obviousness Clearly, Obviously x Sb m epistemic -0.92
Sb self-mention We, Our x Sb type -0.88
Sb Main x Sb doc -0.76
Sb att-marker Specifically,
Unfortunately
x Sb type attitudinal -0.71
S JJS best, simplest S pos -0.52
S progress new, novel S m attitudinal -0.51
S complexity easy, difficult S m attitudinal -0.51
Pb complexity It is easy to see that x Pb m attitudinal -0.50
S sufficiency this is not sufficient on
its own
S m attitudinal -0.44
P to eval-adv
v target-np
to correctly capture the
characteristics
P type -0.42
Table 5.8: Top 10 features for computer science (2000s)
of obviousness becomes distinctive only in the 2000s, (2) self-mention gains dis-
tinctness over time, and (3) features at sentence beginning (Sent. b.) become more
prominently distinctive over time, confirming the general diachronic trend observed
in Section 5.2.2.1. To inspect this more closely, we investigate each feature within
concordance lines and extract relevant distributional information to obtain a better
understanding of the evaluative characteristics of computer science.
Attitudinal meanings While in the 70s/80s, the stance meaning of complexity
(S complexity) is the most distinctive feature for A, and thus the most characteristic
feature for computer science (rank 1), in the 2000s its distinctness decreases (rank
7). However, we can see from Table 5.8 that the usage of the complexity meaning
within patterns at sentence beginning (Pb complexity) becomes distinctive in the
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2000s. This points toward a more conventionalized usage of this meaning by writers.
By inspecting the patterns that express the complexity meaning in the 2000s, the
it-pattern (it rel-v eval-adj target-clause) is the most often used one, i.e. the usage
of the complexity meaning seems to become relatively conventionalized over time for
computer science as it changes from being distinctive in general to being distinctive
when used within the it-pattern at sentence beginning (see Example (1)). Moreover,
in combination with the complexity meaning, the pattern always evaluates a to-
infinitive which mostly consists of to plus the verb see (in 54.7% of the cases). In
this way, writers convey to the reader that what they intend to show is easy to
perceive/see. Considering the lemmas and possible negation, in both time periods,
approx. 78% of the complexity meaning is used to evaluate things as easy/simple/not
difficult and approx. 22% is used to evaluate things as difficult/hard/not easy. Note
that the complexity meaning is reflected in more than one feature in the 2000s, if we
consider that it is expressed on the third rank in the Sb att-marker feature. Thus,
even though the complexity meaning itself (S complexity) seems to drop in terms of
rank, it gains characteristic usage over time, being reflected in several features.
(1) [it-pattern It is [complexity-adjective easy ] to see that exactly one of those packets
arrives at v at each time step]. (A: Computer science 2000s)
The progress meaning (S progress) has also decreased in distinctness diachronically
for A (compare rank 2 in the 70s/80s and rank 6 in the 2000s). The target which
is mostly evaluated with this meaning in both time periods is algorithm (see Ex-
amples (2) and (3)). Interestingly, algorithm is also a distinctive feature for the
70s/80s as a target (T1 algorithm), mostly evaluated as being new or best, i.e. with
the progress or desirability meaning.
(2) Our new algorithm can recover the optimal WLCS [...].
(A: Computer science 70s/80s)
(3) We give a new algorithm which computes all the derivatives of a polynomial
in 3m. (A: Computer science 2000s)
The meaning that has most prominently gained distinctness, i.e. which has become
quite characteristic for computer science in the 2000s, is the obviousness meaning at
sentence beginning (Sb obviousness at rank 1). In computer science this meaning is
mostly expressed by the evaluative adverb clearly with approx. 53.1% and obviously
with approx. 19.2% (see Example (4)). Note that this feature was not among the
top 10 in the 70s/80s. By using the obviousness meaning at sentence beginning,
writers present the clause following the adverb in such a way that it is somehow
perceived as a factual statement. Here, the question arises whether these adverbs
might also adopt a textual function besides their interpersonal one. Moreover, as
the usage of the obviousness meaning seems to be relatively conventionalized, the
question arises whether the evaluation strength is somehow weaker than for other
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expressions of obviousness (see Example (5)).
(4) Clearly, every term can be covered by at most one block from B.
(A: Computer science 2000s)
(5) This algorithm obviously solves the problem [...].
(A: Computer science 2000s)
In addition, while in the 70s/80s, the meaning of idiosyncrasy is distinctively used
at sentence beginning (Pb idiosyncrasy) within the adverbial pattern, in the 2000s,
attitude markers in general are used at sentence beginning (Sb att-marker), realized
by different meanings, of which idiosyncrasy is most often used. Thus, there seems
to be a tendency toward expressing more attitudinal meanings distinctively at the
beginning of a sentence over time.
A further meaning that becomes distinctive in the 2000s, even though it is posi-
tioned at rank 9, is the sufficiency meaning (S sufficiency). This meaning is mostly
expressed within the it-pattern as shown in Example (6), similarly to the complexity
meaning. What is sufficient is mostly related to material and mental processes with
the verbs show and prove, respectively.
(6) It is sufficient to show that for each C in CG(NG[x]), C is in CG(NG[x])
and NG(C)=NG(C). (A: Computer science 2000s)
Self-mention Diachronically, self-mention at sentence beginning (Sb self-mention)
has also become quite characteristic for computer science, moving from rank 10 to
rank 2. In both time periods, the personal pronoun we prevails (93% for the 70s/80s
and 91% for the 2000s) followed mostly by material processes (e.g., show, use). The
personal pronoun our is the second most often used pronoun (with 6.6% in the
70s/80s and 9.1% in the 2000s). Considering the noun lemmas used with our, result
prevails in both time periods (around 15% in both), while algorithm is used quite
often in the 2000s (1.9% in the 70s/80s, 14.3% in the 2000s).
Document section Considering distinctive features associated with document
sections, we can observe that while in the 70s/80s patterns in the Abstract section
(P Abstract) and stance expressions in the Introduction section (S Introduction) are
quite distinctive, in the 2000s, stance expressions at sentence beginning in the Main
part of research articles become distinctive (Sb Main). This is clearly related, first,
to the obviousness meaning which is expressed at sentence beginning by evaluative
adverbs, and second, to self-mention at sentence beginning, both most often used
within the Main part of research articles. Thus, writers of computer science articles
intrude the discourse mostly within the Main parts of research articles in combina-
tion with material processes, i.e. by presenting what they do (e.g., we use/show).
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Additionally, with the obviousness meaning at sentence beginning, they present in-
formation in the Main part in such a way that it is perceived as a factual statement.
Patterns In the 70s/80s, the quite general pattern eval-adj target-np is distinc-
tively used at sentence beginning, in which the meaning of importance is most
often used (see Example (7)), while in the 2000s the to-infinitive adverbial pattern
(P to eval-adv v target-np) is distinctively used by computer science. In this case,
the writers put forward (1) what has to be done, evaluating the process mostly
with the adverb effectively (see Example (8)), or (2) what has been done, using the
adverbs accurately or correctly (see Example (9)).
(7) The [eval-adj important ] [target-np JKY theorems ] that will be used frequently
in what follows are given below. (A: Computer science 70s/80s)
(8) Note that in order [to-inf to] [eval-adv effectively ] [verb apply ] [target this idea
in an information-theoretic setting ], one must ensure that [...].
(A: Computer science 2000s)
(9) Both models prove [to-inf to] [eval-adv correctly ] [verb capture] [target-np the
characteristics of asymmetric TCP ]. (A: Computer science 2000s)
In summary, computer science is characterized by the use of the complexity meaning,
which seems to have become more conventionalized in the 2000s, as it is used in
patterns at sentence beginning conveying a sense of ease about what has to be
perceived by the reader. This conventionalization trend is also reflected by the
distinctive use of the obviousness meaning and self-mention at sentence beginning
in the 2000s. Thus, in general, there seems to be a trend toward putting evaluative
meaning first in a rather conventionalized way. In addition, we can observe a slight
shift from attitudinal (complexity, progress) to epistemic meaning (obviousness)
which is most distinctively used in the 2000s.
5.2.2.2.2 Linguistics For linguistics, the most characteristic features are shown
in Tables 5.9 and 5.10. Diachronically, the following observations can be made: (1)
the amount of stance meaning features decreases over time, while the amount of
stance types increases — for example, specific parts-of-speech of stance expressions
become distinctive (S NNS, S VVZ, Sb RB) rather than specific meanings, (2) con-
crete epistemic meanings (e.g., reasoning, suggestion) become less characteristic,
while the use of hedges in general at sentence beginning is very distinctive in the
2000s, and (3) similarly to computer science, there seems to be a tendency to ex-
press specific kinds of evaluative meaning at sentence beginning (5 out of the top
10 features). In the following, we investigate these tendencies in more detail.
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feature examples Sent. b. subtype S sem weight
S dispute problem, issue S m attitudinal 3.71
S Abstract S doc 1.22
S idiosyncrasy especially, specifically S m attitudinal 1.12
S self-
mention
we, I S type 0.90
S assumption seem, appear S m epistemic 0.88
S VVZ seems, appears S pos 0.81
P likelihood it is extremely likely that P m epistemic (hedge) 0.72
S acceptance acceptable,
unacceptable
S m attitudinal 0.66
S reasoning argue, imply S m epistemic (hedge) 0.61
S suggestion should, suggest S m epistemic (hedge) 0.60
Table 5.9: Top 10 features for linguistics (70s/80s)
feature examples Sent. b. subtype S sem weight
Sb hedge perhaps, assume x Sb type epistemic (hedge) 1.37
S dispute problem, issue S m attitudinal 1.00
S NNS problems,
assumptions
S pos 0.64
S VVZ seems, suggests S pos 0.61
Sb importance Crucially,
Importantly
x Sb m attitudinal 0.61
Sb attitudinal specifically,
interestingly
x Sb sem attitudinal 0.58
P target hedge-v I suggest that P type epistemic (hedge) 0.57
Sb interest Interestingly x Sb m attitudinal 0.51
P obviousness It is quite clear that P m epistemic (booster) 0.49
Sb RB specifically, perhaps x Sb pos 0.39
Table 5.10: Top 10 features for linguistics (2000s)
Stance meaning In both time periods, linguistics is characterized by various
attitudinal and epistemic stance meanings. In terms of attitudinal meanings, dispute
(S dispute) is very characteristic for linguistics and preserved over time, as it is also
very distinctive in the 2000s (see Example (10)). However, while in the 70s/80s the
use of the noun problem prevailed with 77.1%, followed by issue with 16.8%, in the
2000s the use of issue increases up to 37.8%, while the use of problem decreases to
52.4%. Additionally, the use of adjectives such as problematic also increases over
time (from 3.3% to 8.0%). Thus, while the meaning of dispute is preserved over
time, the distribution of the lexical items used varies across time periods.
(10) Patterson and colleagues (2001), however, reported that patients with vary-
ing degrees of severity of semantic dementia had selective problems with
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irregular past-tense formation. (C1: Linguistics 2000s)
In the 2000s, the attitudinal meanings of importance and interest at sentence begin-
ning are distinctive (Sb importance and Sb interest). Importance is here mostly re-
alized by the adverbs crucially with 33.3% (see Example (11)) and importantly with
21.7% (see Example (12)), while interest is mostly expressed by interestingly with
95.9% (see Example (13)). Moreover, while in the 70s/80s the attitudinal meaning
of idiosyncrasy is distinctive (S idiosyncrasy ; see Example (14)), in the 2000s, atti-
tudinal expressions in general are distinctive at sentence beginning (Sb attitudinal).
Note, however, that the most frequently used meaning of attitudinal expression at
sentence beginning in the 2000s is the idiosyncrasy meaning.
(11) Crucially, the temporal relation between the embedded clause in 32a and
the moment of speech is completely unspecified. (C1: Linguistics 2000s)
(12) Importantly, this finding does not rest on the frequency of combinations
of particular words, but rather on an abstraction to classes of phonological
contexts. (C1: Linguistics 2000s)
(13) Interestingly, these findings are qualitatively similar to results of neolo-
gism experiments on purely phonological generalizations [...].
(C1: Linguistics 2000s)
(14) Manner adverbs which refer specifically to the energy output of an action
[...] discriminate quite well between ‘effective’ and ‘agentive’ [...].
(C1: Linguistics 70s/80s)
In terms of epistemic hedge meanings, we can observe that in the 70s/80s sin-
gle meanings are distinctive: (1) assumption, which is mostly realized by verbs in
the 3rd person singular, with the part-of-speech VVZ, which is also a distinctive
feature (S VVZ ), (2) reasoning, which is mostly realized by adjectives (e.g., rea-
sonable, plausible) and VVZ verbs (e.g., argues, implies), and (3) suggestion, which
is mostly realized by modal verbs (e.g., should, shall). Additionally, the epistemic
meaning of likelihood is distinctively used within patterns (P likelihood). Mostly,
this meaning is expressed either in the adjectival pattern (eval-adj target-np) or in
the it-pattern (it rel-v eval-adj target-clause) (see Table 5.11). The tendency of in-
dividual meanings being characteristic for linguistics changes in the 2000s, as single
epistemic meanings are not distinctive anymore. What becomes very distinctive in
the 2000s is the general use of hedges at the beginning of a sentence (Sb hedges ; see
Example (15)) rather than individual epistemic meanings, except for the obvious-
ness meaning within patterns (P obviousness), which is also mostly used within the
adjectival or it-pattern (see Table 5.12).
Additionally, in the 2000s, the hedged character of linguistics is also seen when
inspecting the distinctive features S NNS and S VVZ, which relate to plural common
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pattern example raw freq. %
eval-adj target-n possible alternatives to the
precyclic hypothesis
1053 68.78
it rel-v eval-adj
target-clause
it is possible to form 344 22.47
target-np rel-v eval-expr this second interpretation is
possible
124 8.10
eval-adv target-clause Probably [...] 10 0.65
Table 5.11: Likelihood expressed within patterns for linguistics (70s/80s)
pattern example raw freq. %
eval-adj target-n a clear prediction 281 59.91
it rel-v eval-adj
target-clause
It is clear that 115 24.52
eval-adv target-clause Clearly, further research is
needed
50 10.66
target-np rel-v eval-expr The most obvious difference
is that
23 4.90
Table 5.12: Obviousness expressed within patterns for linguistics (2000s)
nouns and 3rd person singular verbs, respectively. Of the plural common nouns,
besides dispute, the most often used meaning is assumption (see Example (16)). Of
the 3rd person singular verbs, assumption is the most frequently expressed meaning
with 37.3% (see Example (17)). Thus, these two parts-of-speech also reflect the
hedged character of linguistics by using most prominently epistemic hedge meanings.
Furthermore, the target hedge-v pattern, distinctive for the 2000s, also points to the
hedged character of linguistics (see Example (18)).
(15) Perhaps few of them are amenable to notional variation, either because of
their semantics or their typical contexts of occurrence.
(C1: Linguistics 2000s)
(16) I will merely summarize some speculations that have been advanced to
answer these questions and will not attempt to decide among them.
(C1: Linguistics 2000s)
(17) His scale seems to be one of relative referential specificity which accords
quite well with the representations I suggest here. (C1: Linguistics 2000s)
(18) But [target-np I ] [hedge-v suggest ] that an appositional account of nomina-
tion structures does not violate a basic understanding of what is involved in
apposition. (C: Linguistics 2000s)
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pronoun example raw freq. %
we We may begin by looking at 9630 56.66
I The analysis I am proposing 1638 9.64
me It seems to me that 1552 9.13
our Our claim is that 1528 8.99
my My intention is partly 1226 7.21
us enable us to distinguish 1190 7.00
myself I will confine myself to 172 1.01
ourselves We restrict ourselves here to 42 0.25
ours are different from ours 18 0.11
Table 5.13: Personal pronouns expressing self-mention for linguistics (70s/80s)
Sentence beginning Diachronically, we can observe a tendency toward express-
ing epistemic as well as attitudinal meanings at sentence beginning. While in the
70s/80s, epistemic meanings (such as assumption or suggestion) were distinctive in
general (i.e. not at sentence beginning), in the 2000s hedges are distinctive when
used at sentence beginning (Sb hedge). Similarly, the attitudinal meanings of im-
portance (Sb importance) and interest (Sb interest) but also attitudinal meanings
in general (Sb attitudinal) at sentence beginning are characteristic for linguistics
in the 2000s. Thus, writers in linguistics have moved toward expressing epistemic
and attitudinal expressions in a more conventionalized way at sentence beginning
and within patterns, the latter also reflected in the distinctive use of the obvious-
ness meaning expressed in patterns (P obviousness) and the distinctive use of the
target hedge-v pattern (see, again, Table 5.10 and Example (18)).
Self-mention While self-mention is quite distinctive in the 70s/80s, this is not
the case anymore in the 2000s. Still, it is quite interesting to see how self-mention is
expressed in the 70s/80s, as it shows quite some variability in the choice of personal
pronouns used (see Table 5.13). Besides the plural forms, the singular form is
relatively frequent in linguistics, related to a higher proportion of research articles
written by single authors. Comparing this to computer science, where around 90%
of self-mention is expressed by the personal pronoun we for the 70s/80s, we can see
how this is clearly different in linguistics in that time period, as we is used only
approx. 56% of the time.
In summary, linguistics shows a quite strong hedged character, which is realized by
specific epistemic meanings in the 70s/80s (e.g., assumption). In the 2000s, instead,
it is realized more generally by hedged expressions not confined to a specific meaning
and nouns and verbs realizing hedges. Additionally, the dispute meaning is relatively
distinctive for both time periods, where things are put forward as being problematic.
Moreover, the general diachronic trend of expressing evaluative meaning at sentence
beginning is also relatively pronounced in linguistics.
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feature examples Sent. b. subtype S sem weight
S RB partially, rather S pos 2.35
S suggestion suggest, propose S m epistemic 1.61
Pb presumption Apparently,
Presumably
x Pb m attitudinal 1.05
S booster demonstrate, reveal S type epistemic 1.05
Pb to eval-
v target-np
To avoid the experimen-
tal complication
x Pb type 1.03
P Main P doc 1.02
S self-mention we, our S type 1.01
S likelihood may, possible S m epistemic 1.01
P it hedge-v
eval-adj target-
clause
it seems very likely that P type 0.98
Pb target-np rel-
v eval-expr
We were unable to
obtain
x Pb type 0.98
Table 5.14: Top 10 features for biology (70s/80s)
5.2.2.2.3 Biology Considering the top 10 features for biology for both time
periods, which are shown in Tables 5.14 and 5.15, some main observations can be
made which apply to both time periods, even though different features are involved:
(1) for both time periods the feature types are quite varied, especially if we compare
it to the other registers we have already inspected (which have a preference for
stance meanings), (2) pattern features are quite frequent in the top 10 features for
both time periods, and (3) if stance meanings are distinctive, they are mostly of the
epistemic type, and if they are of the attitudinal type, they are distinctively used in
patterns; again, this applies for both time periods.
Epistemic stance meaning Considering the stance meanings distinctive for both
time periods, there seems to be a preference for epistemic meanings. In the 70s/80s,
the suggestion meaning (S suggestion) is quite distinctive (rank 2). The verb suggest
is the most frequently used lexical item that expresses this meaning with 47.2%,
followed by the modal verb should with 38.3% and the verb propose with 10.6%
(see Table 5.16). Considering what precedes the verb suggest, we see that what
suggests are mainly experimental concepts realized by nouns such as results, evidence
and data. This reflects the interpretative endeavor of researchers in biology on
experimental findings. The likelihood meaning is also distinctive for biology in the
70s/80s, being mostly realized by the use of modal verbs with approx. 68.9% (e.g.,
can, may, would). From Example (19), we can also deduce the interpretative effort
on experimental evidence by biologists within their research articles (consider the
whole phrase the available evidence indicates that there might be). In addition,
boosters are distinctive in the 70s/80s, mostly realized by verbal constructions such
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feature examples Sent. b. subtype S sem weight
Sb epistemic Perhaps, Apparently x Sb sem epistemic 1.11
S VVD revealed, suggested S pos 1.10
S PP we, our S pos 1.06
Sb relativity Roughly, Nearly x Sb m epistemic 1.05
P capability the Pole3 E box is
capable to
P m attitudinal 0.97
P eval-adv
target-clause
Interestingly, Indeed P type 0.84
S Abstract S doc 0.79
S self-mention we, our S type 0.77
P Main P doc 0.76
P suitability the developed
microarray is suitable
P m attitudinal 0.69
Table 5.15: Top 10 features for biology (2000s)
lexical item example raw freq. %
suggest These results suggest that 1228 47.25
should both properties should revert simultaneously 996 38.32
propose Firstly, we propose a mechanism 276 10.62
suggestion Based on a suggestion by 74 2.85
shall These fragments shall be referred to as 21 0.81
ought therefore, ought to be heterogeneous 4 0.15
Table 5.16: Lexical items expressing suggestion for biology (2000s)
as demonstrate that or nouns such as evidence.
Moreover, quite distinctive in the 70s/80s are stance adverbs (S RB). By inspecting
the meanings they realize, epistemic meanings prevail, with the most often used
meanings being relativity (approx. 31.4%) and likelihood (15.7%) (see Examples (20)
and (21), respectively).
(19) The available evidence indicates that there might be differences in the biosyn-
thetic response of the two genes to amino acid starvation [...].
(C2: Biology 70s/80s)
(20) Cleavage at the resistant sites discussed here can be partially effected by
long incubation with excess enzyme. (C2: Biology 70s/80s)
(21) This variation may reflect real structural differences found in mouse riboso-
mal genes or possibly deletion events which occurred during cloning.
(C2: Biology 70s/80s)
In the 2000s, the stance meaning of relativity at sentence beginning (Sb relativity) is
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distinctive, again an epistemic meaning which is used to report approximations with
respect to experimental work (see Example (22)). Besides the relativity meaning,
biology uses epistemic expression in general at sentence beginning (Sb epistemic)
quite distinctively in the 2000s. Most prominently, the certainty meaning is used.
Considering the expressions which realize this meaning, the phrase consistent with
is used quite often with 74.8% (see Example (23)). In these cases, the writers make
clear that their experimental results are consistent with other results, expressing
some degree of certainty. Note that besides this quite conventionalized expression,
adverbs are also used (as in Example (24)). Thus, writers in biology use, on the
one hand, hedging expressions with the relativity meaning distinctively, and on the
other hand, boosting expressions with the certainty meaning, both at sentence initial
position, which allows the reader to immediately perceive how the utterance should
be understood in epistemic terms.
(22) Roughly the same number of unique transcripts appeared in the 0-h [...].
(C2: Biology 2000s)
(23) Consistent with our previous study, NCF2 intron 1 5’-UTR variants were
expressed more abundantly compared to the exon 1 variant in each of the
human tissues tested and in nearly all cell lines [...]. (C2: Biology 2000s)
(24) Certainly, there is evidence that Sp1 has multiple transcripts and uses al-
ternate splicing and even trans-splicing to increase the diversity of its tran-
scripts [...]. (C2: Biology 2000s)
In addition, the part-of-speech of verbs in the past tense (S VVD) also reflects
the usage of epistemic meaning, as the most frequently used stance meaning is
evidence with 66.9% (e.g., showed that, revealed), followed by suggestion with 9.35%
(e.g., suggested, proposed). For evidence, either the researchers themselves (with the
pronoun we) or experimental, analytical or biological concepts (e.g., analysis, study,
result, experiment, gene, protein, cell) give evidence by expressions such as showed
that, revealed, demonstrated that, supported and proved. For the suggestion meaning,
experimental, analytical or biological concepts suggest a possible interpretation of
specific experimental findings (see Example (25)).
(25) These results suggested the possibility that the cytoplasmic caspase 8 [...]
was absent or defective in mtDNA-depleted cells. (C2: Biology 2000s)
Self-mention Characteristic of biology in both time periods is also self-mention.
There is no variation in terms of types of pronouns used, i.e. the same pronouns are
used across time with slight distributional differences. The pronouns we and our
prevail with approx. 70% for we and 20% for our in both time periods, similarly to
the other registers we have inspected so far. However, considering the verbs used
with the pronoun we, mostly mental processes are used such as find, conclude, or
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observe, which differs from computer science and linguistics. Considering nouns used
with our, experimental concepts are used, such as result, study, data, and experiment.
Thus, self-mention is distinctive for biology in both time periods in similar terms.
Patterns In terms of meanings expressed within patterns, most distinctive for
the 70s/80s is the attitudinal meaning of presumption used at sentence beginning
(Sb presumption). This meaning is mainly realized by the adverbial pattern, as
shown in Example (26), by the lexical items apparently and presumably.
(26) Apparently, the gene responsible for the modification of the drug has its
own promoter for expression when integrated as a lysogen.
(C2: Biology 70s/80s)
In the 2000s, instead, the meaning of capability is distinctive when used within
patterns (P capability) with the target-np rel-v eval-expr pattern being the most
frequently used pattern to express this meaning. Note that this pattern is also
distinctive (see, again, Table 5.15). Thus, the target is either able or unable to
do something such as in Example (27). Targets in this case are mostly concepts
related to biology (such as cells, DNA, RNA, enzyme, ect.) or the pronoun we,
i.e. expressing whether the researchers themselves were able or unable to do/obtain
something. In addition, the meaning of suitability within patterns is distinctive for
the 2000s, which is mostly realized within the eval-adj target-np pattern as shown in
Example (28) with the adjectives appropriate (65.8%), proper (26.7%), and suitable
(7.5%).
(27) [...] [target-np mtDNA-depleted C2C12 cells ] [rel-v are] [eval-expr unable to
execute the apoptotic process ]. (C2: Biology 2000s)
(28) Recombinant clones were sequenced in order to verify that the plasmid con-
tained two T7 polymerase promoters in opposite orientation separated by the
[eval-adj appropriate] [target-np chitin synthase gene fragment ].
(C2: Biology 2000s)
Besides distinctive meanings used within patterns, different pattern types are dis-
tinctive in both time periods. Diachronically, we can see that more patterns are
distinctive in the 70s/80s vs. the 2000s. For the 70s/80s, three patterns are distinc-
tive: the it-pattern with a hedge verb (P it hedge-v eval-adj target-clause) which
is used to express some kind of caution associated with the utterance (see Exam-
ple (29)), and two patterns at sentence initial position — the to eval-v target-np
pattern used for avoidance (by verbs such as avoid, overcome, eliminate, prevent ;
see Example (30)) and improvement (by verbs such as facilitate, resolve, improve,
achieve; see Example (31)), and the target-np rel-v eval-expr pattern, which is used
to evaluate mostly with capability (see Example (32)) and importance (see Exam-
ple (33)).
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meaning example raw freq. %
interest Interestingly, most groups contained cDNAs
encoding
308 41.79
importance Notably, the promoter activity 102 13.84
prediction Surprisingly, none of these protein 41 5.56
desirability Unfortunately, we have not been able to 31 4.21
idiosyncrasy More specifically, this model system 27 3.66
Table 5.17: Top 5 meanings used in the eval-adv target-clause pattern for biology
(2000s)
(29) Before discussing the regulatory authority of these agencies, however, it
seems appropriate to first review NIH’s authority to issue rules
governing recombinant DNA research. (C2: Biology 70s/80s)
(30) To overcome these problems we must increasingly use [...].
(C2: Biology 70s/80s)
(31) To improve the agreement it is necessary to use [...].
(C2: Biology 70s/80s)
(32) This virus is able to replicate in permissive cells [...].
(C2: Biology 70s/80s)
(33) These residues are important in forming the heme contacts as well as
a-3-cooperative dimer associations. (C2: Biology 70s/80s)
For the 2000s, only the adverbial pattern (P eval-adv target-clause) is distinctive.
Considering the evaluative meanings expressed with this pattern, the interest mean-
ing is by far the most frequently used one with 41.8%, followed by importance with
13.8% (see Table 5.17). By the examples shown in Table 5.17, we can see how the
evaluative expressions are targeted toward experimental work and findings, which
can be positively (e.g., interestingly) or negatively (e.g., unfortunate) evaluated.
Document section In terms of document sections, patterns used within the Main
part of research articles are characteristic of biology in both time periods. Interest-
ingly, in both periods, the importance meaning is most prominently expressed by
the eval-adj target-np pattern (e.g., important molecules) with 76.9% in the 70s/80s
and 71.2% in the 2000s. Note that the pattern types used within the Main part
expressing the importance meaning have increased from 10 types in the 70s/80s to
14 types in the 2000s, thus showing a development toward more variation to express
this meaning in terms of patterns. The targets most prominently evaluated relate
mostly to biological concepts (e.g., factor, protein, gene). Additionally, the stance
expressions within the Abstract section are a distinctive feature for biology in the
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meaning examples raw freq. %
evidence revealed, evidence 308 41.79
likelihood may, likely 102 13.84
importance important, significant 41 5.56
suggestion suggest, propose 31 4.21
desirability good, preferentially 27 3.66
Table 5.18: Top 5 meanings of stance expressions used in the Abstract section for
biology (2000s)
2000s (S Abstract). Considering the stance meanings expressed, the evidence mean-
ing is most often used with 16.6%, along with the likelihood meaning with 16.2%
(see Table 5.18). Thus, while in the Abstract section evidence is put forward, in the
Main section biological concepts are described as important.
In summary, we can say that biology is characterized by using epistemic mean-
ing distinctively and especially within patterns. Most prominently, experimental
findings are either evaluated or provide evidence. While there are some changes
regarding the distinctive features, the general tendencies mostly apply to both time
periods, which might indicate that biology did not undergo big changes in terms of
developing a distinct usage of evaluative meaning.
5.2.2.3 Characteristic features of evaluative meaning for contact regis-
ters
Due to the low classification performance of the contact registers shown in Sec-
tion 5.2.1, a diachronic perspective on register diversification is not suitable for the
contact registers, as the top ranking features cannot be said to be characteristic.
Thus, we adopt a synchronic perspective considering by which features contact reg-
isters are characterized in the 2000s. We consider each contact register separately.
The aim is to investigate possible register profiles of evaluative meaning for the
contact registers by the inspection of the top 10 ranking features as for the seed
registers described above.
5.2.2.3.1 B1: Computational linguistics Considering the top 10 features
for computational linguistics (B1) in the 2000s (see Table 5.19), most features are
related to stance, one is a pattern and two others are target features. Four of the
ten features are used at sentence beginning (Sent. b.). Note that while most of the
features are related to attitudinal meaning, self-mention is also quite distinctive.
Thus, in general terms, we can say that computational linguistics is characterized
by the use of attitudinal meanings and the expression of self-mention.
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feature examples Sent. b. subtype S sem weight
Sb PP we, I x S pos 1.85
Sb idiosyncrasy especially, specifically x S m attitudinal 1.02
T1 translation good translation T lemma 0.61
S self-mention we, our S type 0.60
Sb attitudinal x S sem 0.51
S trust reliable, reliably S m attitudinal 0.43
P dispute issue, problem P m attitudinal 0.43
S persuasion convincingly, tempting S m attitudinal 0.42
Sb Main x S doc 0.42
S progress new, novel S m attitudinal 0.41
Table 5.19: Top 10 features for computational linguistics (2000s)
verb example raw freq. %
use We always use f and g to represent 194 6.30
show We can show that 82 2.66
find We find that 59 1.91
see We see a similar pattern 57 1.85
assume We assume that 52 1.60
Table 5.20: Top 5 verbs used with we and I at sentence beginning (Sb PP) for
computational linguistics (2000s)
Self-mention The most distinctive feature is Sb PP, which relates to personal
pronouns of self-mention used at the beginning of a sentence. The pronouns used
are we with 88.63% followed by I with 11.37%. Again, we inspect which verbs the
pronouns occur with, to see which verbal process the writers of research articles fulfill
when self-mentioning themselves at the beginning of the sentence in computational
linguistics (see Table 5.20). We can see that most processes by the top 5 verbs
used are either material (use, show) or mental (find, see, assume). Additionally,
self-mention in general (S self-mention) is distinctive, with the personal pronouns
we used most often with 71.5%, followed by our with 21.4% (see Table 5.21). If
we again consider the verbs following the personal pronouns we and I, we can see
that these are almost the same as the ones used with personal pronouns at sentence
beginning, besides the verb describe, which is mostly used after a textual Theme
(e.g., In this section), as in the example in Table 5.22. Additionally, we also inspect
the nouns following the pronoun our. As we can see from Table 5.23, system is
the most often used noun, followed by model. Note that while system, model and
experiment relate to concrete things within computational linguistics, approach and
method are quite generally used in the scientific domain.
Attitudinal meaning Regarding attitudinal meaning, it is in general distinctive
at the beginning of a sentence (Sb attitudinal). In these cases, the meanings of
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pronoun example raw freq. %
we we need only 11688 71.47
our our experiments are 3504 21.43
us This lead us to 613 3.75
I I thought it was 225 1.38
my thanks to my Ph.D. advisor 135 0.83
me Let me argue against 114 0.70
ours similar to ours 40 0.24
ourselves we asked ourselves 29 0.18
myself asking myself 4 0.02
mine a friend of mine 1 0.01
Table 5.21: Personal pronouns expressing self-mention for computational linguistics
(2000s)
verb example raw freq. %
use In [...] experiment, I used the most general 737 6.19
describe In this section we first describe 244 2.05
see in which case we may see the error 223 1.87
find alignment Recall, as we find no verb 220 1.85
show this requirement, we show how appropriate 212 1.78
Table 5.22: Top 5 verbs used with we and I (S self-mention) for computational
linguistics (2000s)
noun example raw freq. %
system In other words, our hybrid MT system 292 8.33
model better performance of our translation
models
234 6.68
approach we tested our approach with 215 6.14
experiment the case for our experiments 174 4.97
method we suggest that our proposed method 156 4.45
Table 5.23: Top 5 nouns used with our (S self-mention) for computational linguistics
(2000s)
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desirability (25.6%), importance (15.6%) and idiosyncrasy (10.4%) are most often
expressed. For the desirability meaning, unfortunately is the most often occurring
lexical item with 44.7% (see Example (34)).
(34) Unfortunately, we cannot say whether the significant improvement in ef-
fectiveness occurs mainly because the probability of giving at least one good
translation [...] is higher for QT or indeed because of the query expansion
effect.
Considering the single attitudinal meanings, idiosyncrasy at the beginning of a sen-
tence (Sb idiosyncrasy) is one of the most distinctive features for computational
linguistics. This meaning is expressed by the adverbs specifically with 81.6%, espe-
cially with 16.3%, and exceptionally with only 2.0%. In these cases, the adverb is
positioned at sentence beginning preceding a clause. The attention of the reader is
pointed toward the clause following the adverb (see Example (35)).
(35) Especially, we gave the experimental results comparing concept-code and
word features which have not been reported before and we proved the superior-
ity of concept-code features to word features in disambiguation performance.
The attitudinal meaning of trust (S trust) is also distinctive and mostly realized by
the lexical items reliable (with 57.4%), used e.g. to evaluate the nouns results and
translation (see Examples (36) and (37)), and reliably (with 25.2%) which evaluates
verbal processes such as correlate, perform or identify (see Examples (38)–(40)).
(36) Consequently, the need for adaptation is reduced to a minimum and the user
is supplied with fast and reliable translations.
(37) This result indicates that rules with a higher priority use detailed structural
information as a condition and this confirms their reliable results.
(38) We evaluate our results against paraphrase judgments elicited experimen-
tally from [...] and show that the model’s ranking of meanings correlates
reliably with human intuitions.
(39) Furthermore, our model performs reliably better than a naive baseline
model [...].
(40) We describe our model in detail and present experimental results that show
that our model is able to learn to reliably identify word- and phrase-level
alignments [...].
As can be seen from the examples, the trust/reliability meaning is in a general sense
related to what computational linguists produce or work with (e.g., models, results,
translations).
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lexical item example raw freq. %
tentative can only be viewed as a tentative approach 14 31.82
convincing provides convincing evidence that 12 27.27
credible should be reasonably credible 4 9.09
convincingly this suggests rather convincingly that 4 9.09
persuasive the improvement is not as persuasive as 3 6.82
tentatively we tentatively conclude that 3 6.82
tempting It is often tempting for an experienced lin-
guist
2 4.55
compelling The most compelling reasons for 2 4.55
Table 5.24: Lexical items expressing persuasion for computational linguistics (2000s)
Also distinctive is the meaning of persuasion (S persuasion), mostly realized by the
lexical items tentative and convincing (see Table 5.24). Note that while tentative is
negatively co-notated and used to evaluate nouns such as translation, implementa-
tion or approach, convincing is used positively to enforce things such as evidence,
proof or the general noun way (as in a very convincing way).
The attitudinal meaning of progress (S progress) is also distinctive, even though
less distinctive than the other stance meanings illustrated above. The adjective new
is by far the most often used adjective of this meaning with 96.0%, followed by
novel (2.5), and modern (1.4%) (see Examples (41)–(43), respectively). Note that
the targets evaluated with this meaning are associated with theoretical or technical
concepts (e.g., algorithm, model, technique, approach, concept).
(41) Even if the variants are deemed to depart substantially from the original
algorithm, we have at least obtained a family of new bootstrapping algo-
rithms that are mathematically understood.
(42) This paper describes a novel approach to morphological tagging for Korean
[...].
(43) This is not only because some systems combine standard NLG with templates
and canned text (Piwek 2003), but also because modern template-based
systems tend to use syntactically structured templates and allow the gaps
in them to be filled recursively [...].
Additionally, the attitudinal meaning of dispute expressed within a evaluative at-
tributive pattern (P dispute) is distinctive for computational linguistics. Table 5.25
shows the patterns used with this meaning. The prepositional pattern (eval-np prep
target-np) is the most often used pattern (71.7%), closely followed by the noun phrase
pattern eval-adj target-np (23.2%). The targets in these cases are either relatively
abstract nouns such as approach or claim, or concrete things related to computa-
tional linguistics such as zero anaphora, as shown in the example in Table 5.25 for
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pattern example raw freq. %
eval-np prep
target-np
The problem of this approach 71 71.72
eval-adj target-np C1 is the most problematic claim 23 23.23
target-np rel-v
eval-expr
zero anaphora are problematic 4 4.04
target v eval-expr termination becomes problematic 1 1.01
Table 5.25: Evaluative patterns used with the dispute meaning for computational
linguistics (2000s)
meaning example raw freq. %
accuracy finding the correct translation 31 31.0
desirability leads to a better translation 23 23.0
acceptability The only acceptable translation 28 14.0
likelihood identifying possible translations 16 12.0
suitability The appropriate translation is shown below 5 4.0
Table 5.26: Top 5 meanings used to evaluate translation as a uni-gram for compu-
tational linguistics (2000s)
the target-np rel-v eval-expr pattern.
Besides self-mention and attitudinal meanings, computational linguistics is also dis-
tinguished by a target feature: translation as a uni-gram target. Inspecting more
closely how the target is used, it is most often evaluated by the meanings of desirabil-
ity, accuracy and likelihood (see Table 5.26). Thus, translations are mostly correct
(23%), better/good/poor (16%) or possible (11%) in computational linguistics.
Finally, computational linguistics is distinct from the other registers by the use of
stance expressions at the beginning of a sentence within the Main part of research
articles (Sb Main). Considering the distribution of the stance types (see Table 5.27),
we can see that self-mention and attitude markers are the stance types that make
this feature a distinctive one. Thus, the above observations of self-mention, as well
as the different meanings used at the beginning of a sentence being distinctive for
computational linguistics, occur most distinctively within the Main parts of research
articles.
In summary, we can say that computational linguistics in the 2000s is characterized
by expressing self-mention as well as idiosyncrasy at the beginning of a sentence.
These two most distinctive features are related to information structure, but have
different functions: self-mention to introduce what the writers do (material and men-
tal process types) or relate their work to (systems, models, etc.), and idiosyncrasy
to point the reader’s attention toward what follows in terms of further specification.
Moreover, the other distinctive attitudinal meanings, besides idiosyncrasy, reflect
how things are evaluated within computational linguistics, especially as reliable
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stance type raw freq. %
self-mention 2744 78.38
attitude marker 382 10.91
hedge 198 5.66
booster 177 5.06
Table 5.27: Stance types at the beginning of a sentence within the Main part of
research articles for computational linguistics (2000s)
feature examples Sent. b. subtype S sem weight
S self-mention we, I S type 1.53
Sb self-mention we, our x Sb type 1.49
Sb booster obviously, clearly x Sb type 1.48
S progress new, novel S m attitudinal 1.38
T1 NNS results, genes T pos 1.32
Sb importance importantly, essentially x Sb m attitudinal 1.16
S PP we, I S pos 1.15
S trust reliable, reliably, S m attitudinal 1.05
Sb RB apparently, specifically x Sb pos 1.03
S assumption appear, seem S m epistemic
(hedge)
0.97
Table 5.28: Top 10 features for bioinformatics (2000s)
(e.g., translations or results), tentative or convincing (e.g., approach or evidence),
and new (e.g., algorithms or systems).
5.2.2.3.2 B2: Bioinformatics The top 10 features for bioinformatics (B2) are
shown in Table 5.28. In comparison to B1, for B2 even more features are related
to stance, while there is only one target feature (T1 NNS ) present in the top 10.
We can say to have three main groups of features by which bioinformatics is char-
acterized: (1) self-mention (S self-mention, Sb self-mention and S PP), (2) booster
(Sb booster, Sb RB), and (3) stance meaning (S progress, Sb importance, S trust,
S assumption). Four of the ten features are used at sentence beginning.
Self-mention Self-mention is most distinctive for bioinformatics in general, but
also at the beginning of the sentence (S self-mention, Sb self-mention). Considering
the pronouns that realize self-mention, we is the most frequently occurring one with
74.2%, followed by our with 23.6%. Note that the pronoun I is quite seldom for
bioinformatics (0.05%). Similarly to computational linguistics, material and mental
processes are used in combination with self-mention, but the material processes
prevail. Thus, writers of research articles in bioinformatics use, show and apply
(see Table 5.30), while they also find and consider. When self-mention is used at
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pronoun example raw freq. %
we then we might expect 8785 74.22
our may improve our ability 2797 23.63
us approach enables us 225 1.90
ours quicker than ours 17 0.14
I I performed a series of 6 0.05
ourselves we restricted ourselves to 4 0.03
me for sending me the Human-Chimp 2 0.02
Table 5.29: Personal pronouns expressing self-mention for bioinformatics (2000s)
verb example raw freq. %
use we used the time-independent 823 9.36
find We have found clefts in the protein 340 3.87
consider we consider a Markov model 249 2.83
show We will show that 240 2.74
apply we apply the tests to 214 2.43
Table 5.30: Top 5 verbs used with we and I (S self-mention) for bioinformatics
(2000s)
the beginning of a sentence, the top 5 verbs almost match self-mention expressed
in general, besides the use of the verb compare (see Table 5.31). Thus, rather than
considering, writers compare in bioinformatics when they mention themselves at
sentence beginning.
Boosters Bioinformatics is also characterized by a distinctive usage of boosters at
sentence beginning (Sb booster). Here, obviousness is by far the most frequent epis-
temic meaning used with 64.3%. Regarding the lexical items used most frequently
to express obviousness, the adverbs obviously and clearly prevail, evaluating the
sentence that follows them (see Examples (44) and (45)).
(44) Obviously, the smaller the M-RFP is, the better the results are.
verb example raw freq. %
use We only use the data from 255 9.97
find We also found that 104 4.07
compare We compared our approach to 81 3.17
show We will show that 70 2.74
apply We applied this algorithm 69 2.70
Table 5.31: Top 5 verbs used with we at sentence beginning (Sb self-mention) for
bioinformatics (2000s)
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lexical item example raw freq. %
new The new method finds more 794 87.54
novel we propose a novel method to find 100 11.03
modern many modern modelling tools allow 13 1.43
Table 5.32: Lexical items expressing progress for bioinformatics (2000s)
target example raw freq. %
method represents a new method for 80 8.82
algorithm Here we report a new algorithm 45 4.96
approach Thus a novel knowledge-based approach 32 3.53
sequence these new protein sequences 24 2.65
tool This new tool provides 22 2.43
Table 5.33: Top 5 targets evaluated with progress for bioinformatics (2000s)
(45) Clearly, the tests on all pairs gave greater information.
The distinctive feature of stance adverbs at the beginning of a sentence (Sb RB)
is in some way related to boosters, especially, when we consider the most often
occurring stance meaning expressed by adverbs, which besides idiosyncrasy (19.5%;
see Example (46)), is obviousness (17.6%).
(46) Specifically, we used the Gram-positive bacteria dataset that was present
in two forms : [...].
Stance meanings Besides self-mention and boosters, bioinformatics is distin-
guished by specific attitudinal meanings as well as one epistemic meaning. Most
distinctively, it evaluates with the meaning of progress (S progress), i.e. things are
new, novel and modern (see Table 5.32), and these things are related to either
methodological concepts (method, approach), computation (algorithm, tool) or biol-
ogy (sequence) (see Table 5.33).
Additionally, bioinformatics uses importance at sentence beginning (Sb importance)
in a distinct way, the lexical items being mainly adverbs (e.g., importantly, es-
sentially) attributing the importance meaning to the whole following clause (see
Table 5.34).
Furthermore, the attitudinal meaning of trust (S trust) is distinctive, realized by
the lexical items shown in Table 5.35. Considering the adjective reliable, the tar-
gets evaluated by it are quite varied if we consider the different types (120 in 137
occurrences). The most often evaluated targets are result (4.42%) and estimation
(3.87%), i.e. targets related to experimental concepts.
Besides attitudinal meanings, there is also one epistemic meaning which is distinctive
for bioinformatics, the assumption meaning (S assumption). Table 5.36 shows the
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lexical item example raw freq. %
importantly Importantly, our algorithm requires 16 21.92
essentially Essentially, CopasiSE allows 11 15.07
notably Notably, the method may support 8 10.96
significant Significant improvement in agreement 8 10.96
important Important progress has been made 5 6.85
Table 5.34: Top 5 lexical items realizing importance at the beginning of a sentence
for bioinformatics (2000s)
lexical item example raw freq. %
reliable provided more reliable results 137 75.69
reliably Essentially, CopasiSE allows 29 16.02
unreliable may yield unreliable results 15 8.29
Table 5.35: Lexical items realizing trust for bioinformatics (2000s)
top 5 lexical items that realize assumption in bioinformatics. Interestingly, the verb
expect is quite frequently used (26.77%) to assume which outcomes might occur,
as shown in the example where an improvement of accuracy is expected by the
classifier.
Targets The only target feature in the top 10 for bioinformatics is T1 NNS, i.e.
uni-gram targets of the type of common nouns in the plural form (see Table 5.37).
The top 5 targets are related either to computational and methodological concepts
(results, predictions, data, methods) or biology (genes), similarly to the targets re-
lated to S progress. Furthermore, we can say that results are best (approx. 50.6%),
while genes are significant (approx. 48.6%). We obtain these observations by in-
specting which meanings are most often used to evaluate the T1 NNS targets (see
Table 5.38) as well as the specific targets evaluated with these meanings. Considering
the patterns used to evaluate T1 NNS targets (see Table 5.39), the eval-adj target-
np pattern clearly prevails with 86.5%, while the other patterns are less often used.
Note that the other patterns are all of the type where the target precedes the eval-
lexical item example raw freq. %
expect classifier is expected to improve the accuracy 581 26.77
assume phylogenetic data can be assumed to have
evolved
481 22.17
appear patients in this study appear to be 389 17.93
assumption based on the assumption that 302 13.92
seem method which seems to produce 180 8.29
Table 5.36: Lexical items realizing assumption for bioinformatics (2000s)
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target example raw freq. %
results gD3 gave the best results 83 5.16
genes the list of interesting genes is obtained by 70 4.35
predictions biologically relevant predictions 39 2.42
data fast access to relevant data 34 2.11
methods the new methods exhibit 30 1.86
Table 5.37: Top 5 uni-gram targets in the plural form (T1 NNS ) for bioinformatics
(2000s)
meaning example raw freq. %
desirability Successful results are presented 385 23.91
importance discover important genes 314 19.50
likelihood Possible explanations were that 240 14.91
progress rate of detecting novel polyketides 122 7.58
complexity applied to more complex systems 95 5.90
Table 5.38: Stance meanings evaluating uni-gram targets in the plural form
(T1 NNS ) for bioinformatics (2000s)
uation.
In summary, bioinformatics is characterized by a distinctive use of self-mention (in
general but also at sentence beginning), with a preference of material verbal pro-
cesses expressed. Also characteristic is the enforcement of concepts by boosters of
obviousness. Considering the meanings expressed, attitudinal meanings are most
characteristic, yet the assumption meaning as an epistemic meaning is also a dis-
tinctive feature of bioinformatics by which expectations are expressed. From the
characteristic attitudinal meanings, progress is mostly expressed toward method-
ological and computational concepts (i.e. methods/algorithms/tools are new/novel),
while trust relates to experimental ones (i.e. results/estimations are reliable). The
meaning of importance, by contrast, mostly expressed by adverbs, is related to a
pattern example raw freq. %
eval-adj target-np remarkable similarities 1386 87.83
target-np rel-v eval-
expr
These genes are good classifiers 96 6.08
target eval-v the proposed methods outperformed
random-order based K2
72 4.56
target v eval-expr both algorithms gave rather
unstable results
24 1.52
Table 5.39: Patterns used with uni-gram targets formed of plural nouns (T1 NNS )
for bioinformatics (2000s)
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feature examples Sent. b. subtype S sem weight
P benefit The advantage of this
approach
P m attitudinal 1.40
Pb progress The novel stem shapes x Pb m attitudinal 1.37
S complexity simple, complex S m attitudinal 1.34
Sb self-mention we, our x Sb type 1.34
S attitudinal S sem 1.23
S att-marker S type 1.17
T1 length factors, developments T length 0.90
Sb attitudinal x Sb sem 0.83
Sb idiosyncrasy specifically, especially x Sb m attitudinal 0.78
S suggestion the Mediative protocol
suggested here
S m epistemic
(hedge)
0.75
Table 5.40: Top 10 features for digital construction (2000s)
variety of concepts. In terms of targets, uni-gram targets of nouns in the plural
form are characteristic, matching the type of targets evaluated by the attitudinal
meanings of progress and trust.
5.2.2.3.3 B3: Digital construction Of the top 10 features characteristic for
digital construction (see Table 5.40), three groups are mainly involved in distin-
guishing B3 from the other registers: (1) pattern features, which are quite strong
discriminators, (2) stance meanings (two attitudinal and one epistemic), and (3)
self-mention. Specific stance meanings are less distinctive for digital construction in
comparison to B1 and B2. Considering the target features, there is only one that is
characteristic for digital construction, uni-gram targets. From the top 10 features,
four are used at sentence beginning.
Patterns Highly characteristic for digital construction is to express benefit in
a quite conventionalized way within patterns (P benefit). Mostly, it is expressed
within a prepositional pattern (54.89%) such as the advantage of (see Table 5.41),
with the noun advantage being the most often used evaluative noun within this
pattern (44.3%; see Table 5.42). Advantageous for digital construction are method-
ological concepts (e.g., method with 20.0%, approach with 14.0%) as well as compu-
tational ones (e.g., system with 10.0%, algorithm with 6.0%). Furthermore, benefit
is also expressed by verbal processes in digital construction, with the verbs facilitate
(66.7%), help (22.2%) and assist (8.9%). What is facilitated are mostly computa-
tional concepts (44.4%) such as computation, implementation, and simulation.
Additionally, digital construction also uses the progress meaning, quite convention-
alized in patterns occurring at the beginning of a sentence (Pb progress). The eval-
adj target-np pattern is the most often occurring one with 95.4% (e.g., The new
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pattern example raw freq. %
eval-np prep target-np the advantages of both methods 113 54.85
to eval-v target-np to facilitate the estimation
process
45 21.84
target eval-v The ... system facilitates the ...
acquisition
34 16.50
eval-gerund target facilitating the computer-aided
collaboration
5 2.43
target-np rel-v eval-expr a multiple colony approach is
beneficial
4 1.94
eval-adj target-n the most favorable path 3 1.46
it rel-v eval-adj target-cl. it could be advantageous
to employ
2 0.97
Table 5.41: Patterns expressing benefit (P benefit) for digital construction (2000s)
noun example raw freq. %
advantage The advantage of this approach 50 44.25
help a useful help to the user in the process 17 15.04
benefit the benefits of the genetic-based MAs 13 11.50
disadvantage The disadvantage of this approach 11 9.73
assistance with the assistance of the product agent 4 3.54
Table 5.42: Evaluative nouns of benefit within the eval-np prep target-np pattern
for digital construction (2000s)
approach, a new procedure) and concepts evaluated are related to methodological
aspects (e.g., approach, problem, method).
Stance meaning Quite characteristic for digital construction is attitudinal mean-
ing, especially the attitudinal meaning of complexity (S complexity), which is used
to evaluate things mostly as simple or complex (see Table 5.43). Methodological
(e.g., method, approach) as well as technical concepts (e.g., geometrical structures,
amplifier) are evaluated as simple; computational and also technical concepts (e.g.,
agent-based systems, engineering tasks) are evaluated as being complex.
Also characteristic is the use of idiosyncrasy at sentence beginning (Sb idiosyncrasy),
similarly to computational linguistics (B1), but for digital construction it is less
distinctive (rank 9 for B3 vs. rank 2 for B1). Moreover, digital construction uses
the lexical items that realize idiosyncrasy quite evenly (specifically with 54.1% and
especially with 45.9%).
In addition to the two attitudinal meanings of complexity and idiosyncrasy, digital
construction uses the epistemic meaning of suggestion (S suggestion) distinctively.
In this sense, digital construction proposes and suggests (see Table 5.44). Proposed
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lexical item example raw freq. %
simple via a simple thresholding process 522 18.89
complex may be very complex 470 17.01
easily has been easily and precisely identified 254 9.19
complexity Despite the complexity involved 232 8.40
difficult that was difficult to achieve previously 219 7.93
Table 5.43: Lexical items expressing complexity for digital construction (2000s)
lexical item example raw freq. %
propose propose an object communication model 1408 54.89
should Such model should regulate interaction 883 34.42
suggest as it is suggested in Fig. 212 8.27
suggestion This program mainly gives suggestions 32 1.25
shall The business logic shall be able to 27 1.05
ought We ought to be able to 3 0.12
Table 5.44: Lexical items expressing suggestion for digital construction (2000s)
are mostly computational concepts (approx. 16.8%, such as algorithm, system (e.g.,
parallel 3D RKPM system), and model (e.g., NN-MT model)) as well as method-
ological ones (approx. 14.5%, such as method and approach). In terms of what
should be done, digital construction suggests mostly material processes (e.g., carry
out, perform, and minimize), but also mental processes (e.g., note (which is the
most often occurring verb after should with 5.7%), consider, and take into account).
Self-mention Digital construction is also characterized by self-mention at the be-
ginning of a sentence (Sb self-mention). Most prominently, the pronoun we is used
(83.6%), followed by our (15.0%). By considering the verbal processes expressed, we
can deduce that writers in research articles on digital construction use, besides mate-
rial (e.g., use, apply) and mental processes (e.g., consider, assume), communication
processes (e.g., propose, call) as well (see top 5 verbs in Table 5.46).
In summary, digital construction is most prominently characterized by pattern fea-
pronoun example raw freq. %
we We will use the term component 761 83.63
our Our design follows these guidelines 136 14.95
I I decided to extend HI-RIS 8 0.88
my My first exposure to KBES 4 0.44
ours Ours has a result in three iterations 1 0.11
Table 5.45: Pronouns used at sentence beginning for self-mention for digital con-
struction (2000s)
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verb example raw freq. %
use We use dynamic scheduling 75 9.86
propose We propose a modified version 30 3.94
consider We consider another situation 27 3.55
call We call a a lower length limit 23 3.02
assume We assume that the designer 19 2.50
Table 5.46: Verbs used after self-mention at sentence beginning for digital construc-
tion (2000s)
feature examples Sent. b. subtype S sem weight
Sb Main x Sb doc 1.17
T1 NP SEUs, DAC T pos 1.16
S Conclusion S doc 1.16
S idiosyncrasy especially, specifically S m attitudinal 1.08
S typicality usually, common S m attitudinal 1.04
Pb capability capable, able x Pb m attitudinal 0.96
S self-mention we, our S m 0.94
S usefulness useful, efficient S m attitudinal 0.80
Pb it rel-v eval-
adj target-clause
it is important that x Pb type 0.78
Sb booster clearly, obviously x Sb type epistemic 0.78
Table 5.47: Top 10 features for microelectronics (2000s)
tures indicating a quite conventionalized usage of evaluative meaning in comparison
to B1 and B2, especially when expressing the advantage of methods and computa-
tional concepts and how these are facilitated, as well as the novelty of methodological
concepts. The expression of complexity (either simple or complex) is also distinctive
and directed toward methods and technical as well as computational concepts. In
addition, digital construction suggests and proposes concepts related to computa-
tion. Finally, self-mention is distinctive, and writers of research articles in digital
construction not only use/apply or consider/assume, but also propose/call, i.e. they
put forward their own concepts.
B4: Microelectronics The top 10 features for microelectronics are shown in
Table 5.47 and are quite varied if we consider the different feature types covered:
(1) expression of evaluative meaning within specific document sections (Main, Con-
clusion), (2) target feature of proper noun uni-grams, (3) one epistemic and three
attitudinal stance meanings, (4) pattern features related to meaning and pattern
type, and (5) self-mention. Thus, microelectronics shows a relatively variable pro-
file of its characteristics of evaluative meaning in comparison to the other contact
registers we have seen so far.
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stance type example raw freq. %
self-mention We borrow the idea from 1727 76.11
att-marker Unfortunately, the complexity 260 11.46
hedge Possible approaches are 161 7.10
booster Obviously, this methodology has 121 5.33
Table 5.48: Stance types used within the Main part of research articles at sentence
beginning for microelectronics (2000s)
stance type example raw freq. %
att-marker The architecture competes favorably with 1455 45.84
hedge We proposed a new method 836 26.34
self-mention We have presented 547 17.23
booster shown that PTL can certainly improve 336 10.59
Table 5.49: Stance types used within the Conclusion section of research articles for
microelectronics (2000s)
Document section The expression of evaluative meaning at sentence beginning
within the Main part of research articles (Sb Main) is most characteristic for micro-
electronics. Considering the stance types expressed, writers most prominently refer
to themselves by self-mention within the Main part (see Table 5.48). Considering
stance expressions within the Conclusion section (S Conclusion), however, attitude
markers are used most often (compare to Table 5.49). Thus, while in the Main
part writers of microelectronic articles have a preference for positioning themselves
within the discourse, in the Conclusion section they tend to evaluate.
Targets What writers evaluate distinctively within microelectronics are uni-gram
targets of proper nouns, which mostly consist of acronyms. These targets are most
frequently evaluated by the meanings of desirability and progress. Thus, concepts
or tools related to microelectronics are mostly evaluated as best (25.7%; see Exam-
ple (47)) or modern (11.4%; see Example (48)).
(47) Column 4 lists the leakage current for each circuit when the best MLV is
applied.
(48) Logic and memory resources that efficiently implement specific functionality
commonly used in system-sized designs, such as multipliers or large memo-
ries, are already a part of modern FPGAs.
Attitudinal meaning Microelectronics is also characterized by the use of idiosyn-
cratic attitudinal meaning. While for B1 and B3, idiosyncrasy was distinctive at
sentence beginning, for microelectronics it is distinctive in general (S idiosyncrasy).
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lexical item example raw freq. %
especially especially power simulation systems 115 28.05
specifically Our DFT scheme is specifically targeted 104 25.37
unique A unique feature of our approach 90 21.95
extensively Our approach is extensively evaluated 33 8.05
uniquely equivalence is uniquely characterized by 8 1.95
Table 5.50: Top 5 lexical items expressing idiosyncrasy for microelectronics (2000s)
lexical item example raw freq. %
usually algorithms are usually performed on 214 46.32
common the most common digital systems 198 42.86
representative the input data or a representative subset of it 45 9.74
unusual Traces created on unusual code paths 4 0.87
unusually are chosen (unusually) high to demonstrate 1 0.22
Table 5.51: Top 5 lexical items expressing typicality for microelectronics (2000s)
This is also why the lexical items realizing this meaning in microelectronics show
a greater variation (see Table 5.50) than for B1 and B3. Additionally, microelec-
tronics is also characterized by the stance meaning of typicality (S typicality) used
to evaluate mostly either material processes (such as perform or implement) with
usually (46.3%), or methodological (e.g., approach, method) and computational con-
cepts (e.g., implementation architecture, digital systems) as common (42.9%) (see
Table 5.51). Stance expression of usefulness (S usefulness) are also characteristic for
microelectronics. Table 5.52 shows the top 5 lexical items used to express this mean-
ing. Most things are evaluated as being efficient and represent mostly computational
concepts (approx. 18%, e.g., implementation and algorithm).
Patterns Characteristic for microelectronics is also the meaning of capability ex-
pressed within patterns at sentence beginning (Pb capability). This meaning is
mostly expressed by (1) the relational pattern target-np rel-v eval-expr (approx.
58.1%), where the target precedes the evaluative expression (see Example (49)), (2)
the target eval-v pattern (approx. 19.4%), where the target is evaluated by a verb
lexical item example raw freq. %
efficient provide an efficient model for CAD tools 407 35.30
effective internal memory is an effective method 260 22.55
useful skew routings which are useful in reducing 123 10.67
effectiveness The effectiveness of the K-L heuristic 105 9.11
effectively by effectively exploiting the regularities 104 9.02
Table 5.52: Top 5 lexical items expressing usefulness for microelectronics (2000s)
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meaning example raw freq. %
importance It is important to note that the edge set 46 31.29
likelihood It is possible that it will become a preferred
approach
29 19.73
obviousness It is clear that the proposed partial-scan
method
28 19.05
interest It is particularly interesting to notice that 16 10.88
complexity It is not difficult to see that 15 10.20
Table 5.53: Top 5 meanings used with the it rel-v eval-adj target-clause pattern at
sentence beginning for microelectronics (2000s)
(see Example (50)), and (3) the prepositional pattern eval-np prep target-np (ap-
prox. 16.1%; see Example (51)). In addition, microelectronics is also characterized
by the use of the it rel-v eval-adj target-clause pattern at sentence beginning. In
this case, the writer points the reader’s attention toward the clause following the
evaluative expression. Mostly, the importance meaning is used within this pattern
(see Table 5.53), i.e. the writer wants the reader to be aware that what follows is of
importance. This is also indicated by the use of the verb note after the to particle,
which clearly prevails (45.65%), followed by observe (6.52%), which has a similar
function.
(49) [target The initial approach] [rel-v is ] [eval-expr unable] to satisfy any of the
TCP constraints [...].
(50) [target This approach] [eval-v enables ] the possibility of having three processes
running concurrently [...].
(51) [eval-np The ability ] [prep of ] [target-np the algorithm] to determine an effi-
cient memory binding [...].
Self-mention The use of self-mention (S self-mention) is also relatively charac-
teristic for microelectronics, the most prominent pronouns being we and our (see
Table 5.54), similarly to B1 and B2. Looking at we plus verb, the material verb
use occurs most often, but communication verbs (present and propose) are also
among the top 5 verbs, followed by mental verbs (assume and consider). Consid-
ering nouns used with our, methodological and computational concepts are most
often used (approach, technique, algorithm).
In summary, microelectronics has a wide spectrum of types of features that char-
acterize it in terms of evaluative meaning. It is most predominately characterized
by self-mention at sentence beginning in the Main part of research articles and the
use of attitude markers within the Conclusion section. The evaluation of acronyms
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pronoun example raw freq. %
we We evaluate the performance 7471 73.59
our combining analysis with our experimental data 2438 24.01
us Let us consider that 229 2.26
ours had aims similar to ours 9 0.09
ourselves We also restrict ourselves to 5 0.05
Table 5.54: Pronouns expressing self-mention for microelectronics (2000s)
is also distinctive. In terms of stance meanings, the peculiarity of things is charac-
teristic in microelectronics, with the idiosyncrasy meaning as well as the typicality
of material process types or methodological and technical concepts. In addition,
microelectronics is also characterized by the evaluation of computational concepts
with usefulness/efficiency. It is also characterized by a conventionalized use of show-
ing the reader what either the researchers or their approaches are capable of doing,
by the expression of the capability meaning as well as pointing the reader toward
important parts of the discourse.
5.2.3 Summary and conclusions on register diversification
In terms of register diversification, we wanted to test whether contact and seed
registers show a greater distinctness over time, forming their own clusters of lexico-
grammatical features of evaluative meaning. Thus, we considered the degree of
register diversification, i.e. how well registers are distinguished from each other and
how this has evolved in the 30-year time span investigated, as well as the kind of
register diversification, i.e. by which lexico-grammatical features they are character-
ized.
Degree of register diversification By inspecting the SciTex registers in macro-
analytical terms, we have seen that there is a clear improvement in the classification
performance in the 2000s in comparison to the 70s/80s. Thus, all registers have
undergone a diversification process in terms of evaluative meaning. However, this
development is especially pronounced in the contact registers, which have shown a
great improvement in the classification performance over time of approx. 50–70%.
This indicates that while the contact registers were not readily distinguishable from
the other registers in the 70s/80s, showing very low classification performance and no
characteristic usage of evaluative features, they clearly develop their own character
of evaluative meaning in the 2000s with a classification performance comparable
to the seed registers, which is relatively high, with F-measures ranging from 0.88
to 0.94. Thus, while the seed registers show a characteristic usage of evaluative
meaning already in the 70s/80s, the contact registers develop a characteristic usage
in the 30-year time span investigated, achieving a relatively high degree of register
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diversification in the 2000s.
Kind of register diversification Even though we could not inspect detailed
diachronic register diversification trends in terms of the kind of diversification for
the contact registers due to their low classification performance in the 70s/80s, we
still considered feature types and subtypes used across both time periods, as they
might point to general trends involved in forming a characteristic usage of evaluative
meaning. Most prominently, we observed a more variate range of feature subtypes
in the top 5 most distinctive features, i.e. while features contributing to a quite
moderate distinction in the 70s/80s consisted mostly of features of specific stance
meanings only, in the 2000s the characteristic features belong to several subtypes
(e.g., part-of-speech of stance expressions, pattern types, etc.). Thus, the more var-
ied the features in terms of subtypes, the better the classification performance, i.e.
the better they can be distinguished. This is clearly related to the fact that some
features are interrelated, and thus point toward the same evaluative phenomenon
characteristic of a particular register, i.e. as a particular evaluative phenomenon be-
comes characteristic for a register, it will be reflected across several feature subtypes.
Therefore, as registers develop their own characteristic usage of particular types of
evaluative meaning, this will be reflected in more interrelated features being most
distinctive for that register. Additionally, there is also a tendency toward expressing
evaluative meaning at sentence beginning over time, a tendency that has also been
observed for both seed and contact registers.
Both observations were also reflected in the more detailed feature analysis posi-
tioned on the micro-analytical level. For the seed registers, we inspected computer
science (A), linguistics (C1), and biology (C2) as they show the best classification
performance for both time periods, and thus are best suited to investigate diachronic
tendencies.
For computer science, we have seen that while the epistemic meaning of obviousness
has become quite distinctive over time, the complexity meaning has also evolved
to be quite characteristic for computer science as it is reflected in several top 10
features. Moreover, a conventionalization process seems to take place within com-
puter science, especially for these two characteristic stance meanings, as they are
distinctively used at sentence beginning. Additionally, this trend is also reflected in
the characteristic usage of self-mention at sentence beginning.
Linguistics, on the other hand, has a rather hedged evaluative profile that is even
more strongly reflected over time. For the 70s/80s, individual hedge meanings are
distinctive, while in the 2000s, several distinctive feature types reflect hedge expres-
sions (e.g., hedges at sentence beginning, parts-of-speech of nouns and verbs that
realize hedges, patterns containing hedges). Moreover, a kind of conventionaliza-
tion trend can also be observed in linguistics in terms of using hedges at sentence
beginning rather than other feature, which might point to less variation, and thus
towards conventionalization.
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Biology has a preference in expressing epistemic expressions by hedges (e.g., rela-
tivity, suggestion) and boosters (e.g., certainty), especially within patterns and at
sentence beginning. These epistemic meanings are mostly directed toward experi-
mental results in terms of interpretative endeavors, or used to put forward evidence.
Thus, diachronically we can say that even though the individual most distinctive
features change, biology seems to preserve its epistemic character, which is somehow
balanced between expressing hedges on the one hand and boosters on the other.
Regarding the contact registers, we have investigated their characteristic usage of
evaluative meaning in detailed micro-analytical terms for the 2000s only, due to the
fact that their classification performance in the 70s/80s does not allow for a reliable
interpretation of the top-ranking features.
Computational linguistics (B1) shows a distinct usage of self-mention at sentence
beginning, where writers introduce what they do (e.g., use, see) or what they present
(e.g., systems, models). In addition, it uses attitudinal meanings distinctively either
at sentence beginning (e.g., desirability, importance) or in general (e.g., trust/ relia-
bility, persuasion). Positioning the evaluative meaning at sentence beginning points
again toward some kind of conventionalization process.
Bioinformatics (B2) is also quite distinctively characterized by self-mention, here
both in general and at sentence beginning, mostly, combined with material and
mental processes (e.g., use, consider). Additionally, boosters at sentence beginning
are quite distinctive expressing obviousness. In terms of meanings, it is character-
ized by attitudinal (progress, importance, reliability/trust) and epistemic meanings
(assumption).
Digital construction (B3) seems to be quite conventionalized in terms of evalua-
tive meaning, as it is characterized by pattern features and self-mention at sentence
beginning. Moreover, it is characterized by evaluating methodological and compu-
tational concepts (e.g., as being advantageous, complex/easy or novel) but also by
proposing/suggesting them.
Microelectronics (B4) shows quite a varied span of characteristic features in compar-
ison to the other contact registers. However, self-mention at sentence beginning is
again a quite distinctive feature, especially used in the Main part of research articles,
while attitudinal meanings associated with peculiarity (idiosyncrasy), typicality or
efficiency as well as importance are mostly put forward in the Conclusion section.
Thus, we have clearly seen on a macro- and micro-analytical level how registers
become more diversified over time, being better distinguished from other registers
and creating characteristics of their own in terms of evaluative meaning. We have
seen that by the micro-analytical inspection in terms of feature analysis, profiles
of evaluative meaning of highly specialized registers can be established, indicating
what their characteristic usages are. Still, if we compare these characteristics of the
seed and contact registers analyzed so far, we can see some overlaps between seed
and contact registers (e.g., self-mention in A and the Bs, boosters in C2 and B2).
This points to our second hypothesis of registerial imprint, which is tested in the
next section.
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A B1 C1 F-measure overlap A-B1 (%) overlap B1-C1 (%)
A 183 16 3 0.897 7.92
B1 14 100 12 0.797 11.11 9.52
C1 9 9 201 0.924 4.11
A: computer science; B1: computational linguistics; C1: linguistics
Table 5.55: Confusion matrix and overlap for the A-B1-C1 triple in the 70s/80s
A B1 C1 F-measure overlap A-B1 (%) overlap B1-C1 (%)
A 228 1 1 0.987 0.43
B1 2 134 1 0.982 1.46 0.73
C1 2 1 108 0.977 0.90
A: computer science; B1: computational linguistics; C1: linguistics
Table 5.56: Confusion matrix and overlap for the A-B1-C1 triple in the 2000s
5.3 Registerial imprint
5.3.1 Degree of registerial imprint
To be able to measure the degree of registerial imprint on the contact registers,
we consider, on a macro level of analysis, the confusion matrices of each triple
comparison (A-Bs-Cs), looking at the texts misclassified from the contact registers
into their respective seed registers.
Consider, e.g., the A-B1-C1 triple. In the 70s/80s, the overall classification accu-
racy amounts to 88%. Looking at the F-measures (see Table 5.55), C1 classifies best
(0.92), followed by A (0.90) and B1 (0.80), which classifies less well than its seed
registers. Moreover, computational linguistics has an overlap of 11.11% with A (14
texts are misclassified from B1 into A) and 9.52% overlap with C1 (12 texts are mis-
classified from B1 into C1). Additionally, 7.92% of texts are wrongly classified from
A into B1, yet only 4.11% are misclassified from C1 into B1. Thus, the overlap of A
and B1 seems stronger than between B1 and C1. For the 2000s, the overall classi-
fication accuracy is quite high (98%). Considering the F-measures (see Table 5.56),
A classifies best (0.987), followed by B1 (0.982) and C1 (0.977). Diachronically, all
three registers are better distinguished over time. The number of misclassifications
has dropped to a minimum. Computational linguistics shows an overlap of 1.46%
with A and 0.73% with C1, only. From the seed register A, 0.43% are misclassified
into B1, and from C1, 0.90% into B1. Thus, in the 2000s, computational linguistics
does not seem to have a particular tendency toward one or the other seed register.
Table 5.57 shows the misclassification in percentages for all contact registers. We
can see that the percentage of misclassifications for the contact registers into the
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70s/80s 2000s tendency
B1 into A 11.11 1.46 -
B1 into C1 9.52 0.73 -
B2 into A 2.41 2.82 +
B2 into C2 11.38 2.51 -
B3 into A 4.4 0 -
B3 into C3 15.93 9.09 -
B4 into A 1.84 0 -
B4 into C4 24.63 6.83 -
A: computer science; B1: computational linguistics; B2: bioinformatics; B3: digital construction;
B4: microelectronics; C1: linguistics; C2: biology; C3: mechanical engineering; C4: electrical
engineering
Table 5.57: Percentage of texts misclassified from the contact registers into their
seed registers for both time periods
seed registers diminishes over time, except for bioinformatics (B2), where misclassi-
fications into computer science (A) increase slightly. From the numbers, we can also
see how B1 and B2 become quite distinct from their seed registers over time (B1 less
than 2% misclassified, B2 less than 3%). The engineering contact registers B3 and
B4, however, although they show fewer misclassifications diachronically, still show
an overlap with their C seed registers of 9% for B3 and 7% for B4. Nevertheless, in
general the degree of registerial imprint seems to diminish over time. Furthermore,
we can also observe some individual tendencies. Computational linguistics lies, in
both time periods, between its two seed registers, showing approx. 10% overlap in
the 70s/80s and around 1% in the 2000s. Bioinformatics tends more toward biology
in the 70s/80s, while it seems to lie in between A and C2 in the 2000s. Digital
construction and microelectronics both tend toward their C seed registers in both
time periods. Thus, the degree of registerial imprint varies across contact registers.
We can inspect this further by considering with which seed register each contact
register has greater overlap, i.e. shows a greater degree of registerial imprint. Fig-
ure 5.7 shows into which seed registers the contact registers misclassify most, i.e.
we calculated the difference between misclassifications into A and misclassifications
into C. This is shown for both time periods. Considering computational linguistics
(B1), we can see how it has more misclassifications into A for both time periods
(1.59% more misclassifications into A than C1 for the 70s/80s, and 0.73% in the
2000s). Thus, we can deduce that computational linguistics seems to tend more
toward computer science in both time periods, considering the use of evaluative
meaning. For bioinformatics (B2), we can see how it shows more overlap with C2 in
the 70s/80s, while it shows more overlap with A in the 2000s. Thus, bioinformatics
has undergone a shift from being more similar to biology in the 70s/80s (with al-
most 9% more overlap in terms of more misclassified texts from B2 into C2 than B2
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Figure 5.7: Diachronic tendencies of overlaps for contact registers into seed registers
into A) to being more similar to computer science in the 2000s (though it has only
0.31% more overlap with A than C2). Digital construction (B3) shows in both time
periods more overlap with its C seed register mechanical engineering (C3), but the
overlap diminishes over time. For microelectronics (B4), we see a similar tendency,
i.e. it shows, in both time periods, more overlap with electrical engineering (C4)
than with computer science. Still, here as well, the overlap diminishes over time.
On a micro level of analysis, which still gives insights on the degree of imprint, we
look at the number of features shared with A and Cs by the Bs, i.e. shared among
the top 20 features for the Bs and A when compared to the Cs (i.e. features shared
with A) as well as the Bs and Cs when compared to A (i.e. features shared with Cs).
This is illustrated in Figure 5.8, where the numbers of features shared are shown
across contact registers and time periods.
For computational linguistics, in both time periods the number of features shared is
very similar, even though it shares slightly more features with A in the 70s/80s (3
vs. 2), while the number of features shared for the 2000s is the same (4 for both).
This indicates that computational linguistics does not show a stronger overlap with
computer science or linguistics. This is in some way also reflected in the percentage
of overlap shown in Figure 5.7, where computational linguistics seems to tend more
toward computer science, yet the percentage of overlap is quite small and in terms
of features shared, no clear tendency can be shown.
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Figure 5.8: Number of features adopted from the seed registers by the contact
registers over time
For bioinformatics, we can observe that in the 70s/80s it shares more features with
biology (5 vs. 3), while in the 2000s more features are shared with computer sci-
ence (6 vs. 4). This matches the shift observed in the macro-analysis in Figure 5.7.
However, the overlap in terms of misclassifications is less strong (0.31%) than the
overlap in terms of features shared (6), as the number of features shared with com-
puter science has increased over time from 4 to 6 (considering the top 20 features).
For digital construction, more features are shared with mechanical engineering in
both time periods (4 vs. 3 in the 70s/80s and 3 vs. 1 in the 2000s).
Similarly, for microelectronics, more features are shared with electrical engineering
in both time periods (3 vs. 0 in the 70s/80s and 9 vs. 4 in the 2000s). Interestingly,
the number of features shared between microelectronics and electrical engineering
is quite high (almost half of the features are shared in the top 20).
Thus, in terms of the degree of registerial imprint, the contact registers show quite
individual tendencies toward their seed registers.
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shared with A shared with C
stance pattern target stance pattern target
70s/80s
B1    
B2   
B3     
B4  
2000s
B1    
B2     
B3    
B4   
A: computer science; B1: computational linguistics; B2: bioinformatics; B3: digital construction;
B4: microelectronics; C: seed registers
Table 5.58: Number of features shared according to feature type
5.3.2 Kind of registerial imprint
5.3.2.1 Diachronic tendencies
By considering the features shared among contact and seed registers, besides the
degree of registerial imprint, we can inspect more closely the kind of registerial
imprint. Table 5.583 shows the number of features according to feature types (stance,
pattern, target) shared among contact and seed registers over time. There are two
main observations which can be made. First, contact registers mostly share stance,
especially, but also pattern features with their C register, most prominently in the
70s/80s. Target features, in contrast, are mostly shared with computer science.
Second, diachronically, there seems to be a slight trend toward sharing more pattern
features with computer science.
5.3.2.2 Shared features
Besides feature types, we can inspect the individual features shared among Bs and
A and Bs and Cs when compared to the other seed register. This will point to
similarities in the use of evaluative meaning between contact and seed registers. Note
that we continue considering the features shared among the top 20 features. Here, we
will focus on the contact registers computational linguistics (B1) and bioinformatics
(B2), to give two examples of the kind of registerial imprint in terms of shared
features.
5.3.2.2.1 Computational linguistics From Table 5.59, we can see that com-
putational linguistics and linguistics have a distinct use of the meaning of assumption
3Note that one black square represents one feature.
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70s/80s 2000s
B1 and C1
vs. A
S assumption S assumption
S importance S relativity
S RB
P target-np rel-v eval-expr
B1 and A
vs. C1
T3 length P it rel-v eval-adj target-clause
S usefulness S Introduction
T1 algorithm S Main
P to eval-v target-np
A: computer science; B1: computational linguistics; C1: linguistics
Table 5.59: Features shared across contact and seed registers over time in the top
20 features for the A-B1-C1 triple
when compared to computer science (see Examples (52) and (53)). This is a char-
acteristic which is kept over time. Furthermore, while in the 70s/80s B1 and C1
tend to evaluate by importance, they evaluate with relativity adverbs in the 2000s
(see Example (54)). Additionally, they both use the P target-np rel-v eval-expr to
attribute an evaluation toward a target by a relational pattern (see Example (55)).
(52) While the initial experiments conducted on a set of manually constructed
themes seemed promising, the system performance deteriorated significantly
when it was applied to automatically constructed themes.
(B1: Computational linguistics 2000s)
(53) Relative clauses and wh-questions in Gaelic appear to involve the same
basic structure. (C1: Linguistics 2000s)
(54) The rather heterogeneous set of heuristics currently adopted within the
DArtbio system, for example, will need to be replaced [...].
(B1: Computational linguistics 2000s)
(55) Case-based translation is appropriate, for example, for handling com-
monly occurring idioms such as greetings.
(B1: Computational linguistics 2000s)
By looking at features shared among computational linguistics and computer science
when compared to linguistics, we can see that target features prevail in the 70s/80s:
targets of three-token length (T3 length; which mostly consist of nominal phrases;
see Example (56)) as well as the single-token target algorithm (T1 algorithm; see
Example (57)). Additionally, the usefulness meaning (S usefulness) is typical for
B1 and A when compared to C1. In the 2000s, what is shared among B1 and A
changes. Features related to patterns and stance expressions within document sec-
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tions prevail over target and stance meaning features. More concretely, B1 and A
use the it-pattern (P it rel-v eval-adj target-clause) as well as the to-infinitive pat-
tern (P to eval-v target-np) similarly and both evaluate mostly within introductions
and main parts of research articles (S Introduction, S Main) in comparison to C1.
Focusing on the it-pattern, while B1 and A use it similarly often in comparison
to C1, it is used differently in terms of meanings expressed: B1 uses the pattern
to evaluate mostly with likelihood (e.g., it is possible/likely), while A uses it to
evaluate mostly with complexity (e.g., it is hard/difficult/easy). Similarly for the
to-infinitive pattern, B1 and A differ in what meanings they express: B1 uses it to
express improvements (see Example (58)), while A uses it to express avoidance (see
Example (59)).
(56) [...] the difficulty of preserving orthographic information [...].
(B1: Computational linguistics 70s/80s)
(57) After the model had converged to a local maximum, a very simple algorithm
was used to study the time-alignment [...].
(B1: Computational linguistics 70s/80s)
(58) Statistical techniques developed for lexicalized grammars [...] readily apply to
CCG to improve the average parsing performance in large-scale
practical applications [...]. (B1: Computational linguistics 2000s)
(59) In order to avoid a dominating influence of long documents, we
simply computed the arithmetic mean of all error rates obtained for the single
documents. (B1: Computational linguistics 2000s)
5.3.2.2.2 Bioinformatics For bioinformatics, we see from Table 5.60 that it
shares mainly stance meanings with biology when compared to computer science
in the 70s/80s, while sharing mainly pattern features in the 2000s. B2 and C2
share the assumption meaning, similarly to B1 and C1, as well as the capability,
benefit and relativity meaning (see Examples (60)–(62), respectively), i.e. they use
these meanings more prominently than A. Furthermore, while in the 70s/80s, they
share the prepositional pattern P eval-np prep target-np, in the 2000s they share
the pattern meanings of improvement (P improvement ; see Example (63)) as well
as likelihood at sentence beginning (Pb likelihood ; see Example (64)) in comparison
to A.4
When compared to biology, bioinformatics and computer science prominently share
the use of modal verbs (S MD) in both time periods, even though they have a
lower rank in the 2000s. Note that in both time periods, can is most prominently
4Note that the use of the P eval-np prep target-np in the 70s/80s is related to the use of the
capability and benefit meanings, which can be expressed by this pattern (see, again, Examples (60)
and (61), capability of creating and advantage of the CSA).
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70s/80s 2000s
B2 and C2
vs. A
S assumption S importance
S capability P improvement
P eval-np prep target-np Pb likelihood
S benefit
S relativity
B2 and A
vs. C2
S MD P to-eval-v target-np
S complexity Sb self-mention
S Conclusion P desirability
Sb Main
S MD
T1 NN
A: computer science; B2: bioinformatics; C2: biology
Table 5.60: Features shared across contact and seed registers over time in the top
20 features for the A-B2-C2 triple
used by A and B2, followed by may. Additionally, in the 70s/80s the complexity
meaning (S complexity) is shared by B2 and A, when compared to C2, as well as a
prominent use of stance expressions within the Conclusion section (S Conclusion).
While in the 70s/80s stance features are shared, in the 2000s B2 and A share all
three types of features (stance, pattern, target) when compared to C2. The to-
infinitive pattern (P to eval-v target-np) is shared among B2 and A, similarly to B1
and A. Considering the meanings expressed within this pattern, B2, again similarly
to B1, mostly uses the improvement meaning within this pattern (see Example (65)).
The desirability meaning expressed within patterns (P desirability) is also shared
by B2 and A (mostly by the eval-adj target-np pattern such as The best performing
methods), as well as the expression of self-mention at the beginning of a sentence,
which is related to stance expressions at sentence beginning within the Main part of
research articles (Sb Main), i.e. self-mention at sentence beginning mostly appears
within the Main part. Additionally, single token targets consisting of nouns in
the singular form (T1 NN ) are shared by B2 and A when compared to C2; these
mostly consist of nouns relating to computation (model, solution, performance for
B2; solution, algorithm, result for A).
(60) One particularly important by-product of the HCM model is the capability
of creating a synthetic EMG signal [...].
(B2: Bioinformatics 70s/80s)
(61) The primary advantage of the CSA was that it provided a simple qualitative
picture of temporal variations in the EEG power spectrum.
(B2: Bioinformatics 70s/80s)
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(62) [...] whereas, the edge of a tumor is relatively diffuse.
(B2: Bioinformatics 70s/80s)
(63) To overcome these difficulties we implemented a decision tree method that
[...]. (B2: Bioinformatics 2000s)
(64) It is likely that histone acetylation and transcription factor binding are
mutually dependent steps during gene transcription[...].
(B2: Bioinformatics 2000s)
(65) Ong et al. (2002) explicitly included operons [...] to improve the quality
of the analysis. (B2: Bioinformatics 2000s)
In summary, we have seen for computational linguistics and bioinformatics how they
use features similarly with their seed registers when compared to the other seed
register. Thus, so far, we were able to see similarities of contact and seed registers
when compared to the other seed register. Some features are even used similarly
over time (e.g., the assumption meaning for B1 and C1 and modal verbs for B2 and
A). Focusing on computational linguistics, it seems to share a down-toning character
with linguistics when we consider the assumption and relativity meaning, while it
shares usefulness and mostly target (both 70s/80s) as well as pattern features (2000s)
with computer science. Considering B2, it also shares a down-toning character with
C2, similarly to B1 with C1, but it also shares other meanings that change over time.
With A, B2 shares the use of modal verbs over time, as well as complexity in the
70s/80s, while it shares a variation of features in the 2000s. Thus, computational
linguistics and bioinformatics show some similarities, but mostly a specific kind of
registerial imprint when compared to the one or other seed registers. However, what
we cannot show is which registers adopt features from which other register. We can
only see that features are shared.
5.3.2.3 Adopted features
In order to see whether the contact registers adopt features from their seed registers,
we have to consider the directionality. For this purpose, we consider the top 10
features typical for the B registers when compared to A and C (i.e. in the triple
comparison) and reclassify the three registers by these features. This will show
whether features typical for the B register are even more typical for the C register
or more typical for A, which would imply that they have been adopted from the one
or the other seed register by B.
5.3.2.3.1 Computational linguistics
Features adopted from linguistics Considering the 70s/80s, Table 5.61 shows
features typical for C1 in comparison to B1 and features typical for B1 in compar-
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typical for C1 vs. B1 typical for B1 vs. A
feature weight feature weight
S assumption 3.73 S capability 2.85
S relativity 1.58 S trust 2.07
S importance 1.15 T1 translation 1.84
S PP$ 1.02 Pb sufficiency 1.24
P presumption 0.47 S relativity 1.17
P target-np rel-v eval-expr 0.004 S improvement 1.0
P presumption 0.90
S importance 0.81
P importance 0.73
P suitability 0.34
S assumption 0.34
Pb desirability 0.30
P eval-np prep target-np 0.13
A: computer science; B1: computational linguistics; C1: linguistics
Table 5.61: Features adopted from linguistics by computational linguistics (70s/80s)
ison to A. The features marked in bold are the ones adopted from linguistics by
computational linguistics, as they are more typical for linguistics when compared to
computational linguistics, but also more typical for computational linguistics when
compared to computer science. The features adopted from C1 by B1 are the stance
meanings of assumption, relativity and importance as well as the presumption mean-
ing used within patterns (see Example (66)). In comparison to the previous analysis,
now we are able to say that, e.g., the assumption meaning is not only typical for
both C1 and B1 in comparison to A, but it is adopted by B1 from C1 as it is even
more typical for C1 than B1. Nonetheless, it is still typical for B1 in comparison to
A.
(66) Presumably, if translators are willing to work for this wage, the system
must be doing at least half the work [...].
(B1: Computational linguistics 70s/80s)
Considering the 2000s, we can observe from Table 5.62 that similarly to the 70s/80s,
mostly stance meanings are adopted from C1: dispute (e.g., problem, issue), relativ-
ity (e.g., rather, quite), limitation (see Example (67)), importance at sentence begin-
ning (e.g., Importantly), and assumption (e.g., appear/seem to be). Diachronically,
we can see that assumption and relativity were already adopted in the 70s/80s and
have been preserved. Thus, computational linguistics does not only share a down-
toning character with linguistics (see Section 5.3.2.2), it has adopted it from lin-
guistics. Additionally, the relational pattern P target-np rel-v eval-expr is adopted
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typical for C1 vs. B1 typical for B1 vs. A
feature weight feature weight
Sb hedge 1.58 Sb relativity 3.73
Sb importance 0.87 Sb evidence 0.80
S dispute 0.74 S dispute 0.44
S assumption 0.72 S suitability 0.43
S limitation 0.29 S RB 0.37
S relativity 0.23 S relativity 0.36
P Abstract 0.22 S limitation 0.23
P target-np rel-v eval-expr 0.21 Sb importance 0.16
S Abstract 0.16 P target-np rel-v eval-expr 0.15
S assumption 0.09
A: computer science; B1: computational linguistics; C1: linguistics
Table 5.62: Features adopted from linguistics by computational linguistics (2000s)
from linguistics as well. Diachronically, we can see that while it was typical for C1
vs. B1, B1 had not adopted it in the 70s/80s, while it has in the 2000s (compare
Tables 5.61 and 5.62).
(67) [...] it is necessary to use analysts who know the scheme about as well as
anyone has ever known it - which severely limits the candidates available.
(B1: Computational linguistics 2000s)
Features adopted from computer science For the 70s/80s (see Table 5.63),
computational linguistics adopts from computer science most prominently the mean-
ing of usefulness (see Example (68)), which makes B1 quite distinctive from C1,
being the highest ranking feature. Other meanings adopted are the meanings of
typicality at sentence beginning (see Example (69)) as well as the suitability mean-
ing (see Example (70)). Additionally, the feature of three targets length (T3 length)
is adopted as well. Note that this is a feature shared between B1 and A when
compared to C1 in Section 5.3.2.2, i.e. it is not only similarly used between com-
putational linguistics and computer science, it is adopted from computer science by
computational linguistics. This is also the case for the usefulness meaning.
(68) [...] this paradigm feature is extremely useful.
(B1: Computational linguistics 70s/80s)
(69) Usually, error analysis is regarded as an aid for didactic methods [...].
(B1: Computational linguistics 70s/80s)
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typical for A vs. B1 typical for B1 vs. C1
feature weight feature weight
S PP$ -2.09 S usefulness -2.96
S usefulness -1.29 S improvement -1.76
P target-np rel-v eval-expr -0.47 S trust -1.52
Sb typicality -0.39 Sb prediction -1.21
T3 length -0.02 Sb typicality -0.87
S suitability -0.02 T1 translation -0.84
T3 length -0.83
S suitability -0.72
P suitability -0.59
P eval-np prep target-np -0.52
Pb sufficiency -0.50
S capability -0.48
Pb desirability -0.24
P importance -0.04
A: computer science; B1: computational linguistics; C1: linguistics
Table 5.63: Features adopted from computer science by computational linguistics
(70s/80s)
(70) Recoding input in terms of a more appropriate similarity metric can aid
in this type of discrimination. (B1: Computational linguistics 70s/80s)
In the 2000s (see Table 5.64), the usefulness meaning has been kept over time as
being the most typical feature for computational linguistics when compared to lin-
guistics. Note, however, that it is still more typical for computer science when
compared to computational linguistics. However, in the 2000s, it is not as typical
for A vs. B1 in comparison to the 70s/80s, where the typicality for A is stronger
(compare rank 2 with a weight of 1.29 in the 70s/80s and rank 6 with a weight of
0.09 in the 2000s). The other adopted features are two related to stance occurring
in document sections (S Introduction and S Main) as well as the it-pattern (it rel-
v eval-adj target-clause). These three features are not only similarly used between
computer science and computational linguistics (as shown in Section 5.3.2.2), but
are adopted from A by B1. The P eval-np prep target-np cannot be said to have
been adopted as it is already typical for B1 vs. C1 in the 70s/80s, while it is not for
A vs. B1. Moreover, it is only slightly more typical for A vs. B1 in the 2000s (see
Table 5.64, with a weight of -0.05 and positioned at the last rank).
In summary, we can say that computational linguistics adopts from linguistics some
kind of down-toning (hedged) epistemic character with the use of the assumption
and relativity meanings as early as the 70s/80s. This is even enforced over time by
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typical for A vs. B1 typical for B1 vs. C1
feature weight feature weight
Sb hedge -2.26 S usefulness -1.45
S Introduction -0.99 Sb relativity -1.37
S Abstract -0.92 Sb evidence -1.11
P it rel-v eval-adj target-
clause
-0.41 S suitability -0.85
S Main -0.31 S Main -0.82
S usefulness -0.09 P eval-np prep target-np -0.58
P Abstract -0.06 S Introduction -0.30
P eval-np prep target-np -0.05 P it rel-v eval-adj target-
clause
-0.28
S RB -0.07
A: computer science; B1: computational linguistics; C1: linguistics
Table 5.64: Features adopted from computer science by computational linguistics
(2000s)
adopting the epistemic limitation meaning in addition to the other two down-toning
meanings in the 2000s. While in the 70s/80s the importance meaning in general
was adopted, in the 2000s its use at sentence beginning is adopted from C1 by B1.
Thus, the trend toward putting specific kinds of evaluations at sentence beginning is
also adopted in some way. In addition, the dispute meaning is adopted in the 2000s,
which implies putting forward problems and issues. The relational pattern where a
target is attributed with an evaluation by a relational construction (P target-np rel-
v eval-expr) is only adopted in the 2000s, even though it is typical for C1 in the
70s/80s, but not for B1. From computer science, instead, computational linguistics
adopts most prominently the usefulness meaning, a tendency which is kept over
time, even though in the 2000s, it is not as typical anymore for computer science.
Interestingly, it is mostly algorithms that are evaluated as being useful in both
registers (19.5% for A and 9% for B1). While the prepositional pattern is not quite
adopted from A by B1, the it-pattern is adopted, even though the use is different
in terms of meanings expressed, as shown in Section 5.3.2.2 (complexity for A but
likelihood for B1).
In general, while computational linguistics adopts mostly epistemic down-toning
stance meanings form linguistics, it adopts usefulness and some kinds of structural
properties (patterns, use in document sections) from computer science.
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typical for C2 vs. B2 typical for B2 vs. A
feature weight feature weight
S assumption 1.59 S importance 2.42
Sb PP$ 1.30 S capability 2.16
S PP$ 1.11 S trust 2.16
Pb typicality 0.83 S accuracy 2.07
S capability 0.41 S risk 1.48
S NNS 1.20
S assumption 1.06
Pb typicality 0.98
P to eval-v target-np 0.17
S progress 0.13
A: computer science; B2: bioinformatics; C2: biology
Table 5.65: Features adopted from biology by bioinformatics (70s/80s)
5.3.2.3.2 Bioinformatics
Features adopted from biology For the 70s/80s, Table 5.65 shows features
adopted from biology by bioinformatics. Similarly to computational linguistics,
bioinformatics adopts the use of the assumption meaning (S assumption) from its
seed register biology. Moreover, the stance meaning of capability (S capability)
is also adopted from C2 by B2. Both meanings have already been shown to be
shared between C2 and B2 in Section 5.3.2.2, yet they are adopted from biology
by bioinformatics. Additionally, the typicality meaning expressed within patterns
at sentence beginning (Pb typicality) is adopted by bioinformatics, which is mostly
expressed either within an evaluative nominal phrase or as an adverb, as shown in
Examples (71) and (72).
(71) A common criticism of these histories is that [...].
(B2: Bioinformatics 70s/80s)
(72) Usually, two or more enzymes are used for these degradations.
(B2: Bioinformatics 70s/80s)
For the 2000s (see Table 5.66), we can see that different features are adopted from
biology by bioinformatics in comparison to the 70s/80s. There is no diachronic
overlap of adopted features from C2 by B2. What is adopted in the 2000s is mostly
the importance meaning in general (S importance) but also at sentence beginning
(Sb importance). While at sentence beginning mostly adverbs are used (most often
notably for C2 and importantly for B2), the importance meaning in general is used
most prominently within the eval-adj-target-np pattern. Interestingly, B2 mostly
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typical for C2 vs. B2 typical for B2 vs. A
feature weight feature weight
S importance 1.20 Sb opposition 2.47
P eval-adj target-n 1.16 P Abstract 1.72
Sb importance 0.51 S benefit 1.47
S benefit 0.37 S trust 1.24
S MD 0.20 Sb improvement 1.17
S importance 0.97
S capability 0.79
P target-np rel-v eval-expr 0.72
P target-np hedge-v rel-
v eval-expr
0.67
P improvement 0.44
Sb importance 0.33
A: computer science; B2: bioinformatics; C2: biology
Table 5.66: Features adopted from biology by bioinformatics (2000s)
evaluates genes with importance, while C2 mostly uses role in a conventionalized way
in combination with importance adjectives, such as a major/important/essential
role (see Example (73)). The meaning of benefit (S benefit) is also adopted from
biology and is quite typical for bioinformatics in comparison to computer science.
For both registers this meaning is mostly expressed by verbs (e.g., facilitate, help)
with approx. 54% for biology and approx. 43% for bioinformatics (see Example (74)).
(73) To date, RANKL has been shown to play pivotal roles in regulating various
biological processes such as bone homeostasis [...]. (C2: Biology 2000s)
(74) Genome-wide location data can help us understand how an individual TF
regulates its target gene. (B2: Bioinformatics 2000s)
Features adopted from computer science Considering the features adopted
from computer science by bioinformatics in the 70s/80s, the complexity meaning
(S complexity) is the most prominent one. From Table 5.67, we can see that it is
ranked at the top for both comparisons, and thus is quite typical for A vs. B2, but
also for B2 vs. C2. For both registers, things are evaluated as either difficult or
simple; there seems to be no clear tendency toward the one or the other complexity
pole. Additionally, in terms of meanings, the desirability meaning (S desirability)
is adopted. Note that in both registers, results are mostly evaluated as being good.
Two other features are related to document sections, stance expressions occurring in
the conclusion sections (S Conclusion) as well as patterns occurring within abstracts
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typical for A vs. B2 typical for B2 vs. C2
feature weight feature weight
S complexity -3.98 S accuracy -2.73
S MD -2.26 S complexity -2.46
S desirability -1.44 S Conclusion -1.96
S PP$ -1.40 P Abstract -1.74
Sb PP$ -1.04 S NNS -1.72
S JJR -0.52 S desirability -1.43
P sufficiency -0.22 P to eval-v target-np -1.41
S Conclusion -0.20 S risk -1.34
P Abstract -0.14 S progress -1.25
S trust -1.20
S importance -1.01
P sufficiency -0.98
S MD -0.44
S JJR -0.29
A: computer science; B2: bioinformatics; C2: biology
Table 5.67: Features adopted from computer science by bioinformatics (70s/80s)
(P Abstract). Both are relatively typical for bioinformatics. Less typical for B2 but
still adopted from A are sufficiency expressed within patterns (P sufficiency ; see
Example (75)), modal verbs (S MD) and comparative adjectives (S JJR) such as
better associated with the desirability meaning.
(75) The results indicate that this passive mechanism is sufficient for the
human kidney. (B2: Bioinformatics 70s/80s)
For the 2000s (see Table 5.68), the features adopted from computer science change.
Self-mention at sentence beginning (Sb self-mention) is adopted by computer sci-
ence and is most typical for bioinformatics in comparison to biology. This feature
is closely related to stance expressions within the Main part of research articles
at sentence beginning (Sb Main), as self-mention is the most frequently occurring
stance type (approx. 72.12%). The desirability meaning expressed within patterns
(P desirability) is also adopted from computer science by bioinformatics. A less
typical feature adopted from computer science is the to-infinitive pattern (P to eval-
v target-np).
In summary, bioinformatics shows quite different tendencies in terms of features it
adopts from either biology or computer science over time. This is clearly related to
its registerial shift observed in our macro-analysis (see Section 5.3.1). Thus, bioinfor-
matics adopts the capability and assumption meaning from biology in the 70s/80s,
while it adopts benefit and importance in the 2000s. From computer science, in-
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typical for A vs. B2 typical for B2 vs. C2
feature weight feature weight
Sb Main -2.85 Sb self-mention -4.33
S MD -2.17 P Abstract -3.91
P desirability -1.14 Sb improvement -1.07
P eval-adj target-n -0.51 Sb Main -0.89
P to eval-v target-np -0.28 Sb opposition -0.82
Sb self-mention -0.20 P desirability -0.73
S trust -0.48
P to eval-v target-np -0.46
S capability -0.25
P improvement -0.04
P target-np rel-v eval-expr -0.04
A: computer science; B2: bioinformatics; C2: biology
Table 5.68: Features adopted from computer science by bioinformatics (2000s)
stead, bioinformatics adopts complexity and desirability in the 70s/80s, while it
adopts most prominently the use of self-mention at sentence beginning in the 2000s.
Furthermore, we can also observe that while it adopts mostly stance meanings from
biology, it adopts structural properties from computer science, i.e. the usage of
evaluative meaning expressed within patterns, and the position of expressions of
evaluative meaning within a research article (document section).
5.3.2.3.3 Digital construction
Features adopted from mechanical engineering In the 70s/80s (see Table 5.69),
digital construction adopts from its seed register mechanical engineering most promi-
nently the desirability meaning expressed at sentence beginning within patterns
(Pb desirability). Here the adverbial pattern eval-adv target-clause is used most of-
ten in combination with a negative evaluation, with the adverb unfortunately, at
62.5% (see Example (76)), followed by fortunately with 24.3% (see Example (77)).
Note, however, that in mechanical engineering this meaning is mostly realized at
sentence beginning by a nominal phrase (43.1%; see Example (78)) rather than
by an adverb (18.8%). However, if mechanical engineering uses the evaluative ad-
verb at sentence beginning, similarly to digital construction, the negative evaluation
with unfortunately prevails. In addition, the benefit meaning at sentence beginning
(Sb benefit) is adopted by digital construction, even though it is less typical than
the desirability feature. In this case, mostly advantages are put forward, for both
B3 and C3 (see Example (79)).
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typical for C3 vs. B3 typical for B3 vs. A
feature weight feature weight
Sb limitation 1.49 S usefulness 1.91
Pb desirability 0.94 S capability 1.87
Sb benefit 0.41 Pb desirability 1.54
S acceptance 1.43
P to eval-adv v target-np 1.34
Sb Conclusion 1.15
S JJS 0.83
Pb target-np rel-v eval-expr 0.82
T1 path 0.49
P progress 0.40
Sb typicality 0.30
Sb benefit 0.11
A: computer science; B3: digital construction; C3: mechanical engineering
Table 5.69: Features adopted from mechanical engineering by digital construction
(70s/80s)
(76) Unfortunately, this algorithm introduces some anomalies.
(B3: Digital construction 70s/80s)
(77) Fortunately, by climbing the causality tree from the roots to the leaves, the
timing data of the causing event will always be computed before that of the
resulting event. (B3: Digital construction 70s/80s)
(78) Good results were achieved between the model and prototype for the con-
vective process [...]. (C3: Mechanical engineering 70s/80s)
(79) Advantages of explicit specification are that the designer has tighter control
over the design process and the compiler becomes simpler.
(B3: Digital construction 70s/80s)
In the 2000s (see Table 5.70), the importance meaning (S importance) is the only
feature adopted from mechanical engineering by digital construction. However, while
mechanical engineering evaluates as important parameters, effects and factors, dig-
ital construction evaluates issues, information and features.
Features adopted from computer science In the 70s/80s (see Table 5.71), dig-
ital construction adopts the use of the adverbial pattern (P eval-adv target-clause)
from computer science. This pattern mostly expresses desirability in digital con-
struction (38.5%), followed by obviousness (20.8%). For computer science, however,
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typical for C3 vs. B3 typical for B3 vs. A
feature weight feature weight
S importance 2.62 S benefit 2.04
P it rel-v eval-adj target-clause 0.67 S importance 2.04
Pb desirability 0.51 Sb manner 1.68
S usefulness 0.36 P suitability 1.17
T4 length 0.19 P benefit 1.07
Pb to eval-v target-np 0.17 P to eval-v target-np 0.97
Pb likelihood 0.02 S suggestion 0.94
P capability 0.80
S risk 0.75
T2 method 0.71
Pb capability 0.46
A: computer science; B3: digital construction; C3: mechanical engineering
Table 5.70: Features adopted from mechanical engineering by digital construction
(2000s)
obviousness is mostly expressed by this pattern (53.8%). Thus, B3 adopts the pat-
tern usage from A, but the meanings expressed differ: while digital construction
evaluates what follows the adverb as being unfortunate (see again Example (76)),
i.e. with attitudinal meaning, computer sciences uses it to express obviousness (see
Example (80)), i.e. epistemic meaning (e.g., using clearly). Additionally, the com-
plexity meaning (S complexity) is adopted from computer science. Note that this is
a quite typical feature for digital construction, as has also been shown in Section 5.2,
where it is distinctive for B3 vs. all other registers (REST) and is used to evalu-
ate things as either simple or complex. Furthermore, the usage of the possessive
pronoun (S PP$ ) is adopted from computer science, with our being the most often
used pronoun in both registers. While authors in digital construction refer with the
possessive pronoun to models, algorithms, and approaches, computer science refers
mostly to results, proofs and assumptions.
(80) Clearly, the effect of these factors, especially the first and second, wears
off as N increases [...]. (A: Computer science 70s/80s)
In the 2000s (see Table 5.72), digital construction adopts the usage of plural noun
targets formed of single tokens (T1 NNS ). These nouns are mostly evaluated by
importance (22.0%) in digital construction within the eval-adj target-np pattern,
i.e. they are evaluated by evaluative adjectives of importance. The nouns evaluated
are things such as components, parameters, relations, operations, etc. In computer
science, instead, the desirability meaning is mostly used to evaluate these nouns
(25.2%), which mostly relate to results, i.e. best/better results.
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typical for A vs. B3 typical for B3 vs. C3
feature weight feature weight
S PP$ -2.84 P progress -3.23
S complexity -2.77 T1 path -2.19
P eval-adv target-clause -0.79 Sb Conclusion -1.66
S capability -1.58
Sb typicality -1.26
S usefulness -0.74
Pb target-np rel-v eval-expr -0.59
P to eval-adv v target-np -0.55
P eval-adv target-clause -0.43
S complexity -0.39
S PP$ -0.38
S JJS -0.38
S acceptance -0.15
A: computer science; B3: digital construction; C3: mechanical engineering
Table 5.71: Features adopted from computer science by digital construction
(70s/80s)
typical for A vs. B3 typical for B3 vs. C3
feature weight feature weight
P it rel-v eval-adj target-clause -3.16 T1 NNS -2.48
Pb desirability -1.01 Sb manner -2.40
Pb to eval-v target-np -0.69 S risk -2.17
T1 NNS -0.66 T2 method -1.81
S usefulness -0.40 P to eval-v target-np -1.60
T4 length -0.30 P suitability -1.15
Pb likelihood -0.19 P capability -0.72
S benefit -0.66
P benefit -0.62
S suggestion -0.38
Pb capability -0.31
A: computer science; B3: digital construction; C3: mechanical engineering
Table 5.72: Features adopted from computer science by digital construction (2000s)
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typical for C4 vs. B4 typical for B4 vs. A
feature weight feature weight
P eval-adj target-n 2.21 S improvement 2.36
S PP$ 0.52 S trust 2.07
S relativity 0.33 S benefit 2.01
P target eval-v 0.24 S prevention 1.21
S importance 0.18 P capability 1.17
Sb prediction 0.91
Sb suggestion 0.61
S relativity 0.28
S acceptance 0.26
S importance 0.13
P target v eval-expr 0.11
A: computer science; B4: microelectronics; C4: electrical engineering
Table 5.73: Features adopted from electrical engineering by microelectronics
(70s/80s)
In summary, digital construction mostly adopts meanings from its seed register me-
chanical engineering. In the 70s/80s, the pattern usage of desirability at sentence
beginning is adopted, where things are evaluated as unfortunate, as well as the
usage of the benefit meaning at sentence beginning, where advantages are put for-
ward. In the 2000s, the importance meaning is adopted mostly to highlight issues
of importance. From computer science, however, digital construction adopts the
pattern usage of evaluative adverbs in the 70s/80s. Interestingly, while it adopts
the desirability meaning from mechanical engineering with the use of the adverb
unfortunately, it uses this meaning within a pattern adopted from computer science,
i.e. in the eval-adv target-clause pattern. This kind of adoption from each of the
seed registers forming the contact register’s own usage is also reflected in the 2000s.
While the importance meaning is adopted from mechanical engineering, targets con-
stituted by plural single token nouns, a feature adopted from computer science, are
evaluated with this meaning.
5.3.2.3.4 Microelectronics
Features adopted from electrical engineering Similarly to digital construc-
tion, in the 70s/80s microelectronics adopts from its seed register electrical engineer-
ing stance meanings: relativity and importance (see Table 5.73). For the relativity
meaning, microelectronics most often uses the adverbs approximately (26.3%; see
Example (81)) and relatively (19.1%; see Example (82)), while electrical engineering
uses in addition to approximately (20.4%), also rather (19.3%; see Example (83)).
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typical for C4 vs. B4 typical for B4 vs. A
feature weight feature weight
P to eval-v target-np 0.26 S judgement 1.11
S typicality 0.16 S risk 0.52
P Abstract 0.04 S benefit 0.51
S idiosyncrasy 0.04 T7 length 0.29
S idiosyncrasy 0.21
Sb sufficiency 0.18
Pb capability 0.18
S sufficiency 0.12
T1 path 0.07
A: computer science; B4: microelectronics; C4: electrical engineering
Table 5.74: Features adopted from electrical engineering by microelectronics (2000s)
Considering the importance meaning, the most often occurring lemma in micro-
electronics is important (12.3%), used mostly within the eval-adj target-np pattern
in which targets such as parameter, factor and feature are evaluated (see Exam-
ple (84)), while electrical engineering uses necessary (15.7%), mostly within the
it rel-v eval-adj target-clause pattern, evaluating mostly mental (e.g., consider) and
material processes (e.g., use) in a to-infinitive clause (see Example (85)).
(81) For a given implant species, these effects all become significant at approx-
imately the same dose [...]. (B4: microelectronics 70s/80s)
(82) For a resist to have high sensitivity, the volume of resist modified by each
incident particle must be relatively large and the resolution of the resist
relatively low. (B4: microelectronics 70s/80s)
(83) Although the expressions are rather complex, good results are obtained.
(C4: electrical engineering 70s/80s)
(84) This paper outlines the factors that require control and presents test data
relating to the important parameters. (B4: microelectronics 70s/80s)
(85) Finally, it is necessary to consider the possibility of random frequency
variations of the modulating signal. (C4: electrical engineering 70s/80s)
In the 2000s (see Table 5.74), microelectronics adopts from electrical engineering
only the idiosyncrasy meaning. In this case, B4 uses the adverbs especially and
specifically most often (see Example (86)), similarly to electrical engineering.
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typical for A vs. B4 typical for B4 vs. C4
feature weight feature weight
P eval-adj target-n -3.76 P capability -2.26
S PP$ -3.39 P Introduction -1.67
P target eval-v -0.43 S improvement -1.64
P Introduction -0.14 S benefit -1.64
S trust -1.40
Sb prediction -1.00
Sb suggestion -0.96
S acceptance -0.82
S prevention -0.62
P target v eval-expr -0.18
A: computer science; B4: microelectronics; C4: electrical engineering
Table 5.75: Features adopted from computer science by microelectronics (70s/80s)
(86) We also observe that double-bit errors also occur, especially in the case of
drowsy cache lines that operate at a lower voltage.
(B4: microelectronics 2000s)
Features adopted from computer science In the 70s/80s, microelectronics
adopts from computer science the use of patterns within the Introduction of re-
search articles (see Table 5.75). Both registers most often use the eval-adj target-np
pattern, followed by the it rel-v eval-adj target-clause pattern; both also use the
meanings of importance and desirability most frequently within the Introduction.
In the 2000s (see Table 5.76), microelectronics adopts more features from com-
puter science, which are not related to meanings: one target feature (T1 NP),
self-mention, and one feature related to document structure (S Conclusion). Most
prominently, the single-token targets constituted of proper nouns are adopted (e.g.,
the best MLV ), which have shown to be quite typical for B4 vs. all other registers
in our diversification analysis (see Section 5.2). Self-mention is also adopted from
computer science, with we and our being the most frequently used pronouns. Again,
this feature is quite typical for B4, as we have seen in Section 5.2. However, A and
B4 differ in the distribution of these two pronouns, compare 85.6% for we and 11.2
for our in computer science with 74.6% for we and 24.0% for our in microelectronics,
i.e. B4 makes more use of the pronoun our. Nevertheless, both most frequently use
communication and mental verbal processes with we, and computational concepts
with our (e.g., algorithm, result). Additionally, the use of stance expressions within
the Conclusion section is adopted from computer science. Again, the adopted use
is quite similar, as the likelihood meaning is the most often used meaning in the
Conclusion section for both B4 and A.
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typical for A vs. B4 typical for B4 vs. C4
feature weight feature weight
S self-mention -2.66 Sb sufficiency -4.09
S Conclusion -0.60 T1 path -2.56
S typicality -0.51 T7 length -1.68
P to eval-v target-np -0.46 T1 NP -0.94
T1 NP -0.25 S risk -0.45
P Abstract -0.24 S self-mention -0.19
Pb capability -0.17
S sufficiency -0.07
S benefit -0.04
S Conclusion -0.02
S judgement -0.01
A: computer science; B4: microelectronics; C4: electrical engineering
Table 5.76: Features adopted from computer science by microelectronics (2000s)
In summary, microelectronics adopts, similarly to digital construction, stance mean-
ings from its seed register electrical engineering, while it adopts features related to
document section, stance type and targets from computer science. Furthermore,
B4 shows some differences when comparing the realizations of the meanings with
electrical engineering, while it is quite similar to computer science in the realizations
of the features adopted.
5.3.3 Summary and conclusions on registerial imprint
In terms of registerial imprint, we wanted to test whether contact registers reflect
some linguistic characteristics of their seed registers, i.e. we looked into the degree
of registerial imprint on the contact registers by their seed registers as well as on
the kind of registerial imprint.
Degree of registerial imprint By inspecting the contact register in SciTex in
terms of a macro-analysis, we have seen that some registers seem to be in between
their seed registers, showing no clear tendency toward the one or the other in both
time periods, as for computational linguistics (B1), which shows a quite similar
amount of overlap with its two seed registers in the 70s/80s and the 2000s. Other
contact registers, however, show a clear tendency toward one of the two seed registers
over time. This is the case for the two engineering contact registers digital construc-
tion (B3) and microelectronics (B4), which tend to their seed registers mechanical
engineering (C3) and microelectronics (C4), respectively. The contact register of
bioinformatics (B2), however, has exhibited a shift in terms of registerial imprint.
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While it had more overlap with biology (C2) in the 70s/80s, it shifted to have an
almost equal amount of overlap between computer science (A) and biology (C2),
with a slight preference for computer science (A). In a first micro-analytical step,
these tendencies have been also observed in terms of the number of features shared
between a given contact and its seed registers.
Kind of registerial imprint The first feature analysis on the micro level has
shown as an example which concrete features out of the top 20 most distinctive
features are shared between two contact registers (computational linguistics and
bioinformatics) and their seed registers. This allowed us to inspect first trends in
terms of the kind of registerial imprint. However, as we were interested in whether
the contact registers not only share but have adopted the features from their seed
registers, with an additional classification and feature analysis of the top 10 dis-
tinctive features for the contact registers vs. computer science and the other seed
register we were able to see which features are adopted from the seed registers by
the contact register. It has been shown that the contact registers differ in terms of
what they adopt from computer science or their other seed register.
For computational linguistics, we have seen that it adopts epistemic, rather down-
toning evaluative meaning from linguistics, while it uses structural properties simi-
larly to computer science.
Bioinformatics adopts different meanings from biology, with some change over time,
while it moves toward adopting fewer stance meaning related features from com-
puter science in the 2000s and instead more structural features, such as evaluative
meaning expressed within patterns and document sections.
Digital construction, quite interestingly, adopts meanings from mechanical engineer-
ing, which it uses within patterns adopted from computer science.
Finally, microelectronics also adopts particular meanings from electrical engineering
and more structural features from computer science such as the use of evaluative
meaning in document sections.
From these observations, we can also deduce some general trends. One is that most
contact registers adopt the importance meaning from their C seed registers (B1, B2
and B3). More interestingly, however, we observe that while the contact registers
seem to adopt from their C seed register mostly epistemic and attitudinal meanings,
they adopt more structural properties from computer science, such as patterns, the
use of evaluative meaning in document sections, and stance type as well as parts-of-
speech of stance expressions and targets.
Chapter 6
Summary and conclusions
6.1 Summary
In this thesis, we considered two main hypotheses: register diversification and reg-
isterial imprint.
In terms of register diversification, we aimed at providing answers to whether disci-
plines show evaluative characteristics of their own reflected linguistically in registers
and whether these characteristics have changed over time. In particular, we have
considered disciplines that recently emerged out of contact between two other disci-
plines, i.e. contact disciplines such as computational linguistics emerged from contact
between computer science and linguistics, as these disciplines are prone to having a
greater incentive toward diversification to become registers of their own.
In terms of registerial imprint, we pursued answers for whether newly emerged dis-
ciplines show a linguistic imprint of evaluative meaning that is reflected in their reg-
ister and that they have adopted from their disciplines of origin (seed disciplines),
and additionally whether the registerial imprint has changed over time.
To approach these hypotheses, we have considered several theoretical and method-
ological concepts.
In theoretical terms, we have relied on the linguistic theory of Systemic Functional
Linguistics (SFL), as it provides a basis for analyzing evaluative meaning linguis-
tically, adopting a sociosemiotic perspective. This is necessary, since we consider
scientific disciplines positioned on a socio-cultural stratum, as well as their seman-
tic and linguistic choices in terms of evaluative meaning positioned on the strata of
semantics and lexico-grammar (Section 3.2). Based on this sociosemiotic interpreta-
tion of language, we have created a model of analysis for evaluative meaning, where
the semantic choices available for the expression of evaluative meaning are realized
in the lexico-grammar (Section 3.4). Thus, by inspecting the lexico-grammatical
choices, one can trace the semantic choices made. In particular, we investigated the
choices made in different disciplines by looking at particular lexico-grammatical fea-
tures that realize evaluative meaning. By comparing the lexico-grammatical choices
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made across different disciplines, we were able to inspect differences and similarities
between disciplines in terms of register diversification and registerial imprint.
The notion of register is a central concept in this study, as it provides the ground for
our analysis of functional variation across highly specialized scientific registers, i.e.
variation according to situational context (Section 2.3). In our case, we have looked
at nine contexts of situation reflected in the nine disciplines we investigated: com-
puter science, computational linguistics, linguistics, bioinformatics, biology, digital
construction, mechanical engineering, microelectronics, and electrical engineering
(Section 4.3). Furthermore, due to modernization processes the need arises for par-
ticular disciplines to adopt concepts, techniques etc. from other disciplines. This
gives rise to the formation of new registers. In our case, we have looked at four such
newly emerged disciplines, with the aim to investigate whether they have formed
registers of their own over the time span of approx. thirty years. Here, we have
particularly focused on the formation of registerial differences in terms of evaluative
meaning.
Evaluative meaning can be positioned within the participatory function of language,
the interpersonal metafunction within SFL, as it provides the resources to assign dis-
cursive roles to participants and to express evaluations and attitudes (Section 3.3).
Our theoretical approach to evaluative meaning differs from others, as it tries to
consider the full meaning potential of evaluative meaning, which should account for
the participants involved, possible choices the participants can make from the op-
tions given to express evaluative meaning, and the target the evaluative expression
is directed toward. For this, we presented a semantic system of choices of evalua-
tive meaning that allowed us to trace the semantic choices made by looking at the
lexico-grammatical features that realize these choices (Section 3.4). This enabled us
to trace relatively fine-grained registerial differences across highly specialized disci-
plines in terms of evaluative meaning.
In methodological terms, we have adopted a macro- and micro-analytical corpus-
based approach, designing an analytical cycle that allows for recursive quantitative
as well as qualitative analytical steps (Section 4.4). The corpus we used (SciTex)
permitted us to inspect several scientific disciplines diachronically, and the iterative
process enabled us to find the most appropriate balance between generalizable trends
and fine-grained insights on register diversification and registerial imprint based on
empirical findings. Our methodological approach differs from previous work, as it
is not biased toward one extreme or the other (i.e. detailed analyses vs. aiming at
generalization); it takes into account both perspectives, considering how much detail
is needed to make the most appropriate generalizations by combining macro- and
micro-analysis.
On the level of macro-analysis, we used text classification with Support Vector Ma-
chines (SVM) as a technique to empirically observe how well text productions of one
discipline can be correctly identified as texts of that particular discipline in terms of
evaluative meaning. This gave insights into (1) the degree of register diversification,
i.e. how well each discipline is registerially differentiated from the other disciplines
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and whether this has changed over time (Section 5.2.1), and (2) the degree of registe-
rial imprint, i.e. how strongly the contact disciplines show registerial overlaps with
their seed disciplines, and again, whether this changes over time (Section 5.3.1).
Given that a process of diversification is a process inherently associated with the
temporal dimension, i.e. one which develops over time, a diachronic comparison was
crucial to gain insights into register diversification processes. Additionally, in terms
of registerial imprint, as the contact disciplines undergo a process of diversification,
we had to consider the diachronic perspective as well to capture possible changes
related to overlaps with one or the other seed discipline.
On the level of micro-analysis, we employed feature analysis by observing (1) the
kind of register diversification, i.e. looking at features characteristic of a given reg-
ister (Section 5.2.2), and (2) the kind of registerial imprint, i.e. looking at features
adopted by the contact registers from the seed registers (Section 5.3.2). In our
feature analysis, we moved from a more general to a more specific view, i.e. we
considered the contribution of feature types, the contribution of individual features
as well as the usage of features within concordance lines and their distributional
information on different levels. Here, we inspected the top-ranking features of the
support vector machine output. Furthermore, taking a detailed micro-analytical per-
spective allowed us to incorporate a step within our analytical cycle that enhanced
data quality in a manageable way, as we were able to perform detailed cleaning
procedures on extraction results for top-ranking features (by SVM weights).
The analysis of register diversification in terms of evaluative meaning showed that
with respect to the degree of diversification, contact as well as seed registers have
undergone a process of diversification over the 30-year time span investigated. How-
ever, the contact registers went through a much more pronounced diversification
process than their seed registers. In the 70s/80s, the contact registers were not
distinguishable from other registers by evaluative meaning, i.e. in that time period
they do not have characteristics of their own regarding the expression of evaluative
meaning. In the 2000s, in contrast, they are clearly distinguished from the other
registers, i.e. over a time period of 30 years or so, they have developed their own
usage of evaluative meaning (Section 5.2.1).
Considering the kind of register diversification, even though the contact registers
did not have characteristics of their own in the 70s/80s, the analysis of the feature
types and subtypes revealed some general diachronic trends in both contact and seed
registers: while in the 70s/80s the contact registers could barely be distinguished
by individual stance meanings, in the 2000s more feature subtypes (parts-of-speech
of stance expressions, stance meanings, stance types, etc.) contributed to a distinc-
tion. This is also reflected in the seed registers, even though this tendency was less
pronounced, except in mechanical engineering. This variation among the feature
subtypes is related to the fact that an evaluative phenomenon is reflected across
different feature (sub)types, i.e. the more characteristic an evaluative phenomenon
becomes, the more it will be reflected in different types. One example is the com-
plexity meaning in computer science. In the 70s/80s, it is characteristic in terms of
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one feature only, while in the 2000s, it seems to become even more typical or more
conventionalized as it is reflected in three different features (the complexity meaning
itself, its expression within patterns at sentence beginning and as attitude markers
at sentence beginning).
A further general diachronic tendency is the relocation of evaluative meaning to-
ward sentence beginnings. Again, this has been observed for both contact and seed
registers, pointing toward a more conventionalized usage of evaluative meaning.
In terms of specific characteristics across contact and seed registers, we have seen
how they clearly differ from one another: computer science is positioned more to-
ward boosting expressions in terms of epistemic meaning than linguistics, which has
clearly shown a rather hedged evaluative character. Biology, however, tends toward
using both boosters and hedges, with a strong focus on evaluating experimental
findings. The contact registers differ especially in the stance meanings they use.
Computational linguistics is distinguished by attitudinal meanings both at sentence
beginning and in general, while bioinformatics is characterized by both epistemic
as well as attitudinal expressions. Digital construction has a quite conventionalized
character as it is mostly distinguished by expressing evaluations within pattern con-
structions, yet it also uses distinctively attitudinal as well as hedging expressions.
Microelectronics is mostly characterized by attitudinal meanings expressed within
the Conclusion section.
Furthermore, some features, while clearly characteristic for a register, also seem
to be shared across registers. The contact registers, e.g., all distinctively use self-
mention, which is also quite characteristic for computer science, even though they
differ in the process types (what they do) and concepts (what they possess) used
with self-mention, or in which section it most prominently appears. This is also
somewhat reflected when considering biology and bioinformatics, as both tend to
use boosting as well as hedging expressions, which is not the case for the other
registers (Section 5.2.2). This observation led us to investigate our second main
hypothesis of registerial imprint, as it seemed that the seed registers had in some
way left an imprint on the contact registers.
The analysis of registerial imprint showed different tendencies in terms of the degree
of registerial imprint, i.e. the amount of overlap between contact and seed registers.
Some contact registers appear to be located in between their seed registers (compu-
tational linguistics), a tendency that is preserved over time. The engineering contact
registers (digital construction and microelectronics) show a clear tendency toward
their engineering seed registers (mechanical engineering and electrical engineering,
respectively). Bioinformatics, in contrast, seems to have performed a shift, showing
more overlap with biology in the 70s/80s, and more with computer science in the
2000s (Section 5.3.1).
By inspecting the kind of registerial imprint, we obtained quite interesting results on
which features the contact registers adopt from which of the two seed registers (i.e.
either from computer science or the other seed register). Computational linguistics
adopts the hedged character from linguistics, while it adopts not only the use of
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evaluative patterns but also where to position evaluative meaning within a research
article (i.e. the document section in which to express evaluative meaning) from com-
puter science. Similarly, bioinformatics adopts different attitudinal and epistemic
meanings from biology, while it adopts the usage of evaluative meaning in specific
document sections from computer science, but also pattern usage and the complexity
meaning (which is quite characteristic for computer science, as shown in our analysis
of register diversification). Digital construction, most interestingly, adopts specific
attitudinal meanings from mechanical engineering and uses these meanings within
patterns adopted from computer science. Microelectronics, similarly to the other
contact registers, adopts attitudinal meanings from electrical engineering, while it
adopts structural properties from computer science. Thus, we observed a general
tendency of adopting epistemic or attitudinal meanings from the seed registers and
more structural properties from computer science (Section 5.3.2).
By inspecting hypotheses of diversification and imprint on the macro and micro
levels, we have gained a quite deep understanding of how scientific disciplines vary
in their use of evaluative meaning, the degree to which they vary and the kinds of
differences and similarities they show in terms of lexico-grammatical features. The
study has also shown that on the one hand, disciplines create registers of their own
over time in terms of evaluative meaning, i.e. they undergo a diversification process,
while on the other hand, (and this relates specifically to the contact disciplines),
they still show an imprint left over or adopted from the seed disciplines that can be
traced in the lexico-grammar.
6.2 Assessment of the approach
Our approach to the investigation of evaluative meaning across scientific writing
comes with several general and beneficial properties related to theory and method-
ology.
6.2.1 An approach grounded in linguistic theory
The approach relies on several sources of knowledge on evaluative meaning and
scientific writing, yet it is grounded in one theory of language that accounts for
both: Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL), which makes it possible to adopt a
sociosemiotic perspective on language use. The commitment to the linguistic theory
of SFL has been made as it has at its core a number of concepts extremely relevant
and useful for this study.
First, its functional perspective on language allowed us to position evaluative mean-
ing within a linguistic theory. It has been proposed that in terms of the semantic
system, evaluative meaning is part of the interpersonal metafunction, i.e. the partic-
ipatory function of language that provides resources for participants to enact a social
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and intersubjective relationship. The most important aspect in favor of positioning
evaluative meaning within this metafunction is the potential for arguing inherent
to evaluative as well as interpersonal acts (though interpersonal acts involve more
than just arguing). What is argued about is the information exchanged between
participants (rather than the exchange of goods-&-services).
Second, SFL allows one to trace choices made in the semantic system from the
meaning potential by considering choices on the level of lexico-grammar that can
be identified in the text. In our specific case, choices on the semantic level are
taken from the potential of evaluative meaning to instantiate an evaluative text.
These choices are reflected in the lexico-grammatical system, i.e. specific lexico-
grammatical features are available to language users for performing an evaluative
act instantiated in the wordings used. Therefore, by inspecting lexico-grammatical
choices, one can trace the choices made in the semantic system in terms of evaluative
meaning.
A third concept of SFL that is extremely relevant to our study is the notion of
register, concerned with functional variation, i.e. variation according to language
use. Given that in our case writers of scientific research articles belong to differ-
ent social contexts according to the different disciplines, they have specific options
available in the lexico-grammatical system to express evaluative meaning which may
differ across disciplines. Differences in the constellation of lexico-grammatical fea-
tures give rise to different registers. This can then also change diachronically as
new registers develop. Thus, the choices made on the stratum of lexico-grammar
define the social context and vice versa, but can change over time. By tracing the
lexico-grammatical choices made in two different time periods, we were able to look
at the diachronic formation of new registers in terms of evaluative meaning.
This also implies a further benefit of considering SFL as a theoretical basis: compar-
ativeness, i.e. the usage of different constellations of lexico-grammatical features can
be compared across different social contexts but also across different time periods.
In our study, we considered both comparative dimensions.
Furthermore, the most important aspect that a theoretically-grounded approach of-
fers is that it allows for the interpretation of the findings, i.e. if explanations are
sought, as in our case, a theory is needed that allows for the kinds of interpretations
pursued in the study. In the present context, we tested whether disciplines show di-
versification trends that are reflected in their registers, for which SFL was perfectly
suited as it allowed us to interpret the findings obtained from the comparison of
lexico-grammatical features on the semantic level as well as on the level of the social
context. Moreover, the delicacy of focus that the notion of register permits was also
crucial to inspect fine-grained differences in terms of register diversification and to
consider a possible imprint left over in the contact registers by the seed registers in
terms of registerial imprint.
In general terms, a theory has to be chosen that allows for the appropriate level of
interpretation aimed at the hypotheses for which one pursues answers. As we were
interested in functional variation, SFL was the optimal choice. However, especially
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in relation to the diachronic perspective, limitations in terms of interpretations were
encountered as to why specific diachronic changes or shifts have taken place for some
of the disciplines. Such interpretations would have to rely more on a theory geared
toward historical linguistics rather than sociolinguistics.
6.2.2 An approach combining macro- and micro-analysis with
comparative corpus-based methods
The macro- and micro-analytical perspectives adopted in our approach have proved
to be quite valuable for testing our hypotheses. While macro-analysis mostly gives
insights into the degree of difference or similarity, micro-analysis is geared toward
unfolding what the differences or similarities are, i.e. it relates to the kind of differ-
ences or similarities observed. Just one of the two perspectives alone would not be
sufficient to answer our hypotheses in a satisfactory manner since we are aiming at
a comprehensive account.
If we had considered only macro-analysis, we clearly would have observed that regis-
ters undergo a process of diversification over time, as the classification performance
drastically improves in the second time period investigated, especially for the con-
tact registers. However, we would not have been able to see which characteristics
associated with evaluative meaning contributed to a better distinction over time.
Moreover, we would have missed the bigger picture. For example, in terms of reg-
ister diversification, we would have missed observing the tendency toward a more
conventionalized usage of evaluative meaning (as it is predominately used at sentence
beginning in the 2000s). In terms of registerial imprint, e.g., on the one hand, we
would have not observed the preference of the contact registers for the adoption of
stance meanings from the seed registers of the C subcorpus, and on the other hand,
the preference for adopting structural properties from computer science would have
been missed.
If we had considered only micro-analysis, the detection of particular characteristic
features would have been a challenge not feasible to undertake due to time con-
straints and available resources, considering the different dimensions of comparisons
made (registers, time, triples) and the amount of features analyzed (approx. 270).
For this, text classification proved to be quite useful as it allowed us to consider,
on the macro level, the degree of register diversification and registerial imprint,
and on the micro level the kind of diversification or imprint by feature analysis of
top-ranking features. Thus, the macro-analysis did not allow only for generalizable
findings, but also permitted us to limit the micro-analysis to features characteristic
of a given register, i.e. to perform a feature analysis on relevant features. Addition-
ally, the relevant features could be analyzed most carefully, giving a rather detailed
account of their usage within a given register by means of a closer inspection and
using distributional information across different levels (registers, document sections,
evaluative patterns, stance meanings, stance types, parts-of-speech, etc.).
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Furthermore, the implementation of an iterative process allowed us to enhance data
quality in recursive steps in a cost-effective manner, i.e. with a special focus on rel-
evant features. More specifically, while macro-analysis provided us with a ranking
of lexico-grammatical features, in micro-analysis the top-ranking features (i.e. the
most characteristic ones) were inspected in detail. Due to non-evaluative discipline-
specific usages of possible evaluative lexical items, we were able to exclude non-
evaluative usages by taking this detailed micro-analytical view of the data. This,
however, also points to some limitations of the approach, as it is mostly geared
toward precision rather than recall, i.e. we might have still missed some amount of
evaluative meaning, which might then not be represented among the top-ranking
features that have been shown to be characteristic of a register. Nevertheless, the
insights gained on characteristic and adopted features can still be said to be repre-
sentative, especially regarding the account of precision applied.
In terms of methods, we also had to consider appropriate dimensions of comparisons
that had to be considered to test our two main hypotheses. The registerial dimension
was one of the dimensions most important to our study for both hypotheses, yet the
delicacy of focus had to be adapted accordingly.
To test for register diversification, we considered a given register against all other
registers taken together. This allowed us to obtain distinctive features characteristic
of a given register. However, if the classification performance of a register was too
low in terms of F-measure (e.g., as for computational linguistics, which achieved only
around 20% in the 70s/80s), we did not consider the features to be characteristic of
that register.
For registerial imprint, we considered a contact register against each seed registers.
This allowed us to inspect features characteristic of a contact register when compared
to its seed registers. Moreover, we did an additional classification to inspect whether
the features that turned out to be characteristic of a given contact register were
adopted from computer science or the other seed register. This was quite insightful.
If some features were characteristic for computer science when compared to one
of the contact registers, while they were characteristic of the contact register when
compared to its other seed register, the features were adopted from computer science
by the contact register. If, instead, some features were characteristic of the other
seed register in comparison to the contact register, while they were characteristic of
the contact register when compared to computer science, the features were adopted
from the other seed register by the contact register. This is something we have also
observed in other studies on SciTex which looked at other feature sets (Degaetano-
Ortlieb et al., 2014a).
In summary, the approach presented in this thesis draws its strength from the fact
that it is grounded in linguistic theory. This was extremely useful in defining and
testing hypotheses as well as for the interpretation of results. Moreover, by combin-
ing macro- and micro-analysis and corpus-based methods, we were able to perform
an empirical analysis which allowed making generalizations as well as detailed ob-
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servations.
6.3 Envoi and future work
Since the methodology designed in this study is not confined to a linguistic phe-
nomenon but is quite general in nature, it can be adopted in other contexts that
seek to combine an empirical analysis with a more detailed account on the findings,
allowing interpretable results, and in other scenarios in which different dimensions
of contrast are of interest.
6.3.1 Considerations on feature selection and interpretation
One of the biggest issues in analyzing linguistic phenomena is which linguistic fea-
tures to look at (feature selection). This is a question that is always quite hard to
answer in a comprehensive manner and for which we do not have a ready-made solu-
tion. Some features can be derived from previous studies, others from introspection,
and others from observation. But even then, one does not know whether the fea-
tures chosen appropriately reflect the phenomenon to be analyzed for the population
under investigation. What we proposed here is to use a quite wide range of features
taken from previous studies and our own observations and to decide based on a
macro-analysis which features to investigate further. Thus, one can decide which
features to analyze in detail by how well they represent the population investigated,
in our case each register according to the ranking results of the classification. This
method can be used in a variety of comparative studies, such as comparative studies
of registers or time periods as in our case, but also comparisons of modes of discourse
(e.g., spoken vs. written), different languages, originals and translations, translation
modes (e.g., human vs. automatic), etc.
What is also important in terms of feature selection is which kinds of features to
consider. Using shallow features (bag-of-words) for classification tasks, such as doc-
ument classification or in stylometric studies, has been shown to be quite efficient
(cf. Joachims (1998); Koppel et al. (2002); Rybicki (2006); Argamon et al. (2008);
Fox et al. (2012)). However, if a deeper understanding of the mechanisms involved
in a particular variation is sought, features are needed that reflect these mechanisms.
Thus, what one has to be aware of is that using relatively shallow features (such as
word/lexical items or function words) to gain insights into the distinctness between
registers, documents, etc., will also be quite shallow in terms of the insights the
features can offer. Feature sets made up of bags-of-words can only show something
about the differences in topics. In more recent studies on diversification trends re-
lated to registers, for example, features are taken that reflect possible diversification
processes (cf. Argamon et al. (2007); Teich et al. (2013); Degaetano-Ortlieb et al.
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(2014a)) driven by linguistic theory, which allows for an appropriate interpretation of
the findings. Thus, besides using a quite varied range of features, it is also important
to select features that might be relevant for the task or the insights sought.
6.3.2 Further contexts of application
6.3.2.1 Other languages
One possible context closely related to ours would be to apply the approach on other
languages, i.e. analyze the expression of evaluative meaning in other languages.
Here, what can be adopted is the analytical cycle (Section 4.4) as well as the model
of analysis proposed for how evaluative meaning is construed semantically (Sec-
tion 3.4). As we have seen in the previous section, the analytical cycle can be
adopted for a variety of analyses. One would just have to define the levels of macro-
and micro-analysis needed. As for the model of analysis of evaluative meaning, it
can be said to be quite culture- and language-independent, as it is related to human
interaction, i.e. within an evaluative act there will always be a speaker or writer
who performs the act and a hearer or reader who perceives the act, as well as the
evaluation itself and the target evaluated.
What would have to be adapted is the realization of the semantic meaning in the
lexico-grammar. One possible option that might still profit from the insights gained
in our study on realizations on the level of lexico-grammar is to consider the context
of translations, i.e. annotate the English part of a parallel corpus with the annota-
tion procedure designed for this study to inspect differences and similarities in the
lexico-grammatical system of expressing evaluative meaning between English and
some other language. Clearly, the translation approach would also bear some issues,
which then would have to be dealt with (e.g., correct word and phrase alignment
to detect lexical realizations across languages, possible omissions and explicitations
in the translation, etc.). Nevertheless, it would give some basic insights into what
would have to be changed in terms of lexico-grammatical features when consider-
ing another language. However, one would also have to consider that in our study,
even though the model of analysis is language- and register-independent, the lexico-
grammatical realizations found by the annotation procedure might be relatively
register dependent, as they were designed on the basis of scientific writing. Clearly,
the more distant a register to be investigated is from written academic English, the
more adaptations will be needed. Nevertheless, apart from the challenges to face, it
would be quite interesting to investigate how languages differ in terms of evaluative
meaning.
6.3.2.2 Inform classification tasks
A further context of application is to inform other classification tasks with more
linguistically driven features.
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Considering the notion of register and given that the features analyzed in this thesis
are located within the tenor of discourse, they could inform approaches that rely
solely on features from the field of discourse, such as bag-of-words approaches which
are mostly related to topicality. In terms of SFL, this would lead to a more compre-
hensive account of the data. To show how this might improve the performance of a
classifier, we have performed a small pilot study on the SciTex disciplines for both
time periods. Here, we carried out a bag-of-words classification with SVM based
on the 500 most distinctive nouns selected by Information Gain on the nine classes
of the SciTex corpus, i.e. texts in SciTex had to be classified into one of the nine
registers based on the 500 most distinctive nouns used in the corpus. Classification
by these shallow features, i.e. in a bag-of-words fashion, achieves relatively high F-
measures for both time periods (0.898 for the 70s/80s and 0.930 for the 2000s; see
Table 6.1). Considering features of evaluative meaning on their own, for the 70s/80s
classification performance is quite low (F-measure of 0.662), while in the 2000s it
is competitive with the shallow feature classification (0.930 for both). By combin-
ing the feature sets, classification can be improved up to an F-measure of 0.927 for
the 70s/80s and up to 0.941 in the 2000s. Clearly, the fact that the classification
performance for the 70s/80s on SciTex regarding features of evaluative meaning is
quite low is related to the contact disciplines. As we have shown in this study, the
contact disciplines do not have a distinctive evaluative character in the 70s/80s, and
thus cannot be distinguished by it, while they can already be distinguished much
better in terms of the 500 most distinctive nouns, i.e. by topics. Nevertheless, this
small study already shows how more linguistically driven features might improve
classification performance.
6.3.2.3 Inform feature-based sentiment analysis
As we have seen in Section 2.4.3.1.2, while the approach of feature-based senti-
ment analysis accounts for the assignment of opinions to the target (object) that
is evaluated, which from all computationally based approaches shows the greatest
resemblance to our approach, its focus lies on determining the polarity of the eval-
uative expression rather than the meaning of the evaluation. Thus, the approach
feature set accuracy precision recall F-measure
70s/80s
shallow 89.82 0.900 0.898 0.898
evaluation 66.32 0.663 0.663 0.662
combined 92.70 0.927 0.927 0.927
2000s
shallow 92.92 0.931 0.929 0.930
evaluation 92.93 0.931 0.929 0.930
combined 94.10 0.941 0.941 0.941
Table 6.1: Classification accuracies obtained by shallow and evaluative feature sets
on SciTex
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of defining more fine-grained classes of stance meanings might enlarge the scope of
applications of this sentiment analysis approach, as it would not be limited to deter-
mining the polarity alone, but polarity related to some kind of meaning. This would
be a similar task to what at the moment is known as emotion detection (Strapparava
and Mihalcea, 2008, 2010; Lei et al., 2014). However, emotions and stance meanings
are not exactly the same, even though they may have overlaps. If we consider the
stance meaning of importance, this would not be understood as an emotion (it is an
evaluation), while frustration is clearly associated with an emotion. Thus, there is
more to be accounted for with respect to evaluative meaning, i.e. while it is useful
to detect emotions in text, facial emotion, or emotion expressed multi-modally, it
is also relevant to consider other kinds of epistemic and attitudinal meanings such
as assumption, suggestion, importance, complexity, etc. It depends on the task of
what kind of knowledge is being sought, i.e. how products are reviewed (positively vs.
negatively), which emotions are triggered for example by political actions on twitter
feeds (anger, fear, happiness, etc.), how concepts are evaluated in science (attitu-
dinal/epistemic, important/unimportant, etc.). However, it is quite a challenge to
define epistemic and attitudinal meanings in a comprehensive manner, especially for
different situational contexts, registers, etc. Thus, as meaning is strongly associated
with the context, methods such as topic models (cf. Hofmann (2001); Blei et al.
(2003); Blei (2012)) might be quite useful in this endeavor.
6.3.3 Future work on the subject
Apart from determining the meaning of the evaluation, the polarity of the evalu-
ative expression could be taken into account as an additional feature that might
be differently used across disciplines. Thus, even though two disciplines might use
the complexity meaning similarly often, they might differ in whether they use it
more toward the easiness pole or the difficulty pole. We have deliberately not cho-
sen the wordings positive and negative as this polarity categorization might be too
restrictive and does not always apply to all stance meanings. Consider again the
importance meaning: if something is not important it is not strictly related to being
negative. Thus, in the case of stance meanings, it might be more appropriate to use
positive and negative as two poles with no concrete positive or negative connotation
at first (similarly to the values of modality; see also Section 3.3) and to determine
the connotation in an additional step. Defining whether something is positioned
on one or the other extreme of a pole for a given meaning could be accounted for
automatically or semi-automatically on the basis of the lexico-grammatical realiza-
tions (lexical items, negation, etc.). Determining whether something has a positive
or negative connotation, on the other hand, can hardly be operationalized automat-
ically, especially in different contexts of situation. Here, more human effort would
be needed, as is being done in polarity detection tasks, where polarity lexicons are
built (Wiebe et al., 1999; Jijkoun et al., 2010; Clematide and Klenner, 2010; Taboada
et al., 2011). Nevertheless, defining whether a stance expression is positioned toward
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one or the other pole of the stance meaning could already give additional insights
on register diversification. Moreover, instead of relying on lexicons and semantic
databases to create classes of meanings, one might rely on approaches such as topic
models (Blei, 2012) and the like to create contextually relevant classes.
An additional factor that could be considered is reader engagement, which we con-
sidered in the semantic system but did not approach in our analysis. This was for
several reasons, the main ones being (1) its rareness in scientific writing as opposed
to other situation types such as advertisements, political speech etc. where the reader
is much more strongly engaged within the discourse, and (2) its lexico-grammatical
realizations, which are relatively fuzzy and still not well understood by linguistic
means apart from reader mentioning (e.g., by personal pronouns) and thus quite
difficult to detect semi-automatically.
In terms of register diversification, we have considered a time span of approximately
30 years or so, as well as newly emerged disciplines, to trace possible diversification
trends in terms of recent diachronic trends. It would also be quite interesting to
consider a more remote diachronic approach that reaches back to the point where re-
search articles started to emerge and trace the diachronic development of evaluative
meaning in research articles from the start. Additionally, other registers could also
be considered or would have to be considered when reaching back in time. For this,
the proposed analytical cycle as well as the model of analysis could be adopted, while
the realizations in the lexico-grammar might have changed quite strongly. Consider
this small excerpt of Newton’s Opticks paper from 1730, which has been taken from
a concluding remark of a previous section of his paper:
I have now given in Axioms and their Explications the sum of what hath hith-
erto been treated of in[Pg 20] Opticks. For what hath been generally agreed
on I content my self to assume under the notion of Principles, in order
to what I have farther to write. And this may suffice for an Introduction
to Readers of quick Wit and good Understanding not yet versed in
Opticks: Although those who are already acquainted with this Science, and
have handled Glasses, will more readily apprehend what followeth.
Clearly, some lexico-grammatical features observed in contemporary scientific arti-
cles can also be spotted in this excerpt (e.g., personal pronouns of self-mentioning,
epistemic and attitudinal expressions). However, in terms of stance meanings ex-
pressed and lexical items used such as versed, adaptation would be needed, i.e. new
stance meanings might be encountered and other lexical items might have been used
back then to express particular meanings. Furthermore, we can also see how the
reader is relatively strongly engaged within the discourse (Readers, those who are
already acquainted with[...]) and presents the target of the evaluation, which differs
from the writing style of research articles we are now familiar with, especially in a
‘hard’ science discipline such as physics.
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A further concept that deserves deeper investigation is the conventionalization pro-
cess that seems to be going on in research articles in general as one of the major
motifs of diversification, and which also seems to be reflected in evaluative meaning.
In our study, we have noted that there seems to be some trend in using evaluative
meaning toward the beginning of the sentence, which might be related to a con-
ventionalized usage, but also points toward what Hunston and Thompson (2000)
describe as an additional function of evaluation toward organizing the discourse.
Moreover, pattern features become more characteristic over time. This might have
an influence on the status of the evaluative expression, i.e. if it moves toward a more
conventionalized usage, does it still have the same impact as a less conventionalized
expression on the reader, or do we somehow expect it to be there? Would this mean
that we are less surprised to find an evaluation? And does it diminish its value
or strength somehow? Here, clearly a different approach is needed from ours, as
we would have to consider the probabilities of an expression occurring given what
precedes it. Answers to these questions would have to be pursued by considering lin-
guistic encoding, i.e. the more predictable an expression is, the denser its linguistic
encoding becomes and the more conventionalized the expression will be. This will
lead in the direction of work conducted based on measures such as relative entropy,
looking at the correlation between linguistic encoding and information density, con-
ducted e.g. in psycholinguistic and sociolinguistic studies (Aylett and Turk, 2004;
Levy, 2008; Fankhauser et al., 2014a,b).
In summary, this thesis has presented an empirical corpus-based approach to inves-
tigate linguistic properties of disciplines regarding evaluative meaning, which can be
reused in other application contexts. The analytical cycle proposed and based on
Jockers (2013)’s macro- and micro-analytical perspective is general in nature and
can be reused for a variety of other studies that seek both qualitative as well as
quantitative insights. The model of analysis on evaluative meaning might be em-
ployed in the analysis of evaluative meaning in other languages, situational contexts,
time periods, etc. with some adaptation. Apart from this, the insights gained might
be relevant to other approaches dealing with evaluative meaning (e.g., when looking
at differences across registers or fine-grained distinctions), but also to text classifi-
cation tasks and other studies that aim at distinguishing between more fine-grained
classes. Clearly, there are many open questions worth pursuing, only some of which
we have put forward in this section.
Chapter 7
German summary
In der vorliegenden Dissertation wurden zwei Hypothesen untersucht: Registerdi-
versifikation und registerspezifische Pra¨gung.
Bei der Registerdiversifikation wurden die Fragen ergru¨ndet, ob Disziplinen eigene
Bewertungscharakteristiken aufzeigen, die linguistisch in Registern nachzuverfolgen
sind, und ob sich diese u¨ber die Zeit vera¨ndert haben. Ein besonderes Augenmerk
wurde auf relativ neu entstandene Disziplinen gelegt, die durch Kontakt zwischen
zwei anderen Disziplinen entstanden sind (z. B. die Computerlinguistik, die sich aus
Kontakt zwischen der Informatik und der Linguistik herausgebildet hat), da die-
se Kontaktdisziplinen dazu neigen, sich von anderen Disziplinen abzugrenzen, d.h.
einen Diversifikationsprozess vollziehen, um als eigensta¨ndige Register zu gelten.
Bei der registerspezifischen Pra¨gung wurde auf die Fragen eingegangen, ob neu ent-
standene Disziplinen eine linguistische Pra¨gung in Bezug auf Bewertungen zeigen,
die in ihrem Register nachzuverfolgen ist und die von den Ursprungsdisziplinen
u¨bernommen worden ist. Daru¨ber hinaus wurde auch untersucht, ob sich die lin-
guistische Pra¨gung diachron vera¨ndert hat.
Um diesen Fragen nachzugehen, wurden verschiedene theoretische und methodische
Konzepte angewandt.
Theoretisch ist die Arbeit in der Systemisch Funktionalen Linguistik (SFL) be-
gru¨ndet, da diese linguistische Theorie eine Grundlage bietet fu¨r die Analyse von
Bewertungen und aufgrund ihrer soziosemiotischen Perspektive auf die Sprache. Die-
se erweist sich als besonders nu¨tzlich, da sowohl die Wissenschaftsdisziplinen auf
der sozio-kulturellen Ebene als auch ihre semantischen und linguistischen Entschei-
dungen in Bezug auf Bewertungen auf der semantischen und lexico-grammatischen
Ebene Gegenstand der Analysen sind (Kapitel 3.2). Basierend auf dieser soziose-
miotischen Interpretation von Sprache wurde ein Analysemodel zur Analyse von
Bewertungen entwickelt, um die Auswahl aus dem semantischen System auf der
lexico-grammatischen Ebene nachzuverfolgen (Kapitel 3.4). Beim Untersuchen der
lexico-grammatischen Entscheidungen ko¨nnen somit Ru¨ckschlu¨sse auf die semanti-
schen Entscheidungen gezogen werden. Insbesondere sind anhand bestimmter lexico-
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grammatischer Merkmale, die Bewertungen realisieren, die getroffenen Entscheidun-
gen in verschiedenen Wissenschaftsdisziplinen untersucht worden. Beim Vergleich
der Entscheidungen auf der lexico-grammatischen Ebene in den verschiedenen Dis-
ziplinen konnten Unterschiede und Gemeinsamkeiten dieser in Bezug auf Register-
diversifikation und registerspezifische Pra¨gung analysiert werden.
Das Registerkonzept aus der SFL ist in dieser Arbeit von zentraler Bedeutung, da
es als Grundlage fu¨r unsere Analyse von funktionaler Variation dient, die zwischen
hochspezialisierten Disziplinen besteht, d.h. Variation in Bezug auf den Situations-
kontext (Kapitel 2.3). In unserem Fall wurden neun Situationskontexte analysiert,
die sich in den folgenden neun Wissenschaftsdisziplinen widerspiegeln: Informatik,
Computerlinguistik, Linguistik, Bioinformatik, Biologie, Bauinformatik, Maschinen-
bau, Mikroelektronik und Elektrotechnik (Kapitel 4.3). Daru¨ber hinaus entsteht
aufgrund von Modernisierungsprozessen die Notwendigkeit, seitens bestimmter Dis-
ziplinen, Konzepte, Techniken etc. von anderen Disziplinen zu u¨bernehmen, was zur
Entstehung neuer Register fu¨hrt. In dieser Arbeit beru¨cksichtigen wir vier solcher
neu entstandener Disziplinen, um zu untersuchen, ob sie u¨ber eine Zeitperiode von
30 Jahren eigene Register gebildet haben, insbesondere in Bezug auf Bewertungs-
ausdru¨cken.
Das semantische Konzept der Bewertung kann in die interpersonelle Metafunkti-
on der SFL positioniert werden, da diese die Ressourcen bietet fu¨r die Zuweisung
von Diskursrollen an Teilnehmer und das Ausdru¨cken von Bewertungen und Stel-
lungsnahmen (Kapitel 3.3). Unser theoretischer Ansatz zum Konzept der Bewertung
unterscheidet sich von anderen, da versucht wird, das gesamte Bedeutungspoten-
tial von Bewertungen zu beru¨cksichtigen: (1) die beteiligten Teilnehmer, (2) die
mo¨glichen Entscheidungen, die dem Teilnehmer aus den Auswahlmo¨glichkeiten vom
Bedeutungspotential zur Verfu¨gung stehen, um Bewertungen auszudru¨cken, und (3)
das Zielobjekt der Bewertung. Hierfu¨r wurde ein semantisches System von Aus-
wahlmo¨glichkeiten an Bewertungen pra¨sentiert, das es erlaubt, die semantischen
Entscheidungen nachzuverfolgen, indem die lexico-grammatischen Merkmale un-
tersucht werden, die bestimmte Entscheidungen realisieren (Kapitel 3.4). Dadurch
konnten sehr feine registerspezifische Unterschiede in den verschiedenen hochspezia-
lisierten Disziplinen in Bezug auf Bewertungen ausgemacht werden.
Methodisch wurde ein makro- und mikro-analytischer, korpus-basierter Ansatz an-
gewandt. In diesem Zusammenhang ist ein analytischer Zyklus konzipiert worden,
der es ermo¨glicht, rekursive quantitative und qualitative analytische Schritte vor-
zunehmen (Kapitel 4.4). Das verwendete Korpus (SciTex) erlaubt es, verschiede-
ne Wissenschaftsdisziplinen diachron zu untersuchen. Durch den iterativen Prozess
konnte die bestmo¨gliche Balance zwischen generalisierbarer Tendenzen und detail-
lierten Einblicken auf Registerdiversifikation und registerspezifische Pra¨gung erlangt
werden und das basierend auf empirische Erkenntnisse. Unser methodischer Ansatz
unterscheidet sich von anderen, da er nicht nur auf generalisierbare Tendenzen oder
detaillierte Analysen fokussiert ist, denn beide Perspektiven werden miteinbezogen.
Die Kombination aus Makro- und Mikro-Analyse erlaubt es, den beno¨tigten Detail-
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grad auszumachen, um die bestmo¨glichen Generalisierungen machen zu ko¨nnen.
Auf der makro-analytischen Ebene wurde die Textklassifikation mit Support Vector
Machines (SVM) als Technik verwendet, um empirisch zu untersuchen, wie gut Text-
produktionen korrekt einer Disziplin in Bezug auf Bewertungen zugeordnet werden
ko¨nnen. Daraus konnten Erkenntnisse bezu¨glich (1) des Grades der Registerdiver-
sifikation erlangt werden, d.h. wie gut sich die Disziplinen auf der Registerebene
von anderen unterscheiden und ob es hierbei eine diachrone Vera¨nderung gegeben
hat (Kapitel 5.2.1), und (2) den Grad der registerspezifischen Pra¨gung, d.h. wie
stark die Kontaktdisziplinen registerbezogene U¨berlappungen mit ihren Ursprungs-
disziplinen aufzeigen und ob sich dies diachron vera¨ndert hat (Kapitel 5.3.1). Da
der Diversifikationsprozess mit der Zeitdimension zusammenha¨ngt, d.h. er sich u¨ber
die Zeit entwickelt, ist ein diachroner Vergleich besonders wichtig, um Erkenntnisse
u¨ber registerbezogene Diversifikationsprozesse zu gewinnen. Daru¨ber hinaus, da die
Kontaktregister einen Diversifikationsprozess vollziehen, wurde fu¨r die registerspe-
zifische Pra¨gung ebenfalls die diachrone Perspektive miteinbezogen, um mo¨gliche
Vera¨nderungen in Bezug auf die U¨berlappung mit dem einen oder anderen Ur-
sprungsregister zu beru¨cksichtigen.
Auf der mikro-analytischen Ebene wurde eine Merkmalsanalyse vorgenommen, um
(1) die Art der Registerdiversifikation (anhand charakteristischer Merkmale eines
Registers; Kapitel 5.2.2) und (2) die Art der registerspezifischen Pra¨gung (anhand
u¨bernommener Merkmale vom Kontaktregister aus den Ursprungsregistern; Kapi-
tel 5.3.2) zu untersuchen. In der Merkmalsanalyse wurde von einer eher allgemei-
nen Betrachtung der Ergebnisse auf eine spezifischere u¨bergegangen, d.h. es wur-
den der Klassifikationsbeitrag der Merkmalstypen und der einzelnen Merkmale so-
wie die Merkmalsverwendung innerhalb von Konkordanzen und ihre distributionelle
Verteilung auf unterschiedlichen Ebenen mitberu¨cksichtigt. Dabei wurden aus dem
SVM Output die am ho¨chsten gerankten Merkmale (anhand der SVM-Gewichte)
untersucht. Daru¨ber hinaus wurde in unserem analytischen Zyklus auf der mikro-
analytischen Ebene ein weiterer Schritt integriert, der es ermo¨glicht hat, die Daten-
qualita¨t zu erho¨hen, indem detaillierte Bereinigungsprozeduren auf den Extraktions-
ergebnissen hinsichtlich der am ho¨chsten gerankten Merkmale durchgefu¨hrt wurden.
Die Analyse der Registerdiversifikation in Bezug auf Bewertungen hat gezeigt, dass
bezu¨glich des Diversifikationsgrades sowohl die Kontaktregister als auch die Ur-
sprungsregister u¨ber den untersuchten Zeitraum von 30 Jahren einen Diversifika-
tionsprozess vollzogen haben, wobei dieser bei den Kontaktregistern sta¨rker ausge-
pra¨gt ist im Gegensatz zu ihren Ursprungsregistern. In der Zeitperiode der 70er/80er
Jahren sind die Kontaktregister hinsichtlich Bewertungen nicht distinktiv unter-
scheidbar, d.h. in dieser Zeitperiode zeigen sie keinen eigenen Bewertungscharakter.
In den 2000er dagegen sind sie klar voneinander unterscheidbar, d.h. sie haben u¨ber
den Zeitraum von 30 Jahren einen eigenen Bewertungscharakter entwickelt (Kapitel
5.2.1).
In Bezug auf die Art des Diversifikationsprozesses hat die Analyse der Merkmals-
typen und -subtypen generelle diachrone Tendenzen aufgezeigt: wa¨hrend die Kon-
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taktregister in der ersten Zeitperiode (70er/80er) nur sehr schlecht anhand von ein-
zelnen Stance-Bedeutungsgruppen unterschieden werden ko¨nnen und sie deshalb
keinen eigenen Bewertungscharackter aufzeigen, tragen in der zweiten Zeitperiode
(2000er) unterschiedliche Merkmalssubtypen (Part-of-Speech der Stance-Ausdru¨cke,
Stance-Bedeutungsgruppen, Stance-Typen, etc.) zur Unterscheidung bei. Diese Ten-
denz zeigt sich auch in den Ursprungsregistern, auch wenn die Tendenz weniger
ausgepra¨gt ist, außer beim Maschinenbau. Die Variation hinsichtlich der Merk-
malssubtypen ist darauf zuru¨ckzufu¨hren, dass ein Bewertungspha¨nomen in unter-
schiedliche Merkmalssubtypen reflektiert wird, d.h. je charakteristischer ein Bewer-
tungspha¨nomen wird, desto mehr Typen reflektieren das Pha¨nomen. Ein Beispiel
dafu¨r ist die semantische Bewertungsgruppe der Komplexita¨t in der Informatik. In
der ersten Zeitperiode (70er/80er) ist die Komplexita¨t nur anhand eines Merkmals
charakteristisch fu¨r die Informatik. In der zweiten Zeitperiode (2000er) dagegen
scheint sie noch charakteristischer fu¨r die Informatik zu sein, da sie in drei Merk-
malen reflektiert wird (der Bewertungsgruppe der Komplexita¨t selbst, ihr Gebrauch
innerhalb von Patterns am Satzanfang und als Attitude Marker am Satzanfang).
Eine weitere beobachtete diachrone Tendenz ist die Umlagerung der Bewertungsaus-
dru¨cke am Satzanfang. Das trifft sowohl auf die Kontakt- als auch auf die Ursprungs-
register zu, was auf eine konventionellere Verwendung von Bewertungsausdru¨cken
hinweist.
Hinsichtlich bestimmter Charakteristiken in den Kontakt- und Ursprungsregistern
konnte beobachtet werden, dass sich diese klar voneinander unterscheiden: die In-
formatik geht bezu¨glich epistemischer Bedeutungen eher in Richtung versta¨rkender
Ausdrucksweisen (boosters), die Linguistik dagegen eher in Richtung abschwa¨chender
Ausdruckweisen (hedges) und die Biology tendiert zu beiden mit einem starken Fo-
kus auf das Bewerten von experimentellen Erkenntnissen. Die Kontaktregister un-
terscheiden sich besonders in Bezug auf die verwendeten Bewertungsgruppen: fu¨r
die Computerlinguistik sind Verhaltensbedeutungen (attitudinal meanings) sowohl
am Satzanfang als auch innerhalb eines Satzes distinktiv, wa¨hrend fu¨r die Bioinfor-
matik sowohl epistemische als auch Verhaltensausdru¨cke charakteristisch sind. Die
Bauinformatik zeigt einen recht konventionellen Charakter und ist hauptsa¨chlich an-
hand der Verwendung von Patterns distinktiv, wobei sie auch Verhaltensausdru¨cke
und abschwa¨chende Ausdru¨cke distinktiv verwendet. Die Mikroelektronik verwendet
hauptsa¨chlich Verhaltensbedeutungen innerhalb der Abschlusskapiteln (conclusion
sections) charakteristisch.
Besonders interessant ist, dass sich manche Merkmale zwar deutlich als charakteris-
tisch fu¨r ein Register erweisen, sie allerdings auch fu¨r mehrere Register charakteris-
tisch sind. Die Kontaktregister zum Beispiel verwenden alle self-mention, das sich als
stark charakteristisch fu¨r die Informatik gezeigt hat, wobei sich die Register unter-
scheiden in Bezug auf die mit der self-mention verwendeten Prozesstypen, d.h. was
die Autoren machen (z. B. we describe), und Konzepte, d.h. was die Autoren besit-
zen (z. B. our model), sowie auch in welchen Kapiteln die self-mention hauptsa¨chlich
erscheint. Das wird auch fu¨r die Biologie und Bioinformatik deutlich, da beide im
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Gegensatz zu den anderen Registern sowohl zur Verwendung von versta¨rkenden
als auch von abschwa¨chenden Ausdru¨cken neigen (Kapitel 5.2.2). Aufgrund dieser
Erkenntnisse sind wir unserer zweiten Hypothese nachgegangen, d.h. der register-
spezifischen Pra¨gung, da der Anschein erweckt wurde, dass die Ursprungsregister
eine Art Pra¨gung auf die Kontaktregister hinterlassen haben.
Die Analyse der registerspezifischen Pra¨gung hat bezu¨glich des Pra¨gungsgrades ver-
schiedene Tendenzen aufgezeigt, d.h. in Bezug auf die U¨berlappungsmenge zwischen
Kontakt- und Ursprungsregistern. Manche Kontaktregister scheinen zwischen ihren
Ursprungsregistern zu liegen (z. B. die Computerlinguistik), eine Tendenz, die sich
u¨ber die Zeit konstant gehalten hat. Die Bauinformatik und die Mikroelektronik
zeigen eine deutliche Tendenz in Richtung ihrer Ursprungsregister Maschinenbau
und Elektrotechnik. Die Bioinformatik dagegen scheint eine Verschiebung vollzogen
zu haben, da sie in der ersten Zeitperiode (70er/80er) mehr U¨berlappung mit der
Biologie zeigt und fu¨r die zweite Zeitperiode (2000er) mehr U¨berlappung mit der
Informatik (Kapitel 5.3.1).
Beim Untersuchen der Art der registerspezifischen Pra¨gung wurden recht interessan-
te Erkenntnisse hinsichtlich der Merkmale gewonnen, die die Kontaktregister von
ihren Ursprungsregistern (d.h. von der Informatik oder dem anderen Ursprungsre-
gister) u¨bernommen haben. Die Computerlinguistik hat den abschwa¨chenden Be-
wertungscharakter der Linguistik u¨bernommen, wa¨hrend sie von der Informatik die
Verwendung von Bewertungspatterns und der Position von Bewertungsausdru¨cken
innerhalb eines wissenschaftlichen Artikels u¨bernommen hat. Die Bioinformatik hat
auf a¨hnliche Art verschiedene epistemische und Verhaltensbedeutungen von der
Biologie u¨bernommen, wa¨hrend sie die Verwendung von Bewertungsausdru¨cken in-
nerhalb bestimmter Kapiteln von wissenschaftlichen Artikeln von der Informatik
u¨bernommen hat. Die Bauinformatik hat interessanterweise bestimmte Verhaltens-
bedeutungen vom Maschinenbau u¨bernommen und verwendet diese Bedeutungen
innerhalb von Patterns, die sie von der Informatik u¨bernommen hat. Die Mikro-
elektronik hat, a¨hnlich zu den anderen Kontaktregistern, Verhaltensbedeutungen
aus der Elektrotechnik u¨bernommen und strukturelle Merkmale dagegen von der
Informatik. Demnach wurde eine allgemeine Tendenz festgestellt, in der die Kon-
taktregister epistemische und Verhaltensbedeutungen von ihren Ursprungsregistern
u¨bernehmen und strukturelle Merkmale von der Informatik (Kapitel 5.3.2).
Die Untersuchung unserer beiden Hypothesen (Registerdiversifikation und register-
spezifische Pra¨gung) auf der Makro- und Mikro-Ebene hat es ermo¨glicht, ein recht
tiefgru¨ndiges Versta¨ndnis zu erwerben in Bezug auf den mo¨glichen Bewertungscha-
rakter von Wissenschaftsdisziplinen. Es hat sich gezeigt, dass sich Wissenschaftsdis-
ziplinen in ihrer Verwendung von lexico-grammatischen Merkmalen unterscheiden
bezu¨glich dem Grad und der Art der Unterscheidung, aber auch Gemeinsamkeiten
aufzeigen. Die Studie hat auch gezeigt, dass die untersuchten Disziplinen einerseits
diachron einen eigenen Bewertungscharakter entwickelt haben, d.h. sie haben einen
Diversifikationsprozess durchlaufen, und andererseits (und das speziell hinsichtlich
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der Kontaktdisziplinen), dass sie dennoch eine linguistische Pra¨gung seitens der
Ursprungsdisziplinen u¨bernommen haben, die auf der lexico-grammatischen Ebene
nachverfolgt werden kann.
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